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Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the Inter-
national Electrotechnical Commission) form the specialized system for
worldwide standardization. National bodies that are members of ISO or
IEC participate in the development of International Standards through
technical committees established by the respective organization to deal
with particular fields of technical activity, ISQ and IEC technical cam-
mittees collaborate in fields of mutual interest. Other international organ-
izations, governmental and non-goverme:ntal, in liaison with ISO and IEC,
also take part in the work.

In the field of information technology, [SO and IEC have established a joint
technical committee, ISO/IEC JTC 1. Draft International Standards adopted
by the joint technical committee are circulated to national bodies for wot-
ing. Publication as an International Standard requires approval by at least
75% of the national bodies casting a vote.

International Standard ISO/IEC 11172-2 was prepared by Joint Technical
Committee ISOJEC JTC 1, Information technology, Sub-Committee SC 29,
Coded representation of audio, picture, multimedia and hypermedia infor-
mation,

ISOVIEC 11172 consists of the following parts, under the general title in-
formation technology — Coding of moving pictures and associated audio
for digital storage media at up to about 1,5 Mbit/s:

— Part 1: Systems

— Pat 2: Video

— Part 3: Audio

— Pant 4: Compliance testing

Annexes 4, B and C form an integral part of this part of ISOWIEC 11172.
Annexes D, E and F are for information only,
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Introduction

Note -- Readers interested in an overview of the MPEG Video layer should read this Introduction and then
proceed to annex D, before returning to clauses 1 and 2. 
0.1 Purpose

This pant of ISQVIEC 11172 was developed im response to the growing need for a Common format for
representing Compressed video on various digital storage media such as CDs, DATs, Winchester disks and
optical drives. This part of [SO/DEC 11172 specifies a coded representation that can be used for
compressing video sequences to bitrates around 1.5 Mbit's. The use of this part of ISO/IEC 11172 means
that motion video can be manipulated as a fonn of computer data and can be transmitted and received over
existing and future networks. The coded represcntation can be used with both 625-line and 525-line
television and provides flexibility for use with workstation and personal computer displays.

This pant of ISO/TEC 11172 was developed to operate principally from storage media offering a continuous
transfer rate of about 1,5 Mbit/s. Nevertheless it can be used morc widely than this because the approach
taken is. generic.

0.1.1 Coding parameters

The intention in developing this part of ISO/IEC 11172 has been to define a source coding algorithm with a
large degree of flexibility that can be used in many different applications. To achieve this goal, a numberof
the parameters defining the characteristics of coded bitstreams and decoders are contained in the bitstream.
itself, This allows for example, the algorithm to be used for pictures with a variety of sizes and aspect
ratios and on channels or devices operating at a wide mnge of bitrates.

Because of the large range of the characteristics of bitstreams that can be represented by this part of ISO/IEC
11172, a sub-set of these coding parameters known as the "Constrained Parameters” has been defined. The
aim in defining the constrained parameters is to offer guidance about a widely useful range of parameters.
Conforming to this set of constraints is not a requirement of this part of ISOVIEC 11172. A flag in the
bitstream indicates whether or not it is a Constrained Parameters bitstream.

Summary of the Constrained Parameters:

Less than or equal to 768 pels 

  
Mation vector range Less than -64 to +63,5 pels (using half-pel vectors)

f_code<=4 (s  

  
0.2 Overview of the algorithm

The coded representation defined in this part of ISO/IEC 11172 achieves a high compression ratio while
preserving good picture quality. The algorithm is not lossless as the cxact pel values are not preserved
during coding. The choice of the techniques is based on the need to balance a high picture quality and
compression ratio with the requirement to make random access to the coded bitstream. Obtaining good
picture quality at the bitrates of interest demands a very high compression ratio, which is not achievable
with inttaframe coding alone. “The need for random access, however, is best satisfied with pure intraframe
coding. This requires a carcful balance between imtra- and interframe coding and between recursive and non-
recursive temporal redundancy reduction,
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A number of techniques ane used to achieve a high compression ratio, The first, which is almost
independent from this part of ISQOVIEC 11172,is to select an appropriate spatial resolution for the signal.
The algorithm then uses block-based motion compensation to reduce the temporal redundancy. Motion
compensation is used for causal prediction ofthe current picture froma previous picture, for non-causal
prediction of the current picture from a future picture, or for interpolative prediction from past and future
pictures. Motion vectors are defined for each 16-pel by 16-line region of the picture. The difference signal,
the prediction error, is further compressed using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) to remove spatial
correlation before it is quantized in an irreversible process that discards the less important information.
Finally, the motion vectors are combined with the DCT information, and coded using variable length codes.

0.2.1 Temporal processing

Because of the conflicting requirements of random access and highly efficient compression, three main
picture types are defined. Intra-coded pictures (1-Pictures) are coded without reference to other pictures:
They provide access points to the coded sequence where decoding can begin, but are coded with only a
moderate compression ratio. Predictive coded pictures (P-Pictures) are coded more efficiently using motion
COmpensaled prediction from a past intra or predictive coded picture and are penerally used as a reference for
further prediction. Bidirectionally-predictive coded pictures (B-Pictures) provide the highest degree of
compression but require both past and future reference pictures for motion compensation. Bidirectionally-
predictive coded pictures are never used as references for prediction. The organisation of the three picture
types in a sequence is very flexible. The choiceis left to the encoder and will depend on the requirements of
the application. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the three different picture types.

Bi-directional

Prediction

 
Prediction

Figure 1 -- Example of temporal picture structure

The fourth picture type defined in this part of ISO/IEC 11172, the D-picture, is provided to allow a simple,
but limited quality, fast-forward playback mode,

0.2.2 Motion representation - macroblocks

The choice of 16 by 16 macroblocks for the motion-compensation unit is a result of the tmde-off between
increasing the coding efficiency provided by using motion information and the overhead needed to store it,
Each macroblock can be one of a numberof different types. For example, intra-coded, forward-predictive-
coded, backward-predictive coded, and bidirectionally-predictive-coded macroblocks are permitted in
bidircctionally-predictive coded pictures. Depending on the type of the macroblock, motion vector
information and other side information are stored with the compressed prediction error signal in each
macroblock, The motion vectors are encoded differentially with respect to the last coded motion vector,
using variable-length codes, The maximum length of the vectors that may be represented can be
programmed, on a picture-by-picture basis, so that the most demanding applications can be met without
compromising the performance of the system in more nonmal situations,

It is the responsibility of the encoder to calculate appropriate motion vectors, This part of ISO/IEC 11172
dots not specify bow this should be done.
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0.2.3 Spatial redundancy reduction

Both original pictures and prediction error signals have high spatial redundancy. This pant of ISO/TEC
11172 uses a block-based DCT method with visually weighted quantization and nm-length coding. Each &
by 8 block of the original picture for intra-coded macroblocks or of the prediction error for predictive-coded
macroblocks is transformed into the DCT domain where it is scaled before being quantized. After
quantization many of the coefficients are zero in value and so two-dimensional run-length and variable
length coding is used to encode the remaining coefficients efficiently.

0.3 Encoding

This pant af ISO/TEC 11172 does not specify an encoding process. It specifies the syntax and semantics of
the bitstream and the signal processing in the decoder. As aresult, many options are left open to encoders
to trade-off cost and speed against picture quality and coding efficiency. This clause is a bnef description of
the functions that need to be perfonmed by an encoder. Figure 2 shows the main functional blocks.

 
 

 

Source input pictures

STO}S3AWOT)OPY

where
DXxCT is discrete cosine transform

DCT-! is inverse discrete cosine wansform
Q is quantization
Q°! is dequantization
VLC is variable length coding

Figure 2 -- Simplified video encoder block diagram

The input video signal must be digilized and represented as a luminance and two colour difference signals
CY, Cp, Cy}. This may be followed by preprocessing and format conversionto select an appropriate
window, resolution and input format. This part of ISOVIEC 11172 requires that the colour difference
signals (Cp and C,) are subsampled with respect to the luminance by 2:1 in both vertical and horizontal
directions and are reformatied, if necessary, as 4 non-interlaced signal.

The encoder must choose which picture type to use for each picture. Having defined the picture types, the
encoder estimates motion vectors for each 16 by 16 macroblock in the picture. In P-Pictures one vector is
needed for cach non-intra macroblock and in B-Pictures one or two vectors are needed.

If B-Pictures are used, some reordering of the picture sequence is necessary before encoding, Because B-
Pictures are coded using bidirectional motion compensated prediction, they can only be decoded after the
subsequent reference picture (an Tor P-Picture) has been decoded, Therefore the pictures are reordered by the

wi
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encoder so that the pictures arrive at the decoder in the order for decoding. The correct display order is

The basic unit of coding within a picture is the macroblock, Within each picture, macroblocks are encoded
in sequence, left to right, top to bottom. Each macroblock consists of six & by & blocks: four blocks of
luminanec, one block of Ch chrominance, and one block of Cr chrominance. See figure 3. Note that the
Picture area covered by the four blocks of luminance is the same as the area covered by cach of the
chrominance blocks. This is due to subsampling of the chrominance information to match the sensitivity of
the human visual system,

fofiyjf]

¥ Cb Cr

Figure 3 -- Macroblock structure

Firstly, fora given macroblock, the coding mode is chosen. [t depends on the picture type, the
effectivencss of motion compensated prediction in that local region, and the nature of the signal within the
block. Secondly, depending on the coding mode, a motion compensated prediction of the contents of the
block based on past and/or future reference pictures is fonmed. This prediction is subtracted from the actual
data in the current macroblock to fonm an error signal. Thirdly, this error signal is separated imto & by 8
blocks (4 luminance and 2 chrominance blocks in each macroblock) and a discrete cosine wansform is
performed on each block. Each resulting § by 8 block of DCT coefficients is quantized and the two-
dimensional block is scanned in a zig-zag order to convert it into a one-dimensional string of quantized DCT
coefficients, Fourthly, the side-infonmation for the macroblock (mode, motion vectors elc) and the
quantized coefficient data are encoded. Por maximum efficiency, a number of variable length code tables are
defined) for the different daw elements. Rum-length coding is used for tre quantized coefficient data.

A consequence of using different picture types and variable length coding is that the overall data rate is
variable, In applications that involve a fixed-rate channel, a FIFO butter may be used to match the encoder
output to the channel. The staws of this buffer may be monitored to control the number of bits generated
by the encoder. Controlling the quantization process is the most direct way of controlling the bitrate. This
part of ISOVIEC 11172 specifies an abstract model of the buffering system (the Video Buffering Verifier) in
order to constrain the maximum variability in the number of bits that are used for a given picture, This
ensures that a bitstream can be decoded with a buffer of known size.

At this stage, the coded representation of the picture has been generated. The final step in the encoder is to
regenerate [-Pictures and P-Pictures by decoding the data so that they can be used as reference pictures for
subsequent encoding. The quantized coefficients are dequantized and an inverse 8 by 8 DCT is performed on
each block. The prediction error signal produced is then added back to the prediction signal and limited to
the required range to give a decoded reference picture.

0.4 Decoding

Decoding ts the inverse of the encoding operation. It is considerably simpler than encoding as there is no
need to perfonn motion estimation and there are many fewer options. The decoding process is defined by
this part of ISO/IEC 11172. The deseription that follows is a very brief overview of one possible way of
decoding a bitstream. Other decoders with different architectures are possible. Figure 4 shows the main
functional blocks.

wii
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ete 1 Picture
e pox} e[vis {ot @ ‘

Coded wicleo: Reconstructed
bitstream cunt put pictures

Motion Vectors
Picture store:

ee anidPredictor

Where

DCT-| is inverse discrete cosine wansform

ql is dequantization
MUX-! is demultiplexing
VLD is variable length decoding

Figure 4 -- Basic video decoder block diagram

For fixed-rate applications, the channel fills a FIFO buffer at a constant rate with the coded bitstream. ‘The
decoder reads this butter and decodes the data elements in the bitstream acconling to the defined syntax.

As the decoder reads the bitstream,it identifies the start of a coded picture and then the type of the picture,
It decodes each macroblock in the picture in tum. The macroblock type and the motion vectors, if present,
are used to construct a prediction of the current macroblock based on past and future reference pictures that
have been stored in the decoder. The coefficient data are decoded and dequantized. Each § by 8 block of
coefficient data is transformed by an inverse DCT (specified in annex A), and the result is added to the
prediction signal and limited to the defined range.

After all the macroblocks in the picture have been processed. the picture has been reconstructed. If it is an I-
picture or a P-picture il is a reference picture for subsequent pictures and is stored, replacing the oldest stored
reference picture. Before the pictures are displayed they may need to be re-ordered from the coded order to
their natural display order. After reordering, the pictures are available, in digital form, for post-processing
and display in any manner that the application chooses.

0.5 Structure of the coded video bitstream

This part of ISQVIEC 11172 specifies a syntax fora coded video bitsream. This syntax contains six layers,
each of which either supports a signal processing ora system function:

  
 

 
 
 

  

Layers of the syntax [|Function___
SEESS———————

Sequence layer Random access unit! COmlEXL 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Group of pictures layer Random access unit: video
Picture layer Primary coding unit
Slice layer Kesynchronization unit

Macroblock layer Motion compensation unit  Block layer CxlST unit

0.6 Features supported by the algorithm

Applications using compressed video on digital storage media need vo be able to perform a number of
operations in addition to normal forward playback of the sequence, The coded bitstream has been designed
to SUppOrt a number of these operations.

vill
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0.6.1 Random access

Random access is an essential feature for video on a storage medium. Random access requires that any
picture can be decoded in a limited amount of time. [t implies the existence of access points in the
biistream - that is segments of information that are identifiable and can be decoded without reference to other
segments of data. A spacing of bwo random access points (Intra-Pictures) per second can be achieved
without significant loss of picture quality.

0.6.2 Fast search

Depending on the storage medium, it is possible to scan the access points in a ceded bitstream (with the
help of an application-specific directory or other knowledge beyond the scope of this part of ISO/IEC
11172) to obtain a fast-forward and fast-reverse playback effect.

0.6.3 Reverse playback

Some applications may require the video signal to be played in reverse onder. This can be achieved in a
decoder by using Memory to store entire groups of pictures atter they have heen decoded before being
displayed in reverse onder, An encoder can make this feature easier by reducing the length of groups of
Pictures.

0.6.4 Error robustness

Mostdigital storage media and communication channels are not error-free. Appropriate channel coding
schemes should be used and are beyond the scope of this part of ISOVIEC 11172. Nevertheless the
compression scheme defined in this part of ISQO/TEC 11172 is robust to residual errors. The slice structure
allows a decoder to recover after a data error and to resynchronize its decoding. Therefore, bit errors in the
compressed data will cause errors in the decoded pictures to be limited in area. Decoders may be able to use
concealment strategies to disguise these errors.

0.6.5 Editing

There is a conflict between the requirement for high coding efficiency and easy editing. The coxling structure
and syntax have not been designed with the primary aim of simplifying editing at any picture, Nevertheless
a number of features have been included that enable editing of coded data.
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Information technology — Coding of moving
pictures and associated audio for digital storage
media at up to about 1,5 Mbit/s —

Part 2:

Video

Section 1: General

1.1 Scope

This part of ISO/IEC 11172 specifies the coded representation of video for digital storage media and
specifies the decoding process. The representation supports wormal speed forward playback, as well as
special functions such as random access, fast forward playback, fast reverse playback, nonnal speed reverse
playback, pause and still pictures. This part of ISO/IEC 11172 is compatible with standard 525- and 625-
line television formats, and it provides flextbility for use with personal computer and workstation displays.

ISQ/TEC 11172 is primarily applicable to digital storage media supporting a continuous transfer rate up to
about 1,5 Mbit/s, such as Compact Disc, Digital Audio Tape, and magnetic hard disks. Nevertheless it can
be used more widely than this because of the generic approach taken. The storage media may be directly
conmected to the decoder, or via communications means such as busses, LANs, or telecommunications
links. This part of ISO/IEC 11172 is intended for non-interlaced video formats having approximately 288
lines of 352 pels and picture mies around 24 Hz to 30 Hz.

1.2 Normative references

The following Imemational Simdarnds contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute
provisions of this part of ISQVIEC 11172. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid.
All standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this part of ISO/IEC 11172 are
encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the standards indicated
below. Members of IEC and [SO maintain registers of currently valid International Standards.

ISOVIEC 11172-1:1993 Information technology - Coding ofmoving pictures and associated audiofor digital
Storage media at up fo about /5 Mibip's - Part J: Systems.

ISOMEC 11172-3:1993 Information technology - Coding ofmoving pictures and associated audiofor digital
storage media at up to about I,5 Mbit/s - Part 3 Audio.

CCIR Recommendation 601-2 Encoding parameters afdigital televisionfor studios,

CCIR Report 624-4 Characteristics of systemsfor monochrome and colour television,

CCIR Recommendation 645 Recording of audia signals,

CCIR. Report 955-2 Sound broadcasting by satellitefor portable and mobile receivers, including Annex IV
Sununary description of Advanced Digital System If,

CCITT Recommendation J.17 Pre-emphasis used on Sound-Programme Circuits,
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TREE Draft Standard P1IS0/D? 1990 Specification for the implementation of 8x & inverse discrete cosine
transform”,

IEC publication 908:1987 CD Disital Auwaio System.
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Section 2: Technical elements

2.1 Definitions

For the purposes of ISO/IEC 11172, the following definitions apply. If specific to a part, this is noted in
square brackets.

2.1.1 ac coefficient [video]: Any DCT coefficient for which the frequency in one or both dimensions
is Non-7ero.

2.1.2 access unit [system]: In the case of compressed audio an access unit is an audio access unit. In
the case of compressed video an access unit is the coded representation of a picture,

2.1.3 adaptive segmentation [audio]: A subdivision of the digital representation of an audio signal
in variable segments of time,

2.1.4 adaptive bit allocation [audio]; The assignment of bits to subbands in a time and frequency
varying fashion according to a psychoacoustic model.

2.1.5 adaptive noise allocation [audio]: The assignment of coding noise to frequency bands in a
ime and frequency varying fashion according to a psychoacoustic model.

2.1.6 alias [audio]: Mirrored signal component resulting from sub-NWyquist sampling.

2.1.7 analysis filterbank [audio]: Filterbank in the encoder that transforms a broadband PCM audio
signal into a set of subsampled subband samples.

2.1.8 audio access unit [audio]: For Layers I and Hf an audio access unit is defined as the smallest
part of the encoded bitstream which can be decoded by itself, where decoded means "fully reconstructed
sound". For Layer II an audio access unit is part of the bitstream that is decodable with the use of
previously acquired main infomation.

2.1.9 audio buffer [audio]; A buffer in the system target decoder for storage of compressed audio data.

2.1.10 audio sequence [audio]: A non-interrupted series of audio frames in which the following
Parameters are not changed:

- 1D

< Layer
- Sampling Frequency
- For Layer T and Tl: Bitrate index

2.1.11 backward motion vector [video]: A motion vector thal is used for motion compensation

from a reference picture at a later ime in display order.

2.1.12 Bark [audio]; Unit of critical band rate. The Bark scale is a non-linear mapping of the frequency
scale over the audio range closely corresponding with the frequency selectivity of the human éar across the
bared.

2.1.13 bidirectionally predictive-coded picture; B-picture [video]: A picture that is coded
using Motion compensated prediction from a pase and/or tune reference picture.

2.1.14 bitrate: ‘The rate at which the compressed bitstream is delivered from the storage medium bo the
input of a decoder.

2.1.15 block companding [audio]; Nonnalizing of the digital representation of an audio signal
within a certain ime period.

2.1.16 block [video]: An 8-row by 8-column orthogonal block of pels.

2.1.17 bound [audio]: The lowest subband in which intensity stereo coding is used.
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2.1.18 byte aligned: A bit in a coded bitstream is byte-aligned if its position is a multiple of 8-bits
from the first bil in the stream.

2.1.19 byte: Sequence of 8-bits.

2.1.20 channel: A digital medium that stores or transports an ISO/IEC 11172 stream,

2.1.21 channel [audio]: The left and right channels of a stereo signal

2.1.22 chrominance (component) [video]; A matrix, block or single pel representing one of the
two colour difference signals related to the primary colours in the manner defined in CCIR Rec 601, The
symbols used for the colour difference signals are Cr and Ch.

2.1.23 coded audio bitstream [audio]: A coded representation of an audio signal as specified in
ISCWIEC 11172-3.

2.1.24 coded video bitstream [video]: A coded representation of a series of one of More pictures as
specified in this part of ISQVIEC 11172.

2.1.25 coded order [video]: The order in which the pictures are stored and decoded, This order is not
necessarily the same as the display order.

2.1.26 coded representation: A data element as represented in its encoded form,

2.1.27 coding parameters [video]; The set of user-definable parameters that characterize a coded video
bitstream, Bitstreams are characterised by coding parameters. Decoders are characterised by the bitstreams
that they are capable of decoding.

2.1.28 component [video]: A matrix, block or single pel from one of the three matrices (luminance
and two chrominance) that make up a picuurc.

2.1.29 compression: Reduction in the number of bits used to represent an item of cata.

2.1.30 constant bitrate coded video [video]: A compressed video bitstream with a constant
average bitrate.

2.1.31 constant bitrate: Operation where the bitrate is constant from start to finish of the compressed
bitstream.

2.1.32 constrained parameters |video|: ‘The values of the set of coding parameters defined in
2.4.3.2.

2.1.33 constrained system parameter stream (CSPS) [system]: An [ISO/IEC 11172
multiplexed stream for which the constraints defined in 2.4.6 of ISO/IEC 11172-1 apply.

2.1.34 CRC: Cyclic redundancy code.

2.1.35 critical band rate [audio]: Psychoacoustic function of frequency. At a given audiblic
frequencyit is proportional to the number of critical bands below that frequency. The units of the critical
band rate scale are Barks.

2.1.36 critical band [audio]: Psychoacoustic measure in the spectral domain which corresponds to the
frequency selectivity of the human ear. This selectivity is expressed in Bark.

2.1.37 data element; An item of data as represented before encoding and after decoding.

2.1.38 de-coefficient [video]: The DCT coefficient for which the frequency is zero in both
dimensions,
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2.1.39 de-coded picture; D-picture [video]: A picturc that is coded using only information from
itself. Of the DCT coefficients in the coded representation, only the dc-coefficients are present.

2.1.40 DCTcoefficient: The amplitude of a specific cosine basis function.

2.1.41 decoded stream: The decoded reconstruction of a compressed bitstream.

2.1.42 decoder input buffer [video]: The first-im first-out (FIFO) buffer specified in the video
buffering verifier.

2.1.43 decoder input rate [wideo|: The data rate specified in the video buffering verifier and encoded
in the coded video bitstream.

2.1.44 decoder: An embodiment of a decoding process.

2.1.45 decoding (process): The process defined in ISO/IEC 11172 that reads an input coded bitstream
and produces decoded pictures or audio samples.

2.1.46 decoding time-stamp; DTS [system]: A field that may be present in a packet header that
indicates the time that an access unit is decoded in the system target decoder.

2.1.47 de-emphasis [audio]: Filtering applicd to an audio signal after storage or transmission to und
a linear distortion due to emphasis.

2.1.45 dequantization [video]: The process of rescaling the quantized DCT coefficients after their
representation in the bitstream has been decoded and before they are presented to the inverse LaCT,

2.1.49 digital storage media; DSM: A digital storage or transmission device or system.

2.1.50 discrete cosine transform; [CT [video]: Either the forward discrete cosine tansform or the
inverse discrete cosine transform, The DCTis an invertible, discrete orthogonal transfonnation, The
inverse DWCT is defined in annex A.

2.1.51 display order [video]: The order in which the decoded pictures should be displayed. Nonmally
this is Ue same onder in which they were presented al the inpul of the encoder,

2.1.52 dual channel mode [audio]: A mode, where two audio channels with independent programme
contents (e.g. bilingual) are encoded within one bitstream. The coding process is the same as for the stereo
mode.

2.1.53 editing: The process by which one or more compressed bitstreams are manipulated to produce a
new compressed hitstreaam. Contonning edited bitstreams must meet the requirements defined in this part of
ISOVIEC LI1T72,

2.1.54 elementary stream[system]: A generic term for ove of the coded video, coded audio or other
coded bitstreams.

2.1.55 emphasis [audio]: Filtering applied to an audio signal before storage or transmission to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio at high frequencies.

2.1.56 encoder: An embodiment of an encoding process,

2.1.57 encoding (process): A process, not specified in ISO/IEC 11172, that reads a stream of input
pictures or audio samples and produces a valid coded bitstream as defined in ISOVTEC 11172.

2.1.58 entropy coding: Variable length lossless coding of the digital representation of a signal to
reduce redundancy.

2.1.59 fast forward playback [video]: The process of displaying a sequence, or parts of a sequence,
of pictures in display-order faster than real-time.
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2.1.60 FFT: Fast Fourier Transformation. A fast alporithm for performing a discrete Fourier transfonn
(an orthogonal transform).

2.1.61 filterbank [audio]: A set of band-pass filters cowering the entire audio frequency range.

2.1.62 fixed segmentation [audio]: A subdivision of the digital representation of an audio signal
into fixed segments of time.

2.1.63 forbidden: The term “forbidden” when used in the clauses defining the coded bitstream imdicates.
that the value shall never be used. This is usually to avoid emulation of start codes.

2.1.04 forced updating [video): The process by which macroblocks are intra-coded from time-to-time
to ensure that mismatch errors between the inverse DCT processes in encoders and decoders cannot build up
cxcessively.

2.1.65 forward motion vector [video]: A motion vector that is used for motion compensation from
a reference picture al an earlier time in display order.

2.1.66 frame [audio]: A part of the audio signal that corresponds to audio PCM samples from an
Audio Access Unit,

2.1.67 free format [audio]: Any bitrate other than the defined bitrates that is less than the maximum
valid bitrate for each layer.

2.1.68 future reference picture |[video): The future reference picture is the reference picture that
occurs al a later Gime than the current picture im display order.

2.1.69 granules [Layer IT] [audio]: The set of 3 consecutive subband sampics from all 32 subbands
that are considered together before quantization. They correspond to 96 PCM samples.

2.1.70 granules [Layer ITT] [audio]: 576 frequency lines that carry their own side information.

2.1.71 group of pictures [video]: A series of one or more coded pictures intended to assist random
access. The group of pictures is one of the layers in the coding syntax defined in this pant of ISOVIEC
11172.

2.1.72 Hann window [audio]: A time function applied sample-by-sample to a block of audio samples
before Fourier transfonnation.

2.1.73 Huffman coding: A specific method for entropy coding.

2.1.74 hybrid filterbank [audio]: A serial combination of subband filterbank and MDCT,

2.1.75 IMDCT [audio]: Inverse Modified Discrete Cosine Transfonn.

2.1.76 intensity stereo [audio]: A method of exploiting stereo irrelevance or redundancy in
stereophonic amdio programmes based on retaining at high frequencies only the energy covelope of tbe night
and left channels.

2.1.77 interlace [video]: The property of conventional television pictures where alternating lines of
the picture represent different instances in time.

2.1.78 intra coding [video): Coding of a macroblock or picture that uses information only from that
macroblock or picture.

2.1.79 intra-coded picture; I-picture [video]: A picture coded using information only from itself.
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2.1.80 ISO/IEC 11172 (multiplexed) stream [system]: A bitstream composed of zero or more
elementary streams combined in the manner defined in ISO/IEC 11172-1.

2.1.81 joint stereo coding (audio): Any method that exploits stereophonic irrelevance or
stereopbonic redundancy.

2.1.82 joint stereo mode [audio]: A mode of the audio coding algorithm using joint stereo coding.

2.1.83 layer [audio): One of the levels in the coding hierarchy of the audio system defined in ISO/IEC
11172-3.

2.1.84 layer [video and systems]: One of the levels in the data hierarchy of the video and system
specifications defined in ISO/IEC 11172-1 and this part of ISOVIEC 11172.

2.1.55 luminance (component) [video|: A matrix, block or single pel representing a monochrome
representation of the signal and related to the primary colours in the manner defined in CCIR Rec 601. The
symbol used for luminance is Y.

2.1.86 macroblock [video]: The four 8 by 8 blocks of luminance data and the two corresponding & by
8 blocks of chrominance data coming from a 16 by 16 section of the luminance component of the picture.
Macroblock is sometimes used to refer to the pel data and sometimes to the coded representation of the pel
valucs and other data clements defined in the macroblock layer of the syntax defined in this part of ISO/IEC
LLI72. The usage is clear from the context.

2.1.87 mapping [audio]: Conversion of an audio signal from time to frequency domain by subband
filtering and/or by MDCT.

2.1.88 masking [audio]: A property of the human auditory system by which an audio signal cannot be
perceived in the presence of another audio signal .

2.1.89 masking threshold [audio]: A function in frequency and time below which an audio signal
cannot be perceived by the human auditory system.

2.1.90 MDCT [audio]: Modified Discrete Cosine Transform,

2.1.91 motion compensation [video]: The use of motion vectors to improve the efficiency of the
Prediction of pel values. The prediction uses motion vectors to provide offsets into the past and/or future
reference pictures containing previously decoded pel values that are used to fonm the prediction error signal,

2.1.92 motion estimation [video]: The process of estimating motion vectors during the encoding
process,

2.1.93 motion vector [video]: A two-dimensional vector used for motion compensation that provides
an offset from the coordinate position in the current picture to the coordinates in a reference picture.

2.1.94 MS stereo [audio): A method of exploiting stereo irrelevance or redundancy in stereophonic
audio programmes based on coding the sum and difference signal instead of the left and right channels.

2.1.95 nou-intra coding [video]: Coding of a macroblock or picture that uses information both from
itself and from macroblocks and pictures occurring at other times.

2.1.96 non-tonal component [audio]: A noise-like component of an audio signal.

2.1.97 Nyquist sampling: Sampling at or above twice the maximum bandwidth of a signal.

2.1.98 pack [system]: A pack consists of a pack header followed by one or more packets. It ts a layer
in the system coding syntax described in ISO/IEC 11172-1,

2.1.99 packet data [system]: Contiguous bytes of data from an elementary stream present in a packet.
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2.1.100 packet header [system]: The data structure used to convey information about the clementary
stream data contained in the packet cata.

2.1.101 packet [system]: A packet consists of a header followed by a number of contiguous bytes
from an elementary data stream. It is a layer in the system coding syntax described in ISO/IEC 11172-1,

2.1.102 padding [audio]: A method to adjust the average length in time of an audio frame to the
duration of the corresponding PCM samples, by conditionally adding a shot to the audio frame.

2.1.103 past reference picture [video]: The past reference picture is the reference picture that occurs
al an earlier Gime than the current picture in display order.

2.1.104 pel aspect ratio [video]: The ratio of the nominal vertical height of pel om the display to its
nominal horizontal width.

2.1.105 pel [video]: Picture element.

2.1.106 picture period [video]: The reciprocal of the picture rate.

21.107 picture rate [video]: ‘The nominal rate at which pictures should be output from the decoding
process.

2.1.108 picture [video]: Source, coded of reconstructed image data. A source or reconstructed picture
consists of three rectangular matrices of 8-bit numbers representing the luminance and two chrominance
signals, The Picture layer is one of the layers in the coding syntax defined in this part of ISO/IEC 11172.
Note that the term “picture” is always used in INOVIEC 11172 in preference to the terms field or frame.

2.1.109 polyphase filterbank [audio]: A set of equal bandwidth filters with special phase
interrelationships, allowing for an efficient implementation of Une filterbank.

2.1.110 prediction [video]; The use of a predictor wo provide an estimate of ue pel value or data
element currently being decoded.

2.1.111 predictive-coded picture; P-picture [video]: A picture that is coded using motion
compensated prediction from the past reference picture.

2.1.112 prediction error [video]: The difference between the actual value of a pel or data element and
its predictor.

Z.1.113 predictor [video]: A linear combination of previously decoded pel values or data elements.

Z.1.114 presentation time-stamp; PTS [system]: A field that may be present in a packet header
that indicates the time that a presentation unit is presented in the system target decoder.

2.1.115 presentation unit; PU [system]: A decoded audio access unit or a decoded picture,

2.1.116 psychoacoustic model [audio]: A mathematical model of the masking behaviour of the
human auditory system.

2.1.117 quantization matrix [video]: A set of sixty-four 8-bit values used by the dequantizer.

2.1.118 quantized DCT coefficients [video]: DCT coefficients before dequantization. A variable
length coded representation of quantized DCT coefficients is svored as parcof the compressed video
bitstream,

2.1.119 quantizer scalefactor [video]; A data clement represented in the bitstream and used by the
decoding process to scale the dequantization.
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2.1.120 random access: The process of beginning to read and decode the coded bitstream at an arbitrary
point.

2.1.121 reference picture [video]: Reference pictures are the nearest adjacent I- or P-pictures to the
current picture in display order.

2.1.122 reorder buffer [video]: A buffer in the system target decoder for storage of a reconstructed I-
picture or a reconstructed P-picture.

2.1.123 requantization [audio]; Decoding of coded subband samples in order to recover the original
quantized values.

2.1.124 reserved: The tenm “reserved” when used in we clauses defining the coded bitstream indicates
that the value may be used in the future for (SOVIEC defined extensions,

2.1.125 reverse playback [video]: The process of displaying the picture sequence in the reverse of
display order.

2.1.126 scalefactor band |audio|: A set of frequency lines in Layer I] which are scaled by one
sculefactor.

2.1.127 sealefactor index [audio]: A numerical code for a scalefacvor.

2.1.128 scalefactor |audio): Factor by which a set of values is scaled before quantization,

2.1.129 sequence header [video]: A block of data in the coded bitstream containing the coded
representation of a number of data elements.

2.1.130 side information: Information in the bitstream necessary for controlling the decoder.

2.1.131 skipped macroblock [video]: A macroblock for which no data are stored.

2.1.132 slice [video]: A series of macroblocks. [tis one of the layers of the coding syntax defined in
this part of ISOVIEC 11172.

2.1.133 slot [audio]: A slot is an elementary part in the bitstream. In Layer | a slot equals four bytes,
in Layers [1 and 10 one byte.

2.1.134 source stream: A single non-multiplexed stream of samples before compression coding.

2.1.135 spreading function [audio]: A function that desenbes the frequency spread of masking.

2.1.136 start codes [system and video]: 32-bit codes embedded in that coded bitstream that are
unique. They are used for several purposes including identifying some ofthe layers in the coding syntax.

2.1.137 STD input buffer [system]: A first-in first-out buffer at the input of the system target
decoder for storage of compressed data from ehomentary streams before decoding.

2.1.138 stereo mode (audio): Mode, where two audio channels which form a stereo pair (left and
right) are encoded within one bitstream. The coding process is the same as for the dual channel mode.

2.1.139 stuffing (bits); stuffing (bytes) : Code-words that may be inserted into the compressed
bitstream that are discarded in the decoding process. Their purpose is to increase the bitrate of the stream,

2.1.140 subband [audio]: Subdivision of the audio frequency band.

2.1.141 subband filterbank [audio]: A set of band filters covering the entire audio frequency range.
In TSOVIBC [1172-3 the subband filterbank is a polyphase filterbank.
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2.1.142 subband samples [audio]: ‘The subhand filterbank within the audio encoder creates a filtered
and subsampled representation of the input audio stream, The filtered samples are called subband samples.
From 384 time-consccutive input audio samples, 12 time-consecutive subband samples are generated within
each of the 32 subbands,

2.1.143 syncword [audio]: A 12-bit code embedded in the audio bitstream that identifies the start of a
frame.

2.1.144 synthesis filterbank [audio]: Filterbank in the decoder that recomsiucts a PCM audio
signal from subband samples.

2.1.145 system header [system]: The system header is a data structure defined in ISOVIEC 11172-1
that carries information summarising the system characteristics of the ISO/IEC 11172 multiplexed stream.

2.1.146 system target decoder; STD [system]: A hypothetical reference model of a decoding
process used to describe the semantics of an ISO/IEC 11172 multiplexed bitstream.

2.1.147 time-stamp [system]: A term that indicates the time of an event.

2.1.148 triplet [audio]: A set of 3 consecutive subband samples from one subband. A triplet from
each of the 32 subbands forms a granule.

2.1.149 tonal component [audio]: A sinusoid-like component of an audio signal.

2.1.150 variable bitrate: Operation where the bitrate varies with time during the decoding of a
compressed bitstream.

2.1.151 variable length coding; WLC: <A reversible procedure for cexling that assigns shorter code-
words to frequent events and longer oode-words to less frequent events.

2.1152 video buffering verifier; VBV [video]: A hypothetical decoder that is conceptually
connected to the outputof the encoder. Tis purpose is lo provide a constraint on the variability of ube data
rate that an encoder or editing process may produce.

2.1.153 video sequence [video}: A series of one or more groups of pictures. It is one of the layers of
the coding syntax defined in this part of ISO/IEC 11172.

2.1.154 zig-zag scanning order [video]: A specific sequential ordering of the DCT coefficients from
(approximately) the lowest spatial frequency to the highest.

10
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2.2 Symbols and abbreviations

‘The mathematical operators used to describe this International Standard are similar to those used in the (2
progmmming Language. However, integer division with inincation and rounding are specifically defined,
The bitwise operators are defined assuming twos-complement representation of integers, Numbering and
counting loops generally begin from zero.

2.2.1 Arithmetic operators

+ Addition,

. Subtraction (as a binary operalor} or negation (as a unary operator}.

++ Increment.

== Decrement.

* Multiplication.

a Power,

i Integer division with truncation of the result toward zero. Kor example, 7/4 and -7/-4 are
truncated to Land -7/4 amd 7y-4 are truncated to -1.

if Integer division with rounding to the nearest integer. Half-integer valucs arc rounded away
fromzero unless otherwise specified. For example 3/2 is rounded to 2, and -3//2 is rounded
to -7.

DIV Integer division with Gnumecation of the result towards -o=,

| Absolute value. =x when x > 0

a) Modulus operator, Defined only for positive numbers.

Sign } Sign(x) = | x >O
O x==O

-I x <0

NINT( ) Nearest integer operator. Returns the nearest integer value to the real-valued argument, Half-
integer values are rounded away from zero.

sin Sine.

cos Cosine.

exp Exponential,

af Square. roc.

log 1.6 Logarithm to base ten.

log. Logarithm to base e.

log? Logarithm to base 2.

2.2.2 Logical operators

il Logical OR.

&de Logical ANT.

Li
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' Logical NOT.

2.2.3 Relational operators

> Greater than.

> (Greater than or equal to.

= Less then.

= Less than or equal to.

= Equal to.

& Not equal to.

max [,...,] the maximum value in the argument list

min [,...,]) the minimum value in the argument list.

2.2.4 Bitwise operators

A twos complement number representation is assumed where the bitwise operators are used.

&. AND.

| OR.

>> Shift right with sign extension,

o< Shift left with zero All.

2.2.5 Assignment

= Assignment operator.

2.2.6 Mnemonics

The following mnemonics are defined to describe the different data types used in the coded bit-stream.

bslbf Bit string, left bit first, where "left" is the order in which bit strings are written in
ISOVIEC 11172. Bit strings are written as a string of 1s and Os within single quote
marks, e.g. '1000 0001". Blanks within a bit string are for ease of reading and have no
significance,

ch Channel. If ch has the value 0, the left channel of a stereo signal or the first of two
independent signals is indicated. (Audio)

nch Number of channels: equal to | for singlechannel mode, 2 in other modes. (Audio)

er Granule of 3 * 32 subband samples in audio Layer I, 18 * 32 sub-band samples in
audio Layer II. (Audio)

maindata The main_data portion of the bitstream contains te scalefactors, Huffman encoded
data, and ancillary information, (Audio)

main_data_beg The location in the bitstream of the beginning of the main_data for the frame. The
location is equal to Lhe ending location of the previous frame's main_data plus one bit.
lis calculated from the main_data_end value of the previous frame, (Audio)

part2_length The number of main_data bits used for scalefactors. (Audio)

12
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mchot Remainder polynomial coefficients, highest order first. (Audio)

sb Subband. (Audio)

sblimit The number of the lowest sub-band for which no bits are allocated. (Audio)

scisi Scalefactor selection information. (Audio)

switch_point_l Number of scalefactor band (long block scalefactor band) from which point on window
switching is used. (Auction)

switch_point_s Number of scalefactor band (short block scalefactor band) from which point on window
switching is used. (Audio)

uimsbe Unsigned integer, most significant bit first.

vicibt Variable length code, left bit first, where “left” refers to the order in which the WLC
codes are written,

window Number of the actual time slot in case of block_type—=2, 0 = window <7. (Audio)

The byte order of multi-byte words is most significant byte firsi.

2.2.7 Constants

™ 3, 14159265558...
e 2.71LS28182845...

2.3 Method of describing bitstream syntax

Thebitstream retrieved by the decoder is described in 2.4.2. Each data item in the bitstream is in bold type.
It is described by its mame, its length in bits, and a mnemonic for its wpe and onder of wansinission,

The action caused by a decoded data clement in a bitstream depends on the value of that data element and
on data elements previously decoded. The decoding of the data elements and definition of the state variables
used in their decoding are described in 2.4.3. The following constructs are used to express the conditions
when data elements are presen. and are in nonmal type:

Note this syntax uses the *C’-code convention that a variable or expression evaluating to a non-zero value: is
equivalent to a condition that is true.

while ( condition ) [ If the condition is true, then the group of data clements occurs next
data_element in the data stream. This repeats until the condition is not true.

}

do {
data_element The data element always occurs at least once,

} while ( condition } The data element is repeated until the condition is not true.

if ( condition) { lf the condition is true, then the first group of data elements occurs
data_element next in the data stream.

|
else | If the condition is not true, then the second group of data clements

data_element occurs next in the data stream.

13
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for (exprl; expr2; expr) { exprl is an expression specifying the initialization of the lonp, Nonmally it
data element specifies the initial state of the counter. expr2 is a condition specifying a test

oe made before each iteration of the loop. The loop terminates when the condition
} is nol we, exprd is an expression thal is performed at the end of each iteration

of the loop, normally it increments a counter.

Note that the most common usage of this construct is as follows:

for( i=O,i< nn; i++) [| The group of data elements occurs n times. Conditional constructs
data_element within the group of data elements may depend on the value of the

eis % loop control variable i, which is set to zero for the first occurrence,
\ incremented to one for the second occurrence, and so forth.

As noted, the group of data elements may contain nested conditional constructs. For compactness, the {}
may be omitted when only one data element follows.

data_element [] data_element {] is an array of data. The number of data clements is indicated by
the context.

data_element [n] data_element [n] is the n+1th element of an array of data.

data_element [mJj[m) data_element [m][n] is the m4+1.n4+1 th element of a two-dimensional array of
dhata,

data_element [I][m][n] data_element [1][m][nj is the 4-1,m+1,n+1 th element of a three-dimensional
array of data,

data_element [m..n]|_ is the inclusive range of bits between bit m and bit n in the data_element

While the syntax is expressed in procedural terms, it should mot be assumed that 2.4.3 implements a
salisfactory decoding procedure, In particular, it defines a comect and error-free input bitsiteam, Actual
decoders must include a means to look for stant codes in order to begin decoding correctly, and to identify
errors, erasures or insertions while decoding. The methods to identify these situations, and the actions to be
taken, are not standardized.

Definition of bytealigned function

‘The function bytealigned ©) returns 1 if the current position is om a byte boundary, that is the next bit in the
bitsiream is the first bit in a byte. Otherwise it retums 0.

Definition of nextbits function

The function nexthits () penmits comparison of a bit sting with the next bits to be decoded in the
bitsuream,

Definition of next_start_code function

The next_start_code function removes any zero bit and zero byte stuffing and locates the next start code,

No. of bits Mnemonic

next_start_code() |
while ( !bytealigned() }

zero_bit 1 ogy
while ( mextbii() != ‘0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001"

rero_byte & “p0000000" 
This function checks whether the current position is bytealigned. If it is not, zero stuffing bits are present.
After that any number of zero bytes may be present before the starl-code. ‘Therefore start-codes are always
bytealigned and may be preceded by any number of zero stuffing bits.

14
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2.4 Requirements

2.4.1 Coding structure and parameters

Video sequence

A coded video sequence commences with a sequence header and is followed by one or more groups of
pictures and is ended by a sequence_end code. Immediately before cach of the groups of pictures there may
be a sequence header, Within each sequence, pictures shall be decodable continuously,

In each of these repeated sequence headers all of the data elements with the penmitted exception of those
defining the quantization matrices (load_intra_quantizer_matrix, joad_non_imtra_quantizer_matrix and
optionally intra_quantizer_matrix and non_intra_quantizer_matrix) shall have the same values as in the first
sequence header. The quantization matrices may be redefined each time that a sequence header occurs in the
bitstream. Thus the data clements load_intra_quantizer_matrix, load_non_intra_quantizer_matrix and
optionally intra_quantizer_matrix and non_intra_quantizer_matrix may have any (non-forbidden) values.

Repeating the sequence header allows the data elements of the initial sequence header to be repeated in order
that random aceess into the video sequence is possible. In addition the quantization matrices may be
changed inside the video sequence as required.

Sequence header

A video sequence header commences with a sequence_beader_code and ts followed by a series of data
elements.

Group of pictures

A group of pictures is a series of one or more coded pictures intended to assist random access into the
sequence. In the stored bitstream, the first coded picture in a group of pictures is an [-Picture. The order of
the pictures in the coded stream is the order in which the decoder processes them in normal playback, In
particular, adjacent B-Pictures in the coded stream are in display order, The last coded picture, in display
order, of a group of pictures is either an I-Picture or a P-Picture.

The following is an example of groups of pictures taken from the beginning of a video sequence. In this
example the first group of pictures contains seven pictures and subsequent groups of pictures contain nine
pictures. There are two B-pictures between successive P-pictures and also two B-pictures between
successive 1- and P-pictures. Picture "1D is used to form a prediction for picture “4P", Pictures ‘4P" and "1I
are both used to fonm predictions for pictures '2B" and "3B", Therefore the order of pictures in the coded
sequence shall be ‘1I', “4P’, 2B", 3B", However, the decoder should display them in the order '1T’, “2B', "3B',
‘AP’.

At ithe encoder input,

1 2 3 4°65 #6 Te 9 1 Li t2 ts 14 135 Logi?’ la 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
I B B P B B PHB B I B B P B&B BH PB SB I B B FP B B P

Atthe encoder output, in the stored bitstream, and at the decoder input,

I 4 2 @ 7T 5 6 10 & 13 Ll 12 iG 14 are 17 18 22 20 21 25 23 24T P B B P B BI B B FP B B P B Bt B B PB BB P BB

where the double vertical bars mark the group of pictures boundaries. Note Ural in this example, the first
group of pictures is two pictures shorter than subsequent groups of pictures, since at the beginning of video
eoding there are no B-pictures preceding the first I-Picture. However, in general, in display order, there may
be B-Pictures preceding the first I-Picture in the group of pictures, even for the first group of pictures ta be
decoded.
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At the decoder output,

I 2 3 4 5 6 T &s @ 10 Lt i2 13 14 15 #16 17 ES [9 20 21 22 23 24 25

A group of pictures may be of any length. A group of pictures shall contain one or more I-Pictures,
Applications requiring random access, fast-forward playback, or fast and normal reverse playback may use
relatively short groups of pictures. Groups of pictures may also be started at scene cuts or other cases
where motion compensation is imeffective.

The number of consecutive B-Picwres is variable. Neither B- mor P-Pictures need be present.

A video sequence of groups of pictures that is read by the decoder may be different from the one al the
encoder output due to editing.

Picture

A source or reconstructed picture consists of three rectangular matrices of eight-bit numbers; a luminance
matrix (¥), and two chrominance matrices (Cb and Cr). The ¥-matrix shall have an even number of rows
and columns, and the (b and (Cr matrices shall be one half the size of the Y-matrix in both horizontal and
vertical dimensions.

The Y, Cb and Cr components are related to the primary (analogue) Red, Green and Blue Signals (Ey. Ec
and Ey as described in CCIR Recommendation 601. These primary signals are gamuna pre-comected. ‘The
assumed valuc of gamma is not defined in this part of ISOVTEC 11172 but may typically be in the region
approximately 2,2 to approximately 2,8. Applications which require accurate colour reproduction may
choose to specify the value of gamma more accurately, but this is outside the scope of this part of TSO/TEC
11172,

The luminance and chrominance samples are positioned as shown in figure 5, where "x" marks the position
of the luminance (V) samples and "0" marks the position of the chrominance (Cb and Cr) samples:

 
|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|x x

===)===)---
x x x

Figure 5 -- The position of luminance and chrominance samples.

There are four types of coded picture that use different coding methods.

An Intra-coded picture (I-picture) is coded using information only from itself.

A Predictive-coded picture (P-picture) is a picture which is coded using motion compensated
prediction from a past [-Picture or P-Picture.

A Bidirectionally predictive-coded picture (B-picture) is a picture which is coded using motion
compensated predicuon from a past and/or future 1-Picture or P-Picture.

A de coded (D) picture is coded using infonmation only from itself. Of the DXCT coefficients only the
dc ones are present. The D-Pictures shall not be in a sequence containing any other picture types.
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Slice

A slice is a series of an arbitrary number of macroblocks with the order of macroblocks starting from the
upper-left of the picture and proceeding by raster-scan order from left to right and top to bottom, The first
and last macroblocks of a slice shall not be skipped macroblocks (see 2.4.4.4). Every slice shall contain at
least one macroblock. Slices shall not owerlap and there shall be no gaps between slices. The position of
slices may change from picture to picture, The first slice shall start with the first macroblock in the picture
and the last slice shall end with the last macroblock in the picture.

Macroblock

A macroblock contains a 16-pel by 16-line section of luminance component and the spatially comesponding 8-pel by
8-line section of each chrominance component. A macroblock has 4 luminance blocks and 2 chrominance blocks. The
term “macroblock” can refer to source or reconstructed data or to scaled, quantized coefficients. The order of blocks ina
macroblock is top-left, top-right, bottom-left, bottom-right blocks tor Y, followed by Cb and Cr. Figure 6 shows the
amangement of these blocks. A skipped macroblock is one for which no infonnation is stared (see 2.4.4.4),

owt] GI] TF

¥ Cb Cr

Figure 6 -- The arrangement of blocks in a macroblock.

Block

A block is an orthogonal 8-pel by 8-line section ofa luminance or chrominance component.

The term “block” can refer either to source and reconstructed data or to the corresponding coded data
elements.

Reserved, Forbidden and Marker bit

The tenns “reserved” and “forbidden” are used in the description of same values of several fields in the coded
bitstream.

The tenn "reserved" indicates that the value may be used in the future for ISO/TEC-defined extensions,

The term “forbidden" indicates a value that shall never be used (usually in order to avoid emulation of start
codes).

The term “marker_bit" indicates a one bit field in which the value zero is forbidden. These marker bits are
introduced at several points in the syntax to avoid stant-code emulation.

17
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2.4.2 Specification of the coded video bitstream syntax

2.4.2.1 Start codes

Start codes are reserved bit pattems that do not otherwise occur in the video stream. All start codes are
bytealigmedt.

Name Hexadecimal value

picture_start_ccxle
slice_stant_codes (including slice_vertical_positions)

groupstart_oode
S¥Sstem start codes (see note)

NOTE - System stant codes are defined in ISQVTEC 11172-1.

 
The use of the start codes is defined in the following syntax descnption with the exception of the
sequence_emorcode. The sequence_error_code has been allocated for use by the digital storage media
ivterface to indicate where unconmectable crors have heen detected

2.4.2.2 Video sequence layer

No. of bits Minemonic

ero
} while ( nexthi() == proup_start_code )

} while ( nextbitsQ == sequence_header_code )
sequence_end_code
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2.4.2.3 Sequence header

Syntax No.of bits. Mubemonic
sequence_heacler() |  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

sequence_header_code 32 bslbf
horizontal_size 12 uimshf
yertical_size 12 uimsbf
pel_aspect_ratio 4 uimsbf
Picture_rate 4 uimshbf
bit_rate 18 uimshf
marker_hbit 1 we"
vbv_buffer_size 10 uimsbfr
constrained_parameters_fMlag 1
load_intra_quantizer_matrix 1
if ( load_intra_quantizer_matrix }

intra_quantizer_matrix [| 8764 uimsbf
load_mnon_intra_quantizer_matrix 1
if ( load non_intr_quantizer_matrix }

non_intra_quantizer_matrix [| BF 64 uimsbf  
 next_stan_code(

if (nexthits() == extension_start_code } [
 

  
  

  

extension_start_code a2 bslbr
while ( mextbits O '= ‘GOOD 0000 0000 0000 0000) OO01" ) [

sequence_extension_data s
]
next_start_eodet)  

 }
if (nexthits() == uscr_data_start_code } [

 
  
  

  
user_data_start_code 32 bslbf
while ( méextbits(® '= “0000 C000 O00) O00 COCK) O01" > |

user_data &  
 ]

next_start_codet)
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2.4.2.4 Group of pictures layer

No. of bits

group_of_pictures() [

group_start_code
time_code
closed_gop
broken_link
next_stan_code()
if ( nexwbiist) == catensiou_stan_ccale ) [

extension_start_code

while ( nextbitsO [= ‘0000 0000 0000 0000 (KM) C01" > [
group_extension_data

nextstart_code()
]
if ( nextbits() == user_data_stant_coce ) |

user_data_start_code
while ( nextbits() '= “0000 0000 0000 0000 (XO COO1' > |

user_data
}
next _Stan_oodeQ)

do |

} while ( nextbits() == picture_start_code )
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2.4.2.5 Picture layer

No. of bits Mnemonic

picture() |

picture_start_code bslbf
temporal_reference uimes bf
picture_coding_type uimsbf
vbv_delay uimsbf
if ( (picture_coding_type == 2) Il (picture_coding_type == 3) } [

full_pel_forward_vector
forward_f_code uimsbf

i
if ( picture_coding_type == 3) {

full_pel_backward_vector
backward_f_code uimsbF&

|
while ( nextbits() == "1" } {

extra_bit_picture wae
extra_information_picture

extra_bit_picture rege
next_stant_oode()

if (nexthits() = extension_start_code ) |
extension _start_code
while ( nextbits() '= “0000 O000 00:00 0000 0000 OO01' > |

Picture_extension_data
}
next_start_oodet)

if ( mexthitsQ) —= user_data_stan_cosde ) [
user_data_start_code
while ( mextbits() '= “(O00 0000 0000 0000 0000 (001) §

userdata
}
next_start_codeQ

j
do {

slice()
1 while ( nextbits() == slice_start_code }
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2.4.2.6 Slice layer

No. of bits Mnemonic

sliced) |
slice_start_code

quantizer_scale
while ( nexthits() == ‘1" } |

extra_bit_slice
extra_information_slice

extra_bit_slice
do{

macroblock()
} while ( nextbitsO '= "000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000" >
next_start_code()
 

 

2.4.2.7 Macroblock layer

No. of bits Mnemonic

macroblock ©) {
while ( nextbits() == OO00 O01 111" }

macroblock_stuffing viclbf
while ( nextbits() == ‘0000 OOO] (OH) }

macroblockescape viclbf
macroblock_address_increment viclbf
macroblock_type viclbf
if ( macroblock_quant }

quantizer_scale uimsbf
if ( macroblock_motion_forward ) {

motion_horizontal_forward_code viclbf
if ( (forward_f != 1) &&

(motion_borizontal_forward_code != 0) }
motion_horizontal_forward_r uimsbf

motion_vertical_forward_code viclbf
if ( (forward_f != 1) &a&

(motion_vertical_forward_onde !=0))
motion_vertical_forward_r uimsbf

}
if ( macroblock_mcoion_backward ) {

motion_horizontal_hackward_code vilclbf
if ( (hackward_f l= 1) &&

(motion_horizontal_backward_ '=0))
motion_horizontal_backward_r uimsbf

motion_vertical_backward_code viclbf
if ( (hackward_f != 1) &&

(motionvertical_backward_code '= 0) }
motion_vertical_backward_r uimsbf

]
if ( macroblock_pattern)

coded_block_pattern vicIbf
for ( i=0; i<6; i++ }

block( i}
if ( picture_coding_type == 4)

end_of_macroblock
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2.4.2.8 Block layer

Mo. of bits

block(i) [

if ( pattem_codeli] ) {
if ( macroblock_intra ) {

if ( icd } [
dct_dc_size_luminance ¥icIbf
iffde_size_luminance != 0)

dct_de_differential uimsbf
|
else {

det_de_sizechrominance vlelbf
if(dic_size_chrominance !=())

dct de_ differential uimshf
j

}
else |

dct_coeff_first

if ( picture_codingtype != 4) [
while ( nextbits) !="10")

dct_coeff_next
end_of_block
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2.4.3 Semantics for the video bitstream syntax

2.4.3.1 Video sequence layer

sequence_end_code -- The sequence_end_code is the bit string QCOOO01B7 in hexadecimal. It terminates a
Video sequence,

2.4.3.2 Sequence header

sequence_header_code -- The sequence_header_code is the bit suing 000001B3 in hexadecimal. It
identifies the beginning of a sequence header.

horizontal_size -- The horizontal_size is the width of the displayable part of the luminance component
in pels. The width of the encoded luminance component in macroblocks, mb_width, is
(borizontal_size+15)/16. The displayable part of the picture is left-aligned in the encoded picture.

verticalsize -- The wertical_size is the height of the displayable part of the luminance component in
pels. The height of the encoded luminance component in macroblocks, mb_height,is
(vertical_size+15}/16. The displayable part of the picture is top-aligned in the encoded picture.

pel_aspect_ratio — ‘This is a four-bil integer defined in the following table,

VGA etc.

16:9, 62Sline

16:9, 525line

CCIRG6O1, 625line

CCIRG6O1, S25line

forbidden 
Applications and encoders should take into account the fact that 23,976, 29,97 and 59,94 are not exact
representations of the nominal picture rate, The exact values are found from 24 0000/1 001, 30 000/1 O01,
and 60 (00/1 001 and can be derived from CCIR Report 62444.
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bit_rate -- This is an integer specifying the bitrate of the bitstream measured in units of 4(k) bits/s,
rounded upwards. The value zero is forbidden, The value 3FFFF (11 1111 1111 1111 1111) identifies
variable bit rate operation.

marker_bit -- This is one bit that shall be set to "1".

vbv_buffer_size -- This is a 10-bit integer defining the size of the VBW (Video Buffering Verifier, see
annex (C) buffer needed to decode the sequence. It is defined as:

B= 16" 1024 * viv_buffer_size

where B is the minimum WBY buffer size in bits required to decode the sequence (see annex C).

constrained_parameters_flag -- This is a one-bit flag which may be set to "1" if the following data
elements meet the following constraints:

horizontal_size <= 768 pels,
vertical_size <= 576 pels,
((horizontal_size+ 159/16) *((vertical_size+15W16) <= 396,
((horizontal_sive+1516) *((vertical_sixe+15)/16))*picture_rate <= 396*25,
picturé_rate <= 30 pictures/s.
forward_f_code <=4 (see 2.4.3 4)
hackward_f_code <= 4 (see 2.4.94)

If the constrained_parameters_flag is set, then the vby_buffer_size field shall indicate a WB buffer size less
than or equal to 327 680 bits (20*1024*16; i.e. 40 kbytes).

If the constrained_parameters_flag is set, then the bit_rate field shall indicate a coded data rate less than or
equal to 1 856 O00 bits/s.

load_intra_quantizer_matrix -- This is a one-bit flag which is set to "1" if an intra_quantizer_matrix
follows, If itis set to "0" then the default values defined below in raster-scan order, are used wotil the next

occurence of the sequence header.

8 16 19 22 26 27 29 a4
16 16 22 24 af 29 a4 af
19 22 26 27 29 34 a4 a8
22 22 26 27 29 34 af 40)
22 26 27 29 a2 35 40 48
26 ai 29 32 35 40 48 8
26 27 29 a4 38 46 56 6a
27 29 a8 38 46 56 oo a3

intra_quantizer_matrix -- ‘This is a list of sixty-four 8-bit unsigned integers. The new values, stored in
the zigzag scanning order shown in 2.4.4.1, replace the default values shown above, The value zero isforbidden. The value for intra_quamt([O)[0] shell always be &. The new valucs shall be in cffect until the
next occurence of a sequence header.

load_non_intra_quantizer_matrix -- This is a one-bit flag which is set to "1" ifa
non_intra_quantizer_matrix follows. If it is set to "O" then the default values defined below are used until
the next occurence of the sequence header.

16 16 16 16 16 16 16 if
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 lf 16 16 16 lt 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 le
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
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non_intra_quantizer_matrix -- This is a list of sixty-four 8-bit unsigned integers. The new values,
stored in the zigzag scanning order shownin 2.4.4.1, replace the default values shown above. The value
fero is forbidden. The new values shall be in effect until the next occurence ofa sequence header,

extension_start_code -- The extension_start_code is the bit string OO0OO01B5 in hexadecimal. It
identifies the beginning of extension data. The extension data continue until receipt of another start code.
It is a requirement to parse extension data correctly.

sequence_extension_data -- Reserved.

user_data_start_code -- The user_data_start_code is the bit string 000001B2 in hexadecimal It
identifies the beginning of user data. The user data continues until receipt of another start code.

user_data -- The user_data is defined by the users for their specific applications. ‘The user data shall not
contain a string of 23 or more zero bits.

2.4.3.3 Group of pictures layer

group_start_code -- The group_start_code is ube bit suing 0O0001B8 in hexadecimal. It identifies the
beginning of a group of pictures.

time_code — This is a 25-bit field containing the following: drop_frame_fag, time_code_hours,
time_code_minutes, marker_bit, time_code_seconds and time_code_pictures. ‘The fields correspond to the
fields defined in the TECstandard (Publication 461) for "time and control codes for video tape recorders” (sec
annex E). The code refers to the first picture in the group of pictures that has a temporal_reference of zero.
The drop_frame_flag can be set to either "CO" or "1". It may be set to "1" only if the picture rate is
29,97Hz, Lf itis “O" then pictures are counted assuming rounding to the nearest iftegral number of pictures
per second, for example 29,97 Hz would be rounded to and counted as 30 Hz. [f itis "1" then picture
numbers 0 and 1 at the start of each minute, except minutes 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 are omitted from the
count.

 
closed_gop -- This is a one-bit flag which may be set to "1"if the group of pictures has been encoded
without motion vectors pointing to the previous group of pictures.

This bit is provided for use during any editing which occurs after encoding. Lf the previcws eroup of pictures
is removed by editing, broken_link may be set to "1" so that a decoder may avoid displaying the B-
Pictures immediately following the first Picture of the group of pictures. However if the closed_gop
bit indicates that there are no prediction references to the previous group of pictures then the editor may
choose not to set the broken_link bit as these B-Pictures can be correctly decoded in this case.

broken_link -- This is a onc-bit flag which shall be set to "0" during encoding. It is sect to "1" to indicate
that the B-Pictures immediately following the first Picture of a group of pictures cannot be comectly
decoded because the other |-Picture or P-Picture which is used for prediction is not available (because of the
action of editing).

A decoder may use this flag to avoid displaying pictures that cannot be correctly decoded.

extensionstart code -- See 2.4.3.2.

group_extension_data -- Reserved.

user_data_start_code -- See 2.4.3.2.

userdata -- See 2.4.3.2.
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2.4.3.4 Picture layer

picture_start_code -- The picture_start_code is a string of 32-bits having the value 00000100 in
hexadecimal.

temporal_reference -- The temporal_reference is a 10-bit unsigned integer associated with each input
picture. It is incremented by one, modulo 1024, for cach input picture, For the earliest picture (in display
order) in each group of pictures, the temporal_reference is reset to zero.

The temporal_reference is assigned (in sequence) to the pictures in display order, no temporal_reference shall
be omitted from the sequence.

picture_coding_type -— The picture_coding_type identifies whether a picture is an intra-coded picture(I),
predictive-codad picure(P), bidinectionally predictive-coded picture(B), of intra-coded with only dc
cocfficicnts picture(D) according to the following table. D-pictures shall never be included in the same
video sequence as the other picture coding types.

forbidden

intra-coded (1)
predictive-coded (F)
bidirectionaly-predictive-coded (B)
de intra-coded (1)
reserved 

vbv_delay -- The vbv_delay is a 16-bit unsigned integer. For constantbitrate operation, the vbv_delay
is used £0 set the initial occupancy of the decoder's buffer at the start of decoding the picture so that the
deooder's buffer does not overflow or underflow. The vbv_delay measures the time needed to fill the VBV
buffer from an initially empty state at the target bit rate, R, to the comect level immediately before the
current picture is removed from the buffer.

The value of vbv_delay is the number of periods of the GOkHz system clock thal the VBV should wait after
receiving the final byte of the picture stant code. Itmay be calculated from the state of the WEY as follows:

ie

vbv_delay = 90 01) * BL IR

n>
oe

Bh =VBY occupancy, measured in bis, immediately before removing picture n from the
buffer but after removing any group of picture layer data, sequence header data
and the picture_start_code that unmediately precedes the data elements of
picture n,

R = bitrate measured in bits/s. The full precision of the biwate rauber than the rounded
value encoded by the bit_rate field in Lhe sequence header shall be used by the
encoder in the VB model.

For pon-constant bitrate operation vbv_delay shall have the value FFFP in hexadecimal.

full_pel_forward_vector -- If set to "1", then the motion vector values decoded represent integer pel
offsets (rather than half-pel units) as reflected in the equations of 2.4.4.2,

forward_f_code -—- An unsigned integer taking values 1 through 7. The value zero is forbidden. The
variables forwarnd_r_sixe and forward_f used in the process of decoding the forward motion vectors are derived
from forward_f_code as described in 2.4.4.2

full_pel_backward_vector -- If set to "1", then the motion vector values decoded represent integer pel
offsets (rather than half pel units) as reflected in the equations of 2.4.4.3.
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backward_f_code -- An unsigned integer taking values 1 through 7. The value zero is forbidden, The
variables hackward_r_size and backward_f used in the process of decoding the backward motion vectors are
derived from backward_f_code as described in 2.4.4.3.

extra_bit_picture -- A bit indicates the presence of the following extra infonmation, If
extra_bit_picture is set to "1", extra_information_picture will follow it. If it is set to "0D", there are no data
following it.

extra_information_picture -- Reserved,

extension_start_code -- See 2.4.4.3.

Picture_extension_data -- Reserved.

user_data_start_code -- See 2.4.4.2.

user_data -- See 2.4.3.2.

2.4.3.5 Slice layer

slice_start_code -—- The slice_start_code is a string of 32-bits. The first 24-bits have the value OOOO]
in bexadecimal and the last 8-bits are the slice_vertical_position having a value in the range 01 through AF
hexadecimal inclusive.

slice_vertical_position -- This ts given by the last cight bits of the slice_start_code. It is an unsigned
mleger giving the vertical position in macroblock units of the first macroblock in the slice. The
slice_vertical_position of the first row of macroblocks is one. Some slices may have the same
slice_vertical_position, since slices may start and finish anywhere. Note that the slice_vertical_position is
constrained by 2.4.1 to define non-overlapping slices with no gaps between them, The maximum value of
slice_vertical_position is 175.

quantizer_seale -- An unsigned integer in the range | to 31 used to scale the reconstruction level of the
rewieved DCT coefficient levels. The decoder shall use this value until anoter quantizer_scale is
encountered either at the slice layer or the macroblock layer. The value zero is forbidden.

extra_bit_slice -- A bit indicates the presence of the following extra information. If extra_bit_slice is
setio "1", extra_information_slice will follow it, If itis set po "O"”, there are mo data following it,

extra_information_slice -- Reserved.

2.4.3.6 Macroblock layer

macroblockstuffing -- This is a fixed bit string “OOOO 0001 111" which can be inserted by the encoder
to increase the bit rate to that required of the storage or ransmission medium, It is discarded by the decoder,

macroblock_escape -- The macroblock_escape is a fixed bit-siring "0000 0001 000" which is used
when the difference between macroblock_address and previous_macroblock_address is greater than 33, It
causes the value of macroblock_address_increment to be 33 preater than the value that will be decoded by
subsequent macroblock _escapes and the macroblock_address_increment codewords.

For cxample, if there arc two macroblock_escape codewords preceding the macroblock_address_increment,
then 66 is added to the value indicated by macroblock_address_increment.

macroblock_address_increment -- ‘This is a variable length coded integer coded as per table B.1 which
indicates the difference between macroblock_address and previous_macroblock_address, The maximum
value of macroblock_address_increment is 33. Values greater than this can be encoded using the
macroblock.escape codeword,

The macroblock_address is a vanable defining the absolute position of the current macroblock. The
macroblockaddress of the top-lcit macroblock is zero.
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The previous_macroblock_address is a variable defining the absolute position of the last non-skipped
macroblock (sce 2.4.4.4 for the definition of skipped macroblocks) except at the start of a slice. At the start
of a slice, previous_macroblock_address is reset as follows:

previous_macroblock_address=(slice_vertical_position-1)*mb_width-1;

The spatial position in macroblock units of a macroblock in the picture (mb_row, mb_column) can be
computed from the macroblock_adcress as follows:

mb_rovw = macroblock_address / mb_width
mb_column = macroblock_address & mb_width

where mb_width is the number of macroblocks in one row of the picture.

NOTE - The slice_vertical_position differs from mb_row by one,

macroblock_type -- Variable length coded indicator which indicates the method of coding and content of
the macroblock according to the tables B.2a through B.2d,

macroblock_quant-- Derived from macroblock_type.

macroblock_motion_forwand -- Derived from macroblock_type.

macroblock_motion_backward -- Derived from macroblock_type,

inacroblockpatienn -- Derived from macnoblock_type.

macroblock_intra -- Derived from macroblock_type.

quantizer_seale -- An unsigned imteger in the range 1 to 31 used to scale the reconstruction level of the
rebieved DXCT coefficient levels. The value zero is forbidden. The decoder shall use this valuc until another

quantizer_scale is encountered either at tbe slice layer or the macroblock layer. The presence of
quantizerscale is determined from macroblock_type.

motion_horizontal_forward_code -- motion_horizontal_forward_code is decoded according to table
B.4. ‘The decoded value is required (along with forward_f- see 2.4.4.2) to decide whether or not
motion_horizontal_forward_r appears in the bitstream.

motion_horizontal_forward_r -- An unsigned integer (of forward_r_size bits - see 2.4.4.2) used in the
process of decoding forward motion vectors as described in 2.4.4.2.

motion_vertical_forward_code -- motion_vertical_forward_code is decoded according to table B.4.
The decoded value is required (along with forward_f - see 2.4.4.2) to decide whether or not
motion_vertical_forward_r appears in the bitstream.

motion_vertical_forward_r -- An unsigned integer (of forward_r_size bits - see 2.4.42) used in the
process of decoding forward motion vectors as described in 7.4.4.2.

motion_horizontal_backward_code -— motion_borizontal_backward_code is decoded according to
table B.4. ‘The decoded value is required (along with backward_f- see 2.4.4.7) to decide whether or not
motion_horizontal_backward_r appears in the bitstream,

motion_horizontal_backward_r -- An unsigned integer (of backward_r_size bits - sce 2.4.4.2) used in
the process of decoding backward motion vectors as described in 7.4.4.2.

motion_vertical_backward_code -- motion_vertical_backward_code is decoded according to table B.4,
‘The decoded valuc is required (along with backward_6) to decide whether or not motion_vertical_backward_r
appears in the bitstream,

motion_vertical_backward_r -- An unsigned integer (of backward_r_size bils) used in the process of
decoding backward motion vectors as described in 2.4.4.3,
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eaded_block_patterm -— coded_block_pattem is a variable length code that is used to derive the variable
cbp according to table B.3. If macroblock_intra is zero, cbp=0. Then the pattem_code[i] for i=0 to 5 is
derived trom cbp using the following:

patiern_ccxle[i] = 0;
if ( chp & (1<<(5-i)) ) pattem _codefi] = 1;
if ( macroblock_intra ) pattern_code[i] = 1;

patterm_code[O) -- 11, then the upper left luminance block is to be received in this macroblock.

pattern_code[1] — If 1, then the upper right luminance block is to be received in this macroblock.

pattem_code(2) -- 1f 1, then the lower left luminance block is to be received in this macroblock.

pattern_code[3] — If 1, then the lower night luminance block is wo be received in this macroblock..

patter_code|4) -- If 1, then the chrominance block (b is to be received in this macroblock.

pattern_code[5] -- If 1, then the chrominance block Cr is to be received in this macroblock.

end_of_macroblock -- This is a bit which is set to "1" and exists only in D-Pictures.

2.4.3.7 Block layer

det_de_size_luminance -- The number of bits in the following dcet_d¢_diffcrential code,
dc_size_luminance, is derived according to the WLC table B.5a. Note that this data clement is used in intra
coded blocks.

dct_dce_size_chrominance — The number of bits in the following dct_dc_differential code,
dc_size_chrominance, is derived according to the WLC table B.Sb. Note that this data element is used in
intra coded blocks.

dct_de_differential — A variable length unsigned integer. If dce_size_luminance or de_size_chrominance
(aS appropriate) is zero, then det_de_differential ts not present in the bitstream, dct_zz [| is the array of
quantized DCT coefficients in zig-zag scanning order, dct_zz[i] for i=0..635 shall be set to zero initially. If
dc_size_luminance or dc_size_chrominance (as appropriate) is greater than zero, then dct_zz[0] is computed
as follows from dect_de_differential:

For luminance blocks:

if ( dct_de_differential & (1 << (de_sizeluiminance-1)) ) det_zz[0] = dct_de_differential ;
else det_zz[0] = ((-1) << (de_size_luminance) ) | (dct_de_differential+1) ;

For chrominance blocks:

if ( det_dc_differential & ¢ 1 << (de_size_chouminance-10) ) dct_zz(0] = dot_de_differential ;
else det_zz[0] = ( (-1) << (dic_size_chrominance) ) | (dict_dec_differential+1) ;

Note that this data clement is used in intra coded blocks.

example for dc_size_luminance = 3

dct_dc_differential ; &

 -f
6
3
4
A
a
6
7

dct_ooell_first -- A variable length code according to tables B.Sc through B.5f for the first coetficient.
The variables rum and level are derived according to these tables, The zigzag-scanned quantized DCT
cociMicient lst is updated as follows.
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 i= run ;

if { s == 0 ) det_zz{i] = level;
if( s == 1 ) det_zz[i] = - level ;

‘The terms dct_coeff_first amd det_cueff_next are run-length encoded and dct_zz{i], i-=0 shall be set to zero
initially. A variable length code according to tables B.Sc through B.5f is used to represent the nun-length
and level of the DCT coefficients. Note that this data element is used in non-intra coded blocks.

det_coefMf_next -- A variable length code according t tables B.Sc through B.Sf for coefficients following
the first retrieved. The variables run and level are derived according to these tables. The vigzag-scanned
quantized DACT coefficient list is updated as follows.

i=i+run +l ;
if (s == 0 } det_zz[i] = level ;
if (3 == 1 }) det_zz[i] = - level ;

If macroblock_intra == 1 then the term i shall be set to zero before the first dct_cocftf_next ofthe block,
The decoding of dcet_coeff_next shall not cause i to exceed 63.

end_of_block -- This symbol is always used to indicate that no additional non-zero coefficients are
presenl Itis used even if dct_zz[63] is non-rero. [ts value is the bit-string "10" as defined in table B.Sc,
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2.4.4 The video decoding process

Compliance requirements for decoders are contained in ISOVIEC 11172-4.

2.4.4.1 Intra-coded macroblocks

In I-pictures all macroblocks are intra-coded and stored, In P-pictures and B-pictures, some macroblocks
may be intra-coded as identified by macroblock_type. Thus, macroblock_intra identifies the imtra-coded
macroblocks.

The variables mb_row and mb_column locate the macroblock in the picture. They are defined in 2.4.3.6.
The definitions of dct_dc_differential, and dct_coeff_mext also have defined the zigzag-scanned quantized IXCT
cocfficient list, det_zz0). Each dct_zzf] is located in the macroblock as defined by pattem_codef].

Define det_recon{m][n] to be the matrix of reconstructed DCT coefficients of the block, where the first index
identifies the row and the second the column of the matrix. Define dct_de_y_past, dct_dc_cb_past and
dct_dc_cr_past to be the det_recon[0][0] of the most recently decoded intra-coded Y, (Cb and Cr blocks
respectively. The predictors det_de_y_past, det_de_cb_past and det_de_cr_past shall all be reset at the start
of a slice and at non-intra-coded macroblocks (including skipped macroblocks) to the value 1 024 (128*8),

Detine intra_quant|m||n] to be the intra quantizer matrix that is specified in the sequence header.

Note that intra_quant[0][0) is used in the dequantizer calculations for simplicity of description, but the result
is overwritten by the subsequent calculation for the dc coefficient.

Define scan[m)[n) to be the matrix defining the zigzag scanning sequence as follows:

0 1 B 6 14 15 27 28
2 4 7 13 16 26 24 42
4 & 12 17 25 30) 41 43
9 1] 18 a4 31 40 44 53
10 19 23 a2 a0 45 a2 a4
20) aa a3 38 46 al a5 60
21 34 37 47 50 56 So 61
a5 a 48 49 AT a8 62 63

Where nis the horizontal index and m is the vertical index.

Define past_intra_address as the macroblock_address of the most recently retrieved intra-coded macroblock
within the slice. It shall be reset to -2 at the beginning of each slice.

Then dct_recon[m)[n) shall be computed by any means equivalent to the following procedure for the first
luminance block:

for (m=0; m<8; m++) [{
for (n=( n<8&; n++) |

i=scan[m)[n] ;

dct_recon[m)[n] = ( 2 * det_zz[i] * quantizer_scale * intra_quant[m)][n] )/16 ;
if ( (det_recon[{m)[n] & 1)—0)

det_recon[{m][n] = det_recon[m][n] - Sign(det_recon[m][n]) ;
if (dct_recon[m][n] > 2047) dct_recon{m][n] = 2 O47 ;
if (dict_recon[m)[n] < -2 048) de_reconfim)[(n] = -2 O48 |

}
|
déct_recon[0) [0] = det_z2[0] * 8;
if ( ( macroblock_address - past_intra_address > 1))

det_recon[O)(O} = (128 * 8) + det_recon[O)[0] ;
else

det_recon[0][0] = det_dc_y_past + det_recon[(][Q);
det_de_y_past = det_recon[O][0] ;

Note that this process disallows even valued numbers. This has been found to prevent accumulation of
mismatch errors.
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Por the subsequent luminance blocks in the macroblock, in the order of the list defined by the array
pattern_code[]:

for (m=0; m<8; m++) [
for (n=0; n<8; n++} [

i=scan([m|[n] :
dct_recon{m][n] = ¢( 2 * dct_zz]i] * quantizer_scale * intra_quamt{/m][n] ) /16;
if ( (det_recon[m][n] & 1}—0)

det_recon{m][n] = det_recon[m]|[n] - Sign(dct_recon[m][n]) ;
if (det_recon[m][n] > 2 047) det_recon[m][n] = 2 047 ;
if (det_recon[m][n] <-2 048) dct_recon[m][n] = -2 O48 ;

}
}
det_recon[0][0] = det_de_y_past + (dct_zz[0] * 8);
dct_de_y_past = det_reoon[O}[0) +

For the chrominance (hb block,:

for (m=0; m<8; m++} [{
for (n=O; n<&: m++) [

i=scan({m)][n] ;
det_recon[m][n] = ( 2 * det_zz[i] * quantizer_scale * intra_quant[m][n] } /16 ;
if (( det_recon({m)[n] & 1)—0)

dct_recon[m][n] = dct_recon{m][n] - Sign(det_recon[m|[n}) ;
if (det_recon[m][n] > 2 047) dct_recon[m][n] = Fy
if (det_recon[m][n] < -2 048) det_recon[m][n] = -2 048 ;

}
]
det_recon[0] [0] = dct_zz[0) * 8 ;
if { ( macroblock_address - past_intra_address }> 1 )

det_recon[0][0] = (128 * 8) + det_recen[0][0) ;
else

det_recon[0)[0)] = det_de_cb_past + det_recon{0)[0) ;
dct_de_cb_past = dct_recon[0][0] ;

Por the chrominance Cr block, :

for (m=0); m<8; m++}) [
for (n=O; n<8; n4++) |

i=scan[m][n] :
dcet_recon{m][n] = ¢ 2 * det_zz[i] * quantizer scale * intra quamt[m)[n) ) /16 ;
if ( (det_recon[m][n] & 1)==0)

dct_recon[m](n] = dcet_recon[m)[n] - saayrergfrecon[m){n)) ;if (dct_recon[m)[n] > 2 047) det_recon[m][n) = ztif (dct_recon[m][n] < -2 048) det_recon({m] [mn] =esPua::
}

}
det_recon[0)[0] = det_zz[0] * 8;
if ( ( macroblock_ackdress - past_intra_ackiress }> 1 )

det_recon[O][0] = (128 * 8) + det_recon[O][01 ;
else

detrecon[0)[0] = det_de_er_past + dct_recon[O][0O] ;
det_dc_cr_past = det_recon[O)[0];

Alter all the blocks in the macroblock are processed:

past_intra_address = macroblock_address ;

Values in the coded data clements leading to det_recon[0][0] < Gor det_recon[0][0) > 2 047 are not permitted.

Once the DXCT coefficients are reconstructed, the inverse DCT transform defined in annex A shall be applied
to obtain the inverse transformed pel values in the range [-256, 255]. ‘These pel values shall be limited try
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the range [0, 255) and placed in the luminance and chrominance matrices in the positions defined by
mb_row , mb_column, andthe list defined by the array pattern_code[].

2.4.4.2 Predictive-coded macroblocks in P-pictures

Predictive-coded macroblocks in P-Pictures are decoded in two steps.

First, the value of the forward motion vector for the macroblock is reconstructed and a prediction
macroblock is formed, as detailed below.

Second, the DXCT coefficient information stored for some orall of the blocks is decoded, dequantized, inverse
DCT transformed, and added to the prediction macroblock.

Let recon_right_for and recon_down_for be the reconstructed horizontal and vertical components of
the motion vector for the current macroblock, and recon_right_for_preyv and recon_down_for_prev be the
reconstructed motion vector for the previous predictive-coded macroblock. Lf the cunrent macroblock is the
first macroblock in the slice, or if the last macroblock that was decoded contained no motion vector

information (either because it was skipped or macroblock_motion_forward was zero}, then
recon_right_for_prev and recon_down_for_prev shail be set to zero.

If'ne forward motion vector data exists for the current macroblock (either because it was skipped or
macroblock_motion_forward == 0), the motion vectors shall be set to zero,

If forward mmion vector data exists for the current macroblock, then any means equivalent to the following
proccdure shall be used to reconstruct the motion vector horizontal and vertical components.

forward_r_size and forwarnd_f are derived from forward_f_code as follows:

forward_r_size = forwarnd_f_code - 1
forward_f= 1 << forward_r_size

if ( (forward_f == 1} |l (motion_horizontal_forwand_code == 0) ) [
complement_horizontal_forwarnd_r = (.

} else [
complement_horizontal_forward_r = forward_f - 1 - motion_horizontal_forward_s

}
if ( (forwerd_f == 1) U (motion_vertical_forwand code — 0) ) {

complement_vertical_forwand_r = 0;
} else |

complementverical_forward_r = forward_f - 1 - motien_vertical_forward_
|

right_litde = motion_horizontal_forward_code * forward_f:
if (right_litthe == 0) {

right_big = 0;
} else [

if (right_litile > 0) [
right_little = right_litdle - complement_horizontal_forward_r ;
right_big = right_litile - (32 * forward_f):

} else {
fright_litthe: = neht_htde + complement_hborizental_forward_r ;
right_big = right_litth + (32 * forward_f;

]
}
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down_lithe = motion_vertical_forward_oode * forward_f:
if (down_little == 0) {

down_big = 0;
} else [

if (down_little > 0) |
down_little = down_little - complement_vertical_forward_r ;
down_bie = down_little - (32 * forward_fc

} else |
down_litth = down_litde + complement_venical_forward_r ;
down_big = down_little + (32 * forward_f;

}

Values of forward_f, motion_borizontal_forward_code and if present, motion_borizontal_forward_r shall be
such that right_litle is not equal to forward_f * 16.

Values of forward_f, motion_vertical_forward_code and if present, motion_vertical_forward_r shall be such
that down_litde is om equal to forward_f * 16.

max = ( 16 * forward_f)-1:
min = (-16 * forward_f) ;

new_wector = recon_right_for_prev + right_litule ;
if ( (new_vector <= max) && (mew_vector >= min) )

recon_night_for = recon_right_for_prev + right_little ;
else

recon_ftight_for = recon_right_for_prev + right_big ;
recon_right_for_prev = recon_right_for;

if ( full_pel_forward_vector } recon_right_for = recon_right_for << 1 ;
new_vector = recon_down_for_prev + down_litile ;
if ( (new_vector <= max) && (new_vector >= min) )

recon_down_for = recon_down_for_prev + down_little ;
else

recon_down_for = recon_down_for_prev + down_big ;
recon_down_for_prey = recon_down_for ;
if ( full_pel_torward_vector ) recon_down_for = recon_down_for << 1;

The motion vectors in whole pel units for the macroblock, right_for and down_for, and the half pel unit
flags, right_half_for and down_half_for, are computed as follows:

right_for = recon_right_for>>: right_for = ( recon_right_for ({2)se1;
down_for = recon_down_for >> 1+ down_for = ¢ recon_down_for / 2 )>> 1:

neehalffor = recom_right_for - (2*right_for} : Hemeraalerecon_fright_for/2 - (2*right_for) ;down_f * chow : {2 = (2*down fi
 
Motion vectors leading to references outside a reference picture's boundaries are not allowed.

A positive value of the reconstructed horizontal motion vector (right_for) indicates that the referenced area of
the past reference picture is to the right of the macroblock in the coded picture.

A positive value of the reconstructed vertical motion vector (down_for) indicates that the referenced area of
the past reference picture is below the macroblock in the coded picture.

Defining pel_past[][] as the pel values of the past picture referenced by the forward motion vector, and
pel[]]] as the predictors for the pel values of the block being decoded, then:

if ((! right_half_for )&d& (! down_half_for) }
pelfilG] = pel_past(it+down_for][j+right_for] ;
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if ( (! right_halffor) && down_half_for }
peli) (i) = ( pel_pastii+down_for][j+right_for] +

pel_past[i+down_for+ 1 ][j+right_for] }// 2 ;

if( right_half_for && (1! down_balf_for) }
peli]GJ = ( pel_past{it+down_for][j+night_for] +

pel_past{it+down_for][j+right_for+1] ) 4/2 ;

if( right_half_for && down_half_for }
pelti] ii] = ¢ pel_pasi{i+down_for][j+right_for] + pel_past[i--down_for+ |)[j+nght_for] +
pel_pastli+down_for][j+right_for+1] + pel_past{i+down_for+ 1)[i+night_for+i] 4/4;

Define non_intra_quant{m][n] to be the non-intra quantizer matrix that is specified in the sequence header.

‘The DCT coefficients for each block present in the macroblock shall be reconstructed by any means
equivalent to the following procedure:

for ( m=—0; m<8; m++ ) [
for ( n=; n<8; n++ } |

i=scan[m)[n] ;
det_neconf[m][n] = ( ¢ (2 * det_zz[i}) + Signidct_zz[i}} } *

quantizer_scale * non_intra_quant{m]|[n] }/ 16;
if ( ( det_recon[m)[n) & | )==0)

dct_recon[m][n] = det_recon[m][n] - Sigsrocontanlind§;if (det_recon[m)[n) > 2047) dct_recon[m][n] =if (dct_recon(m)[n] < -2048) det_recon[m][n] =“otk:
if (det_z7f[i]==0)

dct_recon[m|][n] =

}

dct_recon[m][n] = 0 for all m, n in skipped macroblocks and when pattem|[i] == 0.

Once the DCT coefficients are reconstructed, the inverse DCT transform defined in annex A shall be applied
to obtain the inverse transformed pel values in the interval [-256, 255]. The inverse DCT pel values shall
be added to the pel[i]ij] which were computed above using the motion vectors. The result of the addition
shall be limited to the interval [0,255]. The location of the pels is determined from mb_row, mb_column
and the pattern_code list.

2.4.4.3 Predictive-coded macroblocks in B-pictures

Predictive-coded macroblocks in B-Pictures are decoded in four steps.

First, the value of the forward motion vector for the macroblock is reconstructed from the retrieved forward

motion vector information, and the forward motion vector reconstructed for the previous macroblock, using
the same procedure as for calculating the forward motion vector in P-pictures. However, for B-pictures the
previous reconstructed motion vectors shall be reset only for the first macroblock in a slice, or when the
last macroblock that was decoded was an intra-coded macroblock, Lf no forward motion vector data exists for
the current macroblock, the motion vectors shall be obtained by:

recon_fight_for = recon_right_for_prev,
recon_down_for = recon_down_for_prev,

Second, the value of the backward motion vector for the macroblock shall be reconstructed from te
retrieved backward motion vector information, and the backward motion vector reconstructed for the
previous macroblock using the same procedure as for calculating the forward motion vector in B-pictures.
In this procedure, the variables needed to find the backward motion vector are substituted tor the variables
needed to find the forward motion vector, The variables and coded data elements used to calculate the
hackwand motion vector arc:

recon_night_back_prev, recon_down_back_prev, backward_f_code, full_pel_backward_vector
motionhorizontal_hackward_oode, motion_horizontal_backward_r,

motion_verical_backwand_ocode, motion_vertical_backward_r,
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backward_r_size and backward_f are derived from backward_{_code as follows:

backwanrd_r_size = bhackward_f_code -1
hackward_f= 1 << hackwand_r_sire

The following variables result from applying the algorithm in 2.4.4.2, modified as described in the
previous paragraphsin this clause;

right for  right_half_for dowen_for down half for
nght_back right_half_back down_back  down_half_hack

They define the Integral and half pel value of the rightward and downward components of the forward motion
vector (which references the past picture in display order) and the hackward motion vector (which references
the future picture in display order).

Third, the predictors of the pel values of the block being decoded, pel [][], are calculated. If only forward
Toten vector Information was retrieved tor the macroblock, then pel(]] of the decoded picture shall be
calculated according to the formulas in 2.4.4.2. If only backward motion vector information was retrieved
for the macroblock, then pel[J[) of the decoded picture shall be calculated according to the formulas in the
predictive-coded macroblock clause, with “back” replacing “for”, and pel_future(]] replacing pel_past[][]. If
both forward and backward motion vectors infonnation are retrieved, then let pel_for|)[] be the value
calculated from the past picture by use of the reconstructed forward motion vector, and let pel_back{] be
the value calculated from the future picture by use of the reconstructed backward motion vector. Then the
value ofpel] shall be calculated by:

pel(J0) =( pel_for{][ + pel_back[][] ) 4/2,

Define non_intra_quant[m][n] to be the non-inira quantizer matrix that is specified im the sequence header,

Fourth, the DXCT coefficients for each block present in the macroblock shall be reconstructed by any means
equivalent to the following procedure:

for ( m=0; m=<8; m++ } [{
for ( n=O; n<B: m++ 9

i=scan[ml[nl :
det_reconfm)[n] = ¢ ((2 * det_zzfi]) + Sign(dct_zz[i)) ) *

quantizer_scale * non_intra_quant{m|][n) }/ 16;
if ( (det_recon[m][n] & 1)==0)

det_recon[m| [nj = det_recon{m|[n) - Sign(dct_recon{m][n]} :
if (dct_recon[m][n] > 2 O47) dct_recon[m)[n] = 2 O47 ;
if (det_recon[m)[nj < -2 048) dct_recon[m][n) = -2 048 ;
if ( det_zzfi] == 0)

dct_recon{m)[n] = 0:

]

det_recon[m][n}] = 0 for all m, nin skipped macroblocks and when pattem[i] == 0.

Once the DCT cocfficients are reconstructed, the inverse DCT wansform defined in annex A shall be applied
to obtain the inverse transformed pel values in the range [-256, 2545]. The inverse DCT pel values shall be
added to pellJL), which were computed above from the motion vectors. The result of the addition shall be
limited to the interval [0,255], The location of the pels is detenmined from mb_row, mb_column and the
Pateermn_code list.

2.4.4.4 Skipped macroblocks

For some macroblocks there are no coded data, that is neither motion vector infonnation nor DCT
information is available to the decoder. These macroblocks are called skipped macroblocks and are indicated
when the macroblock_address_increment is greater than 1,

In I-pictures, all macroblocks shall be coded and there shall be no skipped macroblocks.
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In P-pictures, the skipped macroblock is defined to be a macroblock with a reconstructed motion vector
equal to zero and no DCT coefficients.

In B-pictures, the skipped macroblock is defined to have the same macroblock_type (forward, backward, or
both motion vectors) as the prior macroblock, differential motion vectors equal to zero, and no DCT
coefficients. Ina B-picture, a skipped macroblock shall not follow an intra-coded macroblock,

2.4.4.5 Forced updating

This function is achieved by forcing the use of an intra-coded macroblock. The update pattem is net
defined. For control of accumulation of TXT mismatch error, each macroblock shall be intra-coded at least
once per every 132 times it is coded in a P-picture without an intervening I-picwre,
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Annex A

(normative)

8 by 8 Inverse discrete cosine transform

The 8 by & inverse discrete cosine transform for I-pictures and P-pictures shall conform to IEEE Draft
Standard, P1180/D2, July 18, 1990, For B-pictures this specification may also be applied but may be
unnecessarily stringent. Note that clause 2.3 of P1180/D2 "Considerations of Specifying [OCT Mismatch
Errors” requires the specification of periodic intra-coding in order to control the accumulation of mismatch
errors. The maximum refresh period requirement for this part of ISO/IEC 11172 shall be 132 imtra-coded
pictures or predictive-coded pictures as stated in 2.4.4.5, which is the same as indicated in P1180/D2 for
visual telephony according to CCITT Recommendation H.261 [5].
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Annex B

(normative)

Variable length code tables

Introduction

‘This annex contains the variable length code tables for macroblock addressing, macroblock type,
macnoblock pattem, motion vectors, and DACT coefficients.

B.1 Macroblock addressing

Table B.1. -- Variable length codes for macroblock_address_increment.

Tmacrohlockackiness
increment WLC code  

1 0000 O101 10
m1 0000 0101 01
10 a 0000 0101 00
OO11 0000 0100 11
OO10 | 0000 0100 10

OO01 1 0000 0100 011
OO01 0 0000 0100 O10
0000 111 0000 0100 001
0000 110 0000 O100 00)
OOO) 1011 OOO OO11 111

0000 1010 0000 OO11 110
(OOD 1001 | 0000 OO11 101
0000 1000 OOOO 0011 100
HW) 0111 0000 OO11 O11
0000 0110 | 0000 0011 010

(oO O101 11 OOO) OO 11 COT
(OOO) OOF 1 COO
OOOO OOF“O1 111
OOK) OOK CHM)
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B.2 Macroblock type

The properties of the macroblock are determined by the macroblock type VLC according to these tables.

Table B.2a. -- Wariable length codes for macrobleck_type in intra-coded
pictures (I-pictures).

macroblock_ macroblock|macroblock|macroblock macroblock_ acroblock_

typeVLC code f} quant meow ond pablenn iniea
Jiforward|backward] 

Table B.2b. -- Variable length codes for macroblock_type in predictive-coded
pictures (P-pictures).

— |macroblock|macnmblock_|macroblock_|macroblock_

noe. reaeeaiaier pattem intra 
Table B.2c. -- Variable length codes for macroblock_type in bidirectionally
predictive-coded pictures (B-pictures).

mactoblock|macroblock |imacroblock_|macroblock|macroblock
quant motion ion Patten intra

| forward

1 0

  

SeeSoot aCoesteeooce Seoecooeeee 
Table B.2d. -- Wariable length codes for macroblock_type in dec intra-coded
pictures (D-pictures).

macroblock_
mation
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B.3 Macroblock pattern

®ISOVEC

Table B.3. -- Variable length codes for coded_block_pattern.

ik
1101
1100
1011
1010

1001 1
1001 0
1000 1
1000 0
01111

0111 0
O110 1
01100
O1d1 1
0101 O

O100 1
o100 0
OOLL 11
0011 10
OO11 O1

0011 OO
OOLO 111
OO10 110
OO10 101
OO10 10

0010 O11
0010 O10
0010 OOF
0010 OOK)
OOO) 1111

OO}1 1110
OOFO1 1101

az
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0001 1100
(WHT 1011
OOOL 1010
OO01 1001
OO 1 100M)

OOO OLE
O00] 0110
OO}O1 0101
OOO O00
OOO1 (001

GOO1 OO10
OOK) (KM) 1
OCT CxO0
CHM 1111
OOOO 1110

0000 1101
O000 1100
OOOO TO11
0000 1O10
0000 100]

OOD0 1000
0000 0111
OOO) 0110
OOOO O01
0000 O100

0000 OO11 1
OOO) OOF11 0
01000 OO10 1
0000 0010 0
C000 OO01 1

0000 001 0
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B.4 Motion vectors
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Table B.4. -- Variable length codes for motion_horizontal_forward_code,
motion_vertical_forward_code,

PAGE 53 of 124

motion_horizontalbackward_code, and
motion_vertical_ backward_code.

0000 0011 001
OOO0 OO 1 O11

OOO) OO11 101
COO O11 111
OOOO O100 001
0000 0100011
OOO) 0100 11
0000 0101 01
O00 0101 11
OO00 0111
OO00 1001
GO00 1011
OOO) 111
OOOL 1
OO11
O11
1
010
O10
COO O
COX) 110
0000 1010
0000 TOO
0000 0110
0000 0101 10
0000 0101 00
OOOO C100 10)
0000 0100 010
0000 0100 000
0000 0011 110
0000 OO11 100
OOOO OOL1T O10
OOO) O01 1 OKO
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B.5 DCT coefficients

© ISONEC

Table B.Sa -- Variable length codes for det_de_size_luminance.

1x0
oo
Oo
101
110
1110
11110
111110
1111110

SIAwhehe 
Table B.Sb. -- Variable length codes for det_dc_size_chrominance.

PAGE 54 of 124

OO
O1
10
110
1110
11110
111110
L1l11110
11111110

2
3
4

1 5
6
7
5

0
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Table B.Sc. -- Variable length codes for det_coeff_first amd dct_coeffnext.

det_ooeff_first and dct_cocff_next
Variable length code=(NOTET)

10 end_of_block
ls (NOTE?2)
lls (NOTES)
Olls
O1LO0 s
O1O1 s
O10 1s
OOlL 1 s
O11 Os
OOO1 10s
OO01 Tl s
OOOT O15
0001 00s
0000 110s
0000 100s
OOM) Lil s
OOO0 101 s
OOOO 01
MIO 0110s
0010 0001 s
OO10 O101 s
(O10 0100s
(M10 W111 s
OLD OO11 s
0010 OO10 s
0010 0000 s
0000 0010 10s
0000 0011 00s
0000 OO10 11s
O00 DO11 lis
0000 0010 01 s
(HHM) OFOF11 10s
(O00 0011 01s
OOO) 0010 00 5

asmhhaeeeeWehee
0
0
1
0
Z
0
a
4
1
5
6
r
0
2
8
9

escape
0
0
1
3

tetepi
NOTES

1 - The last bit 's' denotes the sign of the level, “0' for positive
‘Tl’ for negative.

2 - This code shall be used for dct_cocff_first.
3 - This code shall be used for dct_coeff_next.
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Table B.5d, -- Wariable length codes for dct_coeff_first and dct_coeff_menxt.

Variablelengineode(NOTE) [amtever_—_—_—|variable length code OTE) |Lru __| level

0000 0001 1101 s
0000 0001 1000 s
OOF) COMO11 s
0000 0001 O000 s
OOOO OO01 TOT s
(OK) (001 O100 s
OC) OOO 110) s
0000 0001 (010 s
WKH) (HMTIO s
OCKK) (X01 O10] s
OOO) (MMI (KML s
OOK (MMII LIT s
O000 OO01 1010s
(XMM) (MMT LOO] s
(XMM) (XRT OTT s
OOO) (001 O110 s
OOO) 0000 1101 0s
OOO) O0F00 11K) 1 5s
0000 0000 1100 O's
(HHH) (WHO 1011 1s
0000 0000 1011 0s
COX) O0K00 1010 1s
0000 0000 1010 0s
COO) (KO 1001 1s
0000 0000 1001 Os
COOK) OOK TOOK) 1s
0000 0000 1000 0s
(HHH) (MK 1111 15
(XM) OOK00 1111 0s
(WWM) OOK T1110 1s
(XMM) O0KOO 1190 0s
OOOO OOK) 1101 1s

SoIAhWNSooos =o

SeHeeNewek
NOTE - The last bit 's' denotes the sign of the level, '’ for positive,
'T" for negative.
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Table B.5e. -- Variable length codes for dct_coeff_first and dct_coeff_next (concluded). 

dct_oochffirst and dctcoefl_next
_variable length code COTE)

0000 0000 0111 11s
(OH) OH OFL11 106
(O00 OOO O111 01s
OOK) O00 O11 OO s
0000 O00) O110 11s
COCK) (XK O110 10s
0000 0000 O110 01 s
0000 (000 0110 00 s
0000 0000 0101 11s
OOFF0 (41400 0101 10s
OOO) CHM 0101 Ol s
0000 OOF} 0101 OO s
0000 0000 0100 11s
OOO) OO00 0100 10s
0000 0000 0100 01 s
O00) OOFCFF 0100 00
0000 OCF) (011 O00 s
0000 0000 0010 111s
0000 (10) OO10 110s
0000 0000 0010 101s
0000 0000 0010 LOD s
OO) OX) OO10 O11 s
OOM) (000 0010 010s
0000 0000 0010 O01 s
OOO) 0000 O00 O00 s
0000 0000 OO11 111s
0000 OOFfO0 O011 1105
OOD O00 (011 101s
0000 (1) 011 100s
(X00 O00 0011 011s
OOOO 0000 0011 010s
0000 0000 0011 O01 s
0000 0000 0001 (011 s
OO) 0000 0001 0010 5
(000 O000 (O01 OO01 s
(O00 0000 O01 OO0) s
0000 0000 0001 O100 5
0000 0000 0001 1010 s
OOOO 0000 0001 LOO] s
(COCK COO) OKO CK5
0000 0000 0001 O111 s
0000 0000 0001 O110s
0000 0000 0001 O101 s
0000 0000 0001 L111 s
O00 0000 G001 1110s
OOO) OOO (XK 1101 s
0000 0000 0001 1100 s
OOO) OOO} (CKO 1011 s

—ieeeeeeoeSoestSeeSSSSS8900ce209¢65
—_ iA

hohoiBeg
uoWe all|

SeeeShhhbebo
NOTE - The last bit 's’ denotes the sign ofthe level, 0 for positive,
'L' for meépative,
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Table B.5f. -- Encoding of run and level following an escape code either as a 14-bit
fixed length code (-127 <= level <= 127) or us 4 22-bit fixed length code

(-255 <= level <= -128, 128 <= level <= 255).
(Mote - This yields total escape code lengths of 20-bits and 28-bits respectively).

_fixed length code
forbidden
1000 COCK CXC (00X01
TOC COO COCK) 0010

1000 0000 0111 1111

1000 0001
1000 0010

1141 1110
L111 1111
forbidden
(OO) O00

OLLL 1101

0000 0000 1000 0001

0000 0000 1111 1111
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Annex C

(normative)

Video buffering verifier

Constant rate coded video bitstreams shall meet constraints imposed through a Video Buffering Verifier
(WB) defined in clause C.1.

The VBY is a hypothetical decoder which is conceptually conmected to the output of an encoder. Coded data
are placed in the input buffer of the model decoder at the constant bitrate that is being used, Coded data is
removed from the buffer as defined in C.1.4, below. It is a requirement of the encoder (or editor) that the
bitstream it produces will not cause the WBW input buffer to either overflow or underflow.

C.1 Video buffering verifier

C14 The VBYV and the video encoder have the same clock frequency as well as the same picture rate, and
are openiicd synchronously,

€.1.2 The VBYV has an inpul buffer of size B, where B is given in the vbv_buffer_size field in the
sequence heacker,

C.1.3 The WBY input buffer is initially empty. After filling the input buffer with all the data that
precedes the first picture start code and the picture stan code itself, the input buffer is filled from the
bitstream for the time specified by the vbv_delay field in the video bitstream.

C.1.4 All of the picture data for the picture that has been in the buffer longest is instantancously
removed, Then after each subsequent picture interval all of the picture data for the picture which at that
time has been in the buffer longest is instantaneously removed,

For the purposes of this annex picture data includes any sequence beader and group of picture layer
data that immediately precede the picture start code as well as all the picture data elements and any
trailing stuffing bits or bytes. For the first coded picture in the video sequence, any zero bit or
byte stuffing immediately preceding the sequence header is also included in the picture data,

The VBY buffer is examined immediately before removing any picture data and immediately after this
picture data is removed. Each time the VBYV is examined its occupancy shall lic between zero bits and B
bits where, B is the size of the WBY butter indicated by vbv_buffer_size in the sequence header.

This is a requirement for the entire video bitstream.

To meet these requirements the number ofbits for the (n+1)th coded picture del shall satisfy

qe > B+ (2R/P)-B

atl <= B + (R/P) Real-valued arithmetic is used in these inequalities,

where
n>=O0

B= VEY receiving buffer size given by vbv_buffer_size * 16 384 bits.

BO =the buffer occupancy (measured in bits) just afier time ts
R = bitrate measured in bits's. The full precision of the bitrate muther than the rounded

value cncoded by the bitrate field in the sequence header shall be used by the
encoder in the VEV model.

P= nominal number of pictures per second

a = the time when the mth coded picture is removed from the WEY buffer
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Sequence & GOP bits

1 2 n n+1 10
vov_delay ———ie _—_--
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Annex D

(informative)

Guide to encoding video

D.1 Introduction

This annex provides background material to belp readers understand and implement this part of ISO/IEC
11172. The nonnative clauses of this part of ISQVTEC 11172 do not specify the design of a decoder, They
provide even less information about encoders; they do not specify what algorithms encoders should employ
in onder to produce a valid bitstream. The normative material is written in a concise form and contains few
examples, consequently is not easy to understand, This annex attempts to address this problem by
explaining coding methods, giving cxamples, and discussing encoding and decoding algorithms which are
not directly covered by this part of ISOVIEC 11172.

The nonnative clauses specify the bitstream in such a way that it is fairly straightforward to design a
compliant decoxicr, Decoders may differ considerably in architecture and implementation details, but have
very few choices during the decoding process: the methods and the results of the decoding process are closely
specified. Decoders do have some freedom in methods of post processing and display, but the results of
such post processing cannot be used in subsequent decoding steps.

The situation is quite different for encoders. This part of ISO/IEC 11172 does not specify how to design or
implement an encoder which produces good quality video, This annex devotes a major part to discussing
enctxler algorithms,

This part of ISO/IEC 11172 was developed by ISOMEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 which is widely known as
MPEG (Moving Pictures Expert Group). This part of ISO/IEC 11172 was developed in response to
industry needs for an efficient way of storing and retrieving audio and video information on digital storage
media (DSM). CD-ROM is an inexpensive medium which can deliver data at approximately 1,2 Mbits/s,
and this part of TSOVIEC 11172 was aimed at approximately this data rate. The “constrained parameters
bitstream", a subset of all permissible bitstreams that is expected to be widely used, is limited to data rates
up to 1 856 OC%) bits/s. However, it should be noted that this part of ISO/IEC 11172 is not limited to this
value and may be used at higher data mies.

Two other relevant Intemational Standards were being developed during the work of the MPEG video
committee: H.261 by CCITT aimed at telecommunications applications [5], and ISO/IEC 10918 by the
ISOVIEC ITC1/SC29 (JPEG) committee aimed at the coding ofstill pictures [6]. Elements of both of
these standards were incorporated into this part of ISQVIEC 11172, but subsequent development work by the
committee resulted in coding elements that are new to this part of ISO/IEC 11172. Le Gall [2] gives an
account of the method by which ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 (MPEG) developed this part of ISO/IEC
11172, and a summary of this part of ISQVIEC LLI72 itself.

D.2 Overview

D.2.1 Video concepts

This part of ISO/TEC 11172 defines a format for compressed digital video. This annex describes some ways
in which practical encoders and decoders might be implemented.

Although this part of ISO/IEC 11172 is quite Nexible, the basic algorithms bave been tuned to work well
al data rates of about | to 1,5 M bits/s, at spatial resolutions of about 350 pels horizontally by about 250)
pels vertically, and picture rates of about 24 to 30 pictures/s. The use of the word “picture” as opposed to
“frame” is deliberate. This part of ISOVIEC 11172 codes progressively-scanned images and does not
recognize the concept of interlace. Interlaced source video must be converted to a non-interlaced format
before coding. After decoding, the decoder may optionally produce an interlaced format for display.

This part of ISOVTEC 11172 is designed to pennit several methods of viewing coded video which are
nonnally associated with WCRs such as forward playback, freeze picture, fast forward, fast reverse, and slow
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forward. In addition, random access may be possible. The ability of the decoder to implement these modcs
depends to some extent on the nature of the digital storage medium on which the coded video is stored.

The overall process of encoding and decoding ts illustrated below:

Storage
and/or

Transmission

Figure D.1 -- Coding and decoding process

 

 
Figure D.1 shows a typical sequence of operations that must be perfonned before moving pictures can be
seen by a viewer, The unencoded source may exist in many forms, such as the CCIR 601 format Clause
D.3 describes how such a source may be converted into Lhe appropriate resolution for subsequent encoding.
In the encoding step, the encoder must be aware of the decoder buffer capacity, and the need of the decoder to
match the rate of the media to the rate of Gilling the picturc buffer with each successive picture. To this
end, a model of the decoder buffer and its overflow and underflow problem is introduced in D4, and rate
control is described in D.6.1 The structure of an ISOV/TEC 11172-2 bitstream is covered in D.5, as are the

coding operations that compress the video. Following the encoding prowess, ihe Ditsireaimn may be copied to
a storage medium. To view the moving pictures, the decoder accesses the ISQVIEC 11172-2 bitstream, and
decodes itas described in D.7. Postprocessing for display is described in 1.8.

D.2.2 MPEG video compression techniques

Video is represented as a succession of individual pictures, and each picture is treated as a two-dimensional
array of picture elements (pels). The colour representation for each pel consists of three components: Y
(huminance), and two chrominance components, Cb and Cr.

Compression of digitized video comes from the use of several techniques: subsampling of the chrominance
information to match the sensitivity of the human visual system (HWS), quantization, motion
compensation (MC) to exploit temporal redundancy, frequency transformation by discrete cosine transform
(DCT) to exploit spatial redundancy, variable length coding (VLC"), and picture interpolation.

D.2.2.1 Subsampling of chrominance information

The HVS is most sensitive to the resolution of an image's luminance component, so the ¥Y pel values are
encoded at full resoludion. The H'VS is less sensitive to the chrominance information. Subsampling reduces
the number of pel values by systematically combining them with a type of averaging process. This reduces
the amount of infonnation to be compressed by other techniques.The International Standard retains one set
of chrominance pels for each 2x2 neighbourhood of luminance pels.

D.2.2.2 Quantization

Quantization represents a range of values by a single value in the range. For example, converting a neal
number to the nearest integer is a fon of quantization. The quantized range can be concisely represented as.
an integer code, which can be used to recover the quantized value during decoding. The difference between
the actual value and the quantized value is called the quantization noise. Under some circumstances, the
HVS is less sensitive to quantization noise so such noise can be allowed to be large, thus increasing coding
efficiency.
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D.2.2.3 Predictive coding

Predictive coding is a technique to improve the compression through statistical redundancy. Based on values
of pels previously decoded, both the encoder and decoder can estimate or predict the value ofa pel yet to be
encoded or decoded, The difference between the predicted and actual values is encoded. This difference valueis
the prediction error which the decoder can use to comect the prediction. Most error values will be small and
cluster around the value 0 since pel values typically do not have large changes within a small spatial
neighbourhood. ‘The probability distribution of the prediction error is skewed and compresses. better than the
distribution of the pel values themselves, Additional infonmation can be discarded by quantizing the
prediction error. In this Intemational Standard predictive coding is also used for the dc-values of successive
luminance or chrominance blocks and in the encoding of motion vectors,

D.2.2.4 Motion compensation and interframe coding

Motion compensation (MIC) predicts the values of a block pels in a picture by relocating a block of
neighbouring pel valucs from a known picture, The motion is described as a two-dimensional motiun
vector thal specifies where to retrieve a block of pel values from a previously decoded picture that is used to
predict pel values of the current block. The simplest example is a scene where the camera is not moving,
and no objects in the scene are moving. ‘The pel values at each image location remain the same, and the
motion vector for cach block is 0. In general however, the encoder may Uransimit a motion vector for each
macroblock. ‘The translated block fram the known picture becomes a prediction for the block in the picture
to be encoded, The technique relies on the fact that within a short sequence of pictures of the same general
scene, many objects remain in the same location while others move only a shon distance.

D.2.2.5 Frequency transformation

The discrete cosine transform (DOXCT) converts an 8 by & block ofpel values to an & by & matrix of
horizontal and vertical spatial frequency cocfficients. An 8 by & block of pel values can be reconstructed by
performing the inverse discrete cosine transform (ICDMCT) on the spatial frequency coefficients. In peneral,
most of the energy is concentrated in the low frequency coefficients, which are conventionally written im the
upper left comer of the transformed matrix. Compression is achieved by a quantization step, where the
quantization intervals are identified by an index. Since the encoder identifies the interval and not the exact
value within the interval, the pel values of the block reconsuructed by the [DCT have reduced accuracy,

The DCT coefficient in location (0,0) (upper left) of the block represents the zero horizontal and zero
vertical frequency and is called the de coefficient. The de coefficient is proportional to the average pel value
of the & by 8 block, and additional compression is provided through predictive coding since the difference in
the average value of neighbouring & by & blocks tends to be relatively small. The other cocfficients
represent one or more nonzero horizontal or nonzero vertical spatial frequencies, and are called ac
coefficients, The quantization level of the coefficients comesponding to the higher spatial frequencies favors
the creation of an ac coefficient of 0 by choosing a quantization step size such that the HVS is unlikely to
perceive the loss of the particular spatial frequency unless the coefficient value lies above the particular
quantization level, The statistical encoding of the expected runs of consecutive zero-valued coefficients of
higher-order coefficients accounts for considerable compression pain, To cluster nonzero coefficients early in
the series and encode as many zero coefficients as possible following the last nonzero cocfticient in the
ordering, the coefficient sequence is specified to be a zig-zay ordering: see figure D.30. The ordering
concentrates the highest spatial frequencies at the end of the scrics.

0.2.2.6 Variable-length coding

VWariable-lcength coding (VLC) is a statistical coding technique that assigns codewords to values to be
encoded. Values of high frequency of occurrence are assigned shon codewords, and those of infrequent
occurrence are assigned long codewords, On average, the more frequent shorter codewords dominate, such
that the code string is shorter than the origimal data.

D.2.2.7 Picture interpolation

Uf the decrticr reconstructs a picture from the past and a picture fron the future, then the intermediate
pictures. can be reconstructed by the technique of interpolation, or bidirectional prediciion. Blocks im the
intermediate pictures can be forward and backward predicted and translated by means of motion vectors. The
decoder may reconstruct pel values belonging to a given block as an average of values from the past and
future pictures.

a3
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D.2.3 Bitstream hierarchy

The ISO/IEC 11172-2 coding scheme is arranged in layers corresponding to a hierarchical structure. A
sequence is the top layer of the coding hierarchy and consists of a header and some number of groups-
of-pictures (GOPs). The sequence header initializes the state of the decoder. ‘This allows decoders to
decode any sequence without being affected by past decoding history.

A GOP is a random access point, i.e. it is the smallest coding unit that can be independently decoded
within a sequence, and consists of a header and some numberof pictures. The GOP header contains time
and editing information.

A picture corresponds to a single frame of motion video, or to a movie frame. There are four picture
types: I-pictures, or intra coded pictures, which are coded without reference to any other pictures; P-
pictures, or predictive coded pictures, which are coded using motion compensation from a previous I or P-
picture; B-pictures, or bidirectionally predictive coded pictures, which are coded using motion
compensation from a previous and a future Lor P-picture, and D pictures, or D pictures, which are intended
only for a fast forward search mode. A typical coding scheme contains amix of I, P, and B-pictures.
Typically, an I-picture may occur every half a second, to give reasonably fast random access, with two B-
pictures inserted between each pair of | or P-pictures.

BeAWee
Figure D.2 -- Dependency relationship between [, B, and P-pictures

Figure D2 illustrates. a number of pictures in display order, The arrows show the dependency relationship of
the predictive and bidirectionally predictive coded pictures.

Note that because of the picture dependencies, the bitstream order, i.c. the order in which pictures are
transmitted, stored, or retrieved, is not the display order, but rather the order which the decoder requires them
to decode the bitstream. An example of a sequence of pictures, in display order, might be:

I B B P B B P B BB P BB Bt B BP SB BP
oO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12. 13 14 15 16 17 18

Figure D.3 -- Typical sequence of pictures in display order

whereas the bitstream order would be as shown below:

I P B B P B B P B Bt B&B B P B B P B B
0 3S 1 2 6 4 5 9% F 8 2 10 11 15. 13 4 Is 16 17

Figure D.4 -- Typical sequence of pictures in bitstream order

Because the B-pictures depend on the eee (in display order) | or P-picture, the Tor P-picture must betransmitted and decoded before the dependent B-pictures.

Pictures consist of a beader and one or more slices. The picture header contains Lime, picture type, and
coding information,

A slice provides some immunity to data corruption. Should the bitstream become unreadable within a
Picture, the decoder should be able to recover by waiting for the next slice, without having to drop an entire
picture.
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Slices consist of a header and one or more macroblocks, At the start of each slice all of the predictors,
for dc values and motion vectors, are reset, The slice header contains position and quantizer scale
information. This is sufficient for recovery from local cormuption.

‘A macroblock is the basic unit for motion compensation and quantizer scale changes.

Each macroblock consists of a heacter and six component 8 by 8 blocks: four blocks of luminance, one
block of Cb chrominance, and one block of Cr chrominance, See figure D5, The macroblock header
contains quantizer scale and motion compensation information,

ce|Ea
Y Ch Cr

Figure D.S -- Macroblock structure

A macroblock contains a 16-pel by 16-line section of luminance component and the spatially
corresponding 8-pel by 8-line section of each chrominance component. A skipped macroblock is one for
which no infonmation is stored (see 2.4.4.4),

Note that the picture area covered by the four blocks of luminance is the same as the area covered by each of
the chrominance blocks, This is due to subsampling of the chrominance information.

Blocks are the basic coding unit, and the DCT is applied at this block level, Each block contains 64
component pels arranged in an & by & array as shownin figure D.6.
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D.2.4 Decoder overview

A simplified block diagram of a possible decoder implementation is shown below:

 
Interpolated

Mc
 

 
Figure D.7 -- Simplified decoder block diagram

Itis insructive to follow the method which the decoder uses to decode a bitstream containing the sequence
of pictures given in Fig 0.4, and display them in the order given in Fig D3. ‘The following description is
simplified for clarity.

The input bitstream is accumulated in the Input Buffer until needed. The Variable Length Code (VLC)
Decoder decodes the header of the first picture, picture 0, and determines that it isan I-picture. The VLC
Decoder produces quantized cocfficients corresponding to the quantized DXCT coefficients. These are
assembled for each & by 8 block of pels im ube image by inverse zig-zag scanning. The Inverse Quantizer
produces the actual DCT coefficients using the quantization step size. The coefficients are then transfonmed
into pel values by the Inverse [XCT wransfonmer and stored in the Previous Picture Store and the Display
Buffer. The picture may be displayed at the appropriate time.

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 3, and determines thatit is a P-picture.
For each block, the VLC Decoder decodes motion vectors giving the displacement from the stored previous
picture, and quantized coefficients corresponding to the quantized DCT coefficients of the difference block,
These quantized coefficients are inverse quantized to produce the actual DCT coefficients. The coefficients
are then transformed into pel difference values and added to the predicted block produced by applying the
motion vectors to blocks in the stored previous picture, The resultant block is stored in the Future Picture
Store and the Display Buffer. This picture cannot be displayed until B-pictures 1 and 2 have been received,

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 1, and determines that it is a B-picture,
Por each block, the VLC decoder decodes motion vectors giving the displacernent from the stored previous
or future pictures or both, and quantized coefficients corresponding to the quantized CXCT coefficients of the
difference block. These quantized coefficients are inverse quantized to produce the actual DXCT coefficients,
The coefficients are then inverse transformed into difference pel values and added to the predicted block
produced by applying the motion vectors to the stored pictures. The resultant block is then stored im the
Display Buffer. It may be displayed al the appropriate time.

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 2, and determines thatit is a B-picture. It
is decoded using the same method as for picture 1, After decoding picture 2, picture 0, which is in the
Previous Picture Store, is no longer needed and may be discarded.

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 6, and detennines that it is a P-picture,
The picture in the Future Picture Store is copied into the Previous Picture Store, then decoding proceeds as
for picture 3. Picture 6 should not be displayed until pictures 4 and 5 have been received and displayed.
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The VLC Decoder deccxdes the header of the next picture, picture 4, and determines that it is a B-picture. It
is decoded using the same method as for picture 1.

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 5, and determines that it isa B-picture. Tt
is decoded using the same method as for picture 1,

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 9, and determines that itis a P-picture. It
then proceeds as for picture 6.

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 7, and determines that it is a B-picture. It
is decoded using the sare method as for picture 1.

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 8, and determines that itis a B-picture. It
is decoded using the same method as for picture 1.

The VLC Decoder decodes the header of the next picture, picture 12, and determines that it is an I-picture. It
is decoded using the same method as for picture 0. This process is repeated for the subsequent pictures.

D.3 Preprocessing

The source material may exist in many forms, c.g. computer files or CCIR 601 format, but in general, it
must be processed before being encoded. This clause discusses same aspects of preprocessing.

For a given data rate and source material, there is an optimum picture rate and spatial resolution at which to
code if the best perceived quality is desired. If the resolution is too high, then too many bits will be
expended on the overhead associated with each block leaving too few to code the values of each pel
accurately, Lf the resolution is too low, the pel values will be rendered accurately, bul high frequency detail
will be los. The optimum resolution represents a adeotf between the various coding aruifacts (e.g. noise
and blockiness) and the perceived resolution and sharpness of the image. This tradeoff is further complicated
by the unknowns of the final viewing conditions, e.g, screen brightness and the distance of the viewer from
the screen.

At data rates of 1 to 1,5 Mbits/s, reasonable choices are: picture rates of 24, 25 and 30 pictures/s, a
horizontal resolution of between 250 and 400 pels, and a vertical resolution of between 200 and 300 lines.
Note that these values are not normative and other picture rates and resolutions are valid,

D.3.1 Conversion from CCIR 601 video to MPEG SIF

‘The two widely used scanning standards for colour television are 525 and 625 lines at 29,97 and 25 frames/s
respectively. The number of lines containing picture information in the transmitted signal is 484 for che
525-line system and 576 for the 625-line system, Both use interlaced scanning with two fields per picture.

CCIR Recommendation 601 defines standards for the digital coding of colour television signals in
component form, Of these the 4:2:2 standard has become widely adopted; the sampling frequency used for
the luminance signal, ¥, is 13,5 MH? and the two colour difference signals, Cb or B-Y and Cr or R-Y, are
both sampled at 6.75 MHz. The number of luminance samples in the digital active line is 720 but only
about 702 will be used in practice by the analogue active line.

The number of picture elements in the height and width of the picture, in the standards defined above, are
too large for effective coding at data rates between | and 1.5 Mbit/s, More appropriate values are obtained
by decreasing the resolution in both directions to a half. This reduces the pel rate by a factor of four,
Interlace should be avoided as it increases the difficulties in achicving low data rates.

One way to reduce the vertical resolution is to use only the odd or the even fields. Lf the other field is
simply discarded, spatial aliasing will be introduced, and this may produce visible and objectionable
artifacts, More sophisticated methods of rate conversion require more computational power, but can
perceptibly reduce the aliasing artifacts.

The horizontal and vertical resolutions may be halved by filtering and subsampling. Consider a picture in
the 4:2:2 format. See the CCIR 601 sampling pattern of figure DS(a). Such a sampling pattern may be
converted to the SIF sampling pattern of figure D.8(b) as follows. The odd field only may be extracted,
reducing the number of lines by two, and then a horizontal decimation filter used on the remaiming lines to
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reduce the horizontal resolution by a factor of two. In addition the chrominance values may be vertically
decimated, The filters for luminance and chrominance have to be chosen carefully since panticular attention
has to be given to the location of the samples in the respective Intemational Standards. The temporal
relationship between huminance and chrominance must also be correct.

Pp Oo GF CO O oO oO

Pep Oo Pf CO F ] U]

? Oo gf CO @ Oo O oO

? Oo ff S& FF

00 f O @Q ° O O
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(a) Sampling pattem for 4-:7:7 (CCIR 601) (b) Sampling pattem for MPEG (SIP)
Circles represent luminance; Boxes represent Chrominance

Figure D.8 -- Conversion of CCIR 601 to SIF

‘The folkwwing 7-tap FIR filter has been found to give good results in decimating the luminance:

11 286

Figure D.9 -- Luminance subsampling filter tap weights

Use of a power of two for the divisor allows a simple bandware implementation,

The chrominance samples have to appear in the between the luminance ssunples both horizontally and
vertically. The tollowing linear filter with a phase shift of half a pel may be found useful.

pitapatwidly vs

Figure 0.10 -- Chrominance subsampling filter tap weights

To recover the samples consistent with the COCTR 601 grid of figure D.8(a), the process of interpolation is
used, The interpolation filter applied to a zero-padded signal can be chosen to be equal to the decimation
filter employed for the luminance and the two chrominance values in the encoder,

Note that these filters are not part of the International Standard, and other filters may be used.

At the end of the lines some special technique such as renonnalizing the filter or replicating the last pel,
must be adopted. The following cxample shows a horizontal line of 16 luminance pels and the same line
after filtering and subsampling, In this example the data in the line is reflected at each end.

10 12 20 30 a5 LS 19 11 Il 14 26 45 BO 90 92 90
12 a2 23 o 12 4 5 92

Figure D.11 -- Example of filtering and subsampling of a line of pels
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The result of this filtering and subsampling is a source input format (SIF) which has a luminance
resolution of 360 x 240 or 360 x 288, and a chrominance resolution which is half that of the luminance in
each dimension.

 
720

494 T20 eae 360
(676 (288

Select ly Horizontal
1 Field Filter ard

Subsample

(a) Luminance

360 180
ae 242 242 180

ccin 601|/576 (288 sieiank Se] 121
ied Select rea Horizontal Vertical oe

1 Field Filter and Filter anel

Subsample Subsample

 
(b) Chromuinance

Figure D.12 -- Conversion from CCIR 601 inte SIF

The SIF is not quite optimum for processing by MPEG video coders. MPEGvidco divides the luminance
component into macroblocks of 16x16 pels. ‘The horizontal resolution, 360, is not divisible by 16. The
same is true of the vertical resolution, 2742, in the case of 525-line systems. A better match is obtained in
the horizontal direction by discarding the 4 pels at the end of every line of the subsampled picture. Care
must be taken that this results in ihe correct configuration of luminance and chrominance samples in the
macroblock. The remaining picture is called the significant pel area, and corresponds to the dark area in
figure D.13:

a9
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240
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2 176 2
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Figure D.13 -- Source input with significant pel area shaded dark

The conversion process is summarized in table D.1.

Table D.1 -- Conversion of source formats

Picture Rate (Hz

Luminance (¥)
CCIR. Sample Resolution 720% S76
SIF 360 x 288
Significant Pel Area 452 x 28S

(Chrominance (Cb Cr)
CCIRK Sample Resolution 360 x 484
SIF 180 x P21
Significant Pel Area 176 x 120

 
The preprocessing into the SIF format is not normative, other processing steps and other resolutions may
be used. The picture size need not even be a multiple of 16. In this case an MPEG video coder adds
padding pels to the right or bottom edges of a picture in order to bring the transmitted resolution up toa
multiple of 16, and the decoder discards these after decoding the picture. Por example, a horizontal
resolution of 360 pels could be coded by adding 8 padding pels to the right edge of each horizontal row
bringing the total up to 368 pels. 23 macroblocks would be coded in each row. The decoder would discard
the extra padding pels after decoding, giving a final decoded horizontal resolution of 360 pels.

D.3.2 Conversion from film

If film material can be digitized at 24 pictures/s, then it forms an excellent source for an ISO/IEC 11172-2
bitstream. It may be digitized at the desired spatial resolution. The picture_rate field in the video sequence
header, see 2.4.2.3, allows the picture rate of 24 picturesis to be specified exactly.
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Sometimes the source material available for compression consists of film material which has been
convened to video at some other rate, The encoder may detect this and recode at the original film rate. For
example, 24 pictures/s film material may have been digitized and converted to a 30 frame/s system by the
technique of 3:2 pulldown. In this mode digitized pictures are shown alternately for 3 and for 2 television
field times. This alternation may not be exact since the actual frame rate might be 29,97 frames/s and mot
the 34) frames/s that the 3:2 pulldown technique gives. In addition the pulldown timing might have been
changed by editing and splicing after the conversion. A sophisticated encoder might detect the duplicated
fields, average them to reduce digitization noise, and code the result al the original 24 pictures/s rate, This
should give a significant improvementin quality over coding at 30 pictures per second, since direct coding
al 30 pictures/s destroys the 3:2 pulldown timing and gives a jerky appearance to the final decoded video.

D.4 Model decoder

D.4.1 Need for a decoder model

Avonded bitstream contains different types of pictures, and cach type ideally requires a different number of
bits to encode, In addition, the video may vary in complexity with time, and an cocoder may wish bo
devote more coding bits to one part of a sequence than to another. For constant bitrate coding, varying the
number of bits allocated to each picture requires that the decoder have buffering to store the bits not needed
to decode the immediate picture. The extent to which an encoder can vary the number of bits allocated to
each picture depends on the amount of this buffering. If the amount of the buffering is large an encoder can
usc prealer variations, increasing the picture quality, but at the cost of increasing the decoding delay.
Encoders need to know the size of the amount of the decoder's buffering in order to determine to what extent
they can vary the distribution of coding bits among the pictures in the sequence.

The model decoder is defined to solve two problems. It constrains the variability in the number of bits that
may be allocated to different pictures and it allows a decoderto initialize its buffering when the system is
started. It should be noted that Part 1 of this International Standard addresses the initialisation of buffers and

the maintenance of synchronisation during playhack in the case when two or more elementary streams (for
example one audio and one video stream) are multiplexed together. The tools defined in ISOVIEC 11172-1
for the maintenance of synchronisation should be used by decoders when multiplexed streams are being
played.

D.4.2 Decoder model

Annex C contains the definition of a parameterized model decoder for this purpose. It is known as a Video
Buffer Verifier (WBW). The parameters. used by a panicular encoder are defined in the bitstream. This really
defines a model decoder that is needed if encoders are to be assured that the coded bitstreams they produce
will be decodable. The model decoder looks like this:

 
Figure D.14 -- Model decoder

A fixed-rate channel is assumed to put bits at a constant rate into the Input Buffer. At regular intervals, set
by the picture rate, the Picture Decoder instantaneously removes all the bits for the next picture from the
Input Buffer. Uf there arc too few bits in the Input Buffer,i.c. all the bits for the next picture have not been
received, then the Input Buffer underflows and there is an underflow error, If, during the time between
Picture starts, the capacity of the Input Huffer is exceeded, then there is an overflow error.

Practical decoders differ from this model in several important ways. They may implement their buffering at
a different point in the decoder, or distribute it throughout the decoder, They may not remove all the bits
required to decode a picture from the Input Buffer instantaneously, they may not be able to control the start
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of decoding very precisely as required by the buffer fullness parameter in the picture beader, and they lake a
finite time to decode. They may also be able to delay decoding for a short time to reduce the chances of
underflow occuring. But these differences depend in degree and kind on the exact method of implementation.
To satisfy requirements of different implementations, the MPEG video committee (ISO/IEC JTC1
SC2O/WG11) chose a very simple model for the decoder, Practical implementations of decoders must
ensure that they can decode the bitstream constrained by this model. In many cases this will be achieved by
using an Input Buffer that is larger than the minimum required, and by using a decoding delay that is Langer
than the value derived from the vby_delay parameter. The designer must compensate for differences between
the actual design and the model in order to guarantee that the decoder can handle any bitstream that satisfies
ihe model,

Encoders monitor the status of the model to control the encoder so thal overflow problems do not
eccur. The calculated buffer fullness is transmitted at the start of each picture 50 that the decoder can
Maintain synchronization.

D.4.3 Buffer size and delay

Por coustant bit rate operation cach picture header contains a vbv_delay parameter to enable decoders to start
their decoding correctly. This parameter defines the time needed to fill the Input Buffer of figure D.14 from
an empty state to the correct level imunediately before the Picture Decoder removes all the bits for the
Picture. This time is thus:a delay and is measured in units of 1/90 000s. This number was chosen because
it is almost an exact multiple of the picture durations: 1/24, L/25, 1/2997 and 1/30, and because it is
comparable in duration to an audio sample.

The delay is given by
D = vhv_delay / 90 000 5

For example, if vbv_delay were 9 000, then the delay would be 0,1 sec. This means nal al the start of a
Picture the Input Buffer of the model decoder should contain exactly 0,1 5 worth of data from the input
bitstream.

The bit rate, B, is defined in the sequence header. ‘The number of bits in the Input Buffer at the beginning
of the picture is thus given by:

B= D * RK = vbv_delay * R / 90 000 bits

For example, if vbv_delay were 9 000 and R were 1.2 Mbits/s, then the number of bits in the Input Buffer
would be 120 004).

The constrained parameter bitstream requires that the Input Buffer have a capacity of 327 680 bits, and B
should never exceed this value.

D.5 MPEG video bitstream syntax

This clause describes the video bitstream ina top-down fashion. A sequence is the top level of videw coding.
It begins with a sequence header which defines inportant parameters needed by the decoder. The sequence
header is followed by one or more groups of pictures. Groups of pictures, as the nome sugpests, consist of
one or more individual pictures. The sequence may contain additional sequence headers. A sequence is
tenninated by a sequence_end_code, ISOV/TEC 11172-1 allows considerable Nexibility in specifying
application parameters such as bit rate, picture rate, picture resolution, and picture aspect ratio, These
parameters are specified in the sequence header.

If these parameters, and some others, fall within certain limits, then the bitstream is called a constrained
Parameter bitstream,

D.5.1 Sequence

A video saquence commences with a sequence header and is followed by one or more groups of pictures and
is ended by a sequence_end_code. Additional sequence headers may appear within the sequence. In each
such repeated sequence beader, all of the data elements with the pennilted cxcepuion of those defining
quantization matrices (load_intra_quantizer_matrix, load_non_intra_quantizer_matriax and. optionally
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intra_quantizer_matrix and non_intra_quantizer_matrix) shall have the same values as the first sequence
header. Repeating the sequence header with its data elements makes random access into the video sequence
possible. The quantization matrices may be redefined as required with cach repeated sequence header,

The encoder may set such parameters as the picture size and aspect ratio in the sequence header, to define the
rescurces that a decoder requires. In addition, user data may be included,

D.6.1.1 Sequence header code

A coded sequence begins with a sequence header and the header starts with the sequence stant code. Its valueis:

hex: 00 00.01 BS

binary: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 1011 0011

This is a unique string of 32 bits that cannot be emulated anywhere else in the bitstream, and is byte-
aligned, as are all start codes. To achieve byte alignment the encoder may precede the sequence start code
with any number of zero bits. These can have a secondary function of preventing decoder input buffer
underflow. This procedure is called bit stuffing, and may be performed before any start code. The stuffing
bits must all be zero, The decoder discards all such stuffing bits.

The sequence start ccxle, like all video start codes, begins with a string of 23 zeros. The coding scheme
ensures that sich a string of consecutive zeros cannot be produced by any other combination of codes, i.e. it
cannot be emulated by other codes in the video bitstream. This string of zeros can only be produced by a
start code, or by stuffing bits preceding a start code,

D.5.1.2 Horizontal size

This is a 12-bit number representing the widih of the picture in pels, ic, the horizontal resolution, It is an
unsigned integer with the most significant bit first. A value of zero is not allowed (to avoid start code
emulation) so the legal range is from 1 to 4 095. In practice values are usually a multiple of 16. At 1,5
Mobits/s, a popular horizontal resolution is 352 pels, The value 352 is derived from half the CCIR 601
horizontal resolution of 720, rounded down to the nearest multiple of 16 pels. Otherwise the encoder must
fill out the picture on the right to the next higher multiple of 16 so that the last few pels can be coded in a
macroblock, The decoder should discard these extra pels before display.

Por efficient coding of the extra pels, the encoder should add pel values that reduce the numberof bits
generated in the transformed block . Replicating the last column of pels is usually superior to filling in the
remaining pels with a gray level.

D.5.1.3 Vertical size

This is a 12-bit number representing the height of the picture in pels, i.¢, the vertical resolution. It is an
unsigned integer with the most significant bit first. A value of zero is not allowed (to avoid start code
emulation) so the legal range is from 1 to 4 095, In practice values are usually a multiple of 16. Note that
the maximum value of slice_vertical_position is 175 (decimal), which corresponds to a picture height of
2 800 lines. At 1.5 Mbits/s, a popular vertical resolution is 240 to 288 pels. Valucs of 240 pels are
convenient for interfacing to 525-line NTSC systems, and values of 288 pels are more appropriate for 625-
line PAL and SECAM systems.

If the vertical resolution is not a multiple of 16 lines, the encoder must fill out the picture al tbe bowom to
the ext higher multiple of 16 so that the last few lines can be coded in a macroblock. The decoder should
discard these extra lines before display.

Por efficient coding, replicating the last line of pels is usually beter than filling in the remaining pels with
a grey level.

D.5.1.4 Pel aspect ratio

This is a four-bit number which defines. the shape of the pel.on the viewing screen. This is needed since the
horizontal and vertical picture sizes by themselves do not specify the shape ofthe displayed picture.

The pel aspect ratio does not give the shape directly, but is an index to the following look up table:
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Table 0.2 -- Pel aspect ratio

0000
0001

GHT,
undefined Porhidden

1,0 square pels
0010 0,6735
OO11 0,703 1 16:9 625-line
0100 0,7615
O104 0,8055
O110 0,8437 16:9 525-line
O111 0,8935
1000 O,9157 PO2x%575 at 4:5 = O,9157
1001 0,9815
1010 1,0255
1011 1,0695
1100 1,0950 T11x487 at 4:3 = 1.0950
1101 11575

1110 } 1.2015
1111 | unfincdd reserved

 
The code 0000 is forbidden to avoid stant code emulation. The code 0001 has square pels. This is
appropriate for many computer graphics systems. The code 100) is suitable for displaying pictures on the
625-line 50Hz TV system (see CCIR Recommendation 601}.

height / width = 0,75 * 702/575 = 0,9157

The code 1100 is suitable for displaying pictures on the 525-line 60Hz TV system (see CCIR
Recommendation 61).

height / width = 0,75 * 711/487 = 1.0950

The code 1111 is reserved for possible future extensions to this part of ISOVIEC11172.

The remaining points in the table were filled in by interpolating between these two points 100) and 1100)
using the formula:

aspect ralio = O,5855 + 0,.044N

where N is the value of the code in table D.2. These additional pel aspect ratios might be useful for HOTY
where ratios of 16:9 and 5:3 have been proposed.

It is ewident that the specification docs not allow all possible pel aspect ratios to be specified. We therefore
presumeé that a certain degree of tolerance is allowable. Encoders will convert the actual pel aspect mitio to
the nearest value in the table, and decoders will display the decoded values to the nearest pel aspect ratio of
which they are capable.

D.5.1.5 Picture rate

This is a four-bit integer which is an index to the following table:
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Table D.3 -- Picture rate

CODE ___J[PICTURES PER SECOND—--

 
The allowed picture rates are commonly available sources of analog or digital sequences, Ome advantage in
not allowing greater flexibility in picture rates is that standard techniques may be used to convert to the
display rate of the decoder if it does not match the coded rate.

D.5.1.6 Bit rate

The bit rate is an 18-bit integer giving the bit rate of the data channel in units of 400 bits/s. ‘The bil rate is
assumed to be constant for the entire sequence. The actual bit rate is rounded up to the nearest multiple of
400 bits/s. For example, a bit rate of 830 100 bits/s would be rounded up to $30 400 bits/s giving a coded
bit rate of 2 O76 units.

If all 18 bits are 1 then the bitstream is intended for variable bit rate operation, The value zero is forbidden,

For constant bit rate operation, the bit rate is used by the decoder in conjunction with the vbv_delay
parameter in the picture header to maintain synchronization of the decoder with a constant rate data channel.
If the stream is multiplexed using ISOTEC 11172-1, the time-stamps and system clock reference
information defined in ISOVIEC 11172-1 provide a more appropriate tool for performing this function.

D.5.1.7 Marker bit

The bit rate is followed by a single reserved bit which ts always setto 1, This bit prevents emulation of
start codes.

D.5.1.8 VBV buffer size

The buffer size is a 10-bit integer giving the minimum required size of the input buffer in the model decoder
in units of 16 384 bits (7 O48 bytes). Por example, a buffer size of 20 would require an input buffer af 20
x 16 384 = 327 680 bits (= 40 960 bytes), Decoders may provide more memory than this, but if they
provide less they will probably num into buffer overflow problems while the sequence is being decoded.

D.5.1.9 Constrained Parameter flag

If certain parameters specified in the bitsweam fall within predefined limits, then the bitsweam is called a
constrained parameter bitstream. Thus the constrained parameter bitstream is a standard of perfonnance
giving guidelines to encoders and decoders to facilitate the exchange of bitstreams,

The bitrate parameter allows values up tw about 100 Mbits/s, but.a constrained parameter bitstream must
have a bit rate of 1,856 Mbits/s or less. Thus the bit nate parameter must be 3 712 or Icas.

The picture rate parameter allows picture rates up to 60 pictures/s, but a construned parameter bitstream
must have a picture rate of 30 pictures/s or less.

The resolution of the coded picture is also specified in the sequence header. Horizontal resolutions up to
4095 pels are allowed by the syntax, but in a constrained parameter bitstream the resolution is limited to
768 pels or less. Wertical resolutions up to 4 095 pels are allowed, but that in a constrained parameter
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bitstream is limited to 576 pels or less. In a constrained parameter bitstream, the total number of
macroblocks per picture is limited to 396. This sets a limit on the maximum area of the picture which is
only about one quarter of the area of a 720x576 pel picture. In a constrained parameter bitstream, the pel
rate is limited to 2 534 400 pels/s. For a given picture rate, this sets another limit on the maximum area
of the picture, If the picture has the maximum areca of 396 macroblocks, then the picture rate is restricted to
25 pictures/s or less, If the picture rate has the maximum constrained value of 30 pictures/s the maximum
area is Limited to 330 macroblocks.

A constrained parameter bitstream can be decoded by a model decoder with a buffer size of 327 G80 bits
without overtlowing of underflowing during the decoding process. The maximum buffer size that can be
specified for a constrained parameter bitsiream is 20 units.

A constrained parameter bitstream uses ia forward_f_code or backward_f_code less than or equal to 4. This
constrains the maximum range of motion vectors that can be represented in the bitstream (see table 1,7),

If all these conditions are met, then the bitstream is constrained and the constrained_paramecters_flag in the
sequence header should be set to 1. Lf any parameter is exceeded, the flag shall be set to 0 to inform
decoders that more than a minimum capability is required to decode the sequence.

D0.5.1.10 Load intra quantizer matrix

This is a one-bit flag. If it is set to 1, sixty-four 8-bit integers follow. These define an & by 8 set of
weights which are used to quantize the DCT coefficients. They are transmitted in the zigzag scan order
shownin figure D.30. None of these weights can be zero. The first weight must be cight which matches
the fixed quantization level of the de enefficient.

If the flag is set to zero, the intra quantization matrix must be reset to the following default value:

8 16 19 22 26 27 29 34
16 16 22 24 27 29 34 G7
14° 22 276 27 2) 34 34 48
22 22 26 27 29 34 37 40
22 276 27 29 32 35 40 48
26 27 29 32 35 40 48 58
26 27 29 34 38 46 56 69
27°29 35 38 46 56 69 83

Figure D.15 -- Default intra quantization matrix

The default quantization matrix is based on work performed by ISOMEC JTC1 SC29/WG10 (JPEG) [6].
Experience has shown that i gives good results over a wide range of video matcrial, For resolutions close
to 3505250 there should normally be no need to redefine the intra quantization matrix. If the picture
resolution departs significantly from this nominal resolution, then some other matrix may give perceptibly
better results.

The weights increase to the right and down. This reflects the human visual system which is less sensitive
to quantization noise at higher frequencies.

D.5.1.11 Load non-intra quantizer matrix

This is a one-bit flag, Lf it is set to 1, sixty-four 8-bit integers follow in zigzag scan order, None of these
integers can be zero.

If the flag is set to zero, the non-intra quantization matrix must be reset to the following default valuc
which consists of all los.
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16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16°16 16 16 16 16 16 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

Figure D.16 -- Default non-intra quantization matrix

This flat default quantization matrix was adopted from H.261 which uses a flat matrix for the equivalent of
P-pictures [5]. Litde work has been performed to detennine the optimum non-intra matrix for MPEG video
coding, but evidence suggests that it is morc dependent on video material than is the tra matrix. The
optimum non-intra matrix may be somewhere between the flat default non-intra matrix and the strongly
frequency-dependent values of the default intra matrix.

D.5.1.12 Extension data

This start code is byte-aligned and is 32 bits long. Its value is

hex: 00.00 01 BS

binary: 0000 0000 0000 0000 O00) O001 1011 0101

It may be preceded by any number of zeros, If it is present then it will be followed by an undetermined
number of data bytes terminated by the next start code. These data bytes are reserved for future extensions
to this part of ISO/TEC 11172, and should not be generated by encoders. MPEG video decoders should have
the capability to discard any extension data found,

0.5.1.13 User data

A user data start code may follow the optional extension data, This start. code is byte-aligned and is 32 bits
long. Its value is

hex: OOOO 01 B2

binary: OOC}*0 OO00 C000 0000 O000 GOO 1O11 GO1d

lt may be preceded by any number of zeros. If it is present then it will be followed by an undetermined
number of data bytes terminated by the next start code. These data bytes can be used by the encoder for any
purpose. The only restriction on the data is that they cannot emulate a start code, even if not byte-aligned,
This means that a string of 23 consecutive zeros must not occur. One way to prevent emulation is to force
the most significant bit of altemmate bytes to be a 1.

In closed encoder-decoder systems the decoder may be able to use the data, In the more ecneral case,
decoders should be capable of discarding the user dam.

D.5.2 Group of pictures

Two distinct picture orderings exist, the display order and the bitstream order (as they appear in the video
bitstream). A group of pictures (gop) is a set of pictures which are contiguous in display order. A group of
pictures must contain at least one I-picture. This required picture may be followed by any number of I and
P-pictures, Any number of B-pictures may be interspersed between each pair of I or P-pictures, and may
also precede the first I-picture.

Propeny !. A group of pictures, in bitstream order, must start with an I-picture and may be followed by
any tummber of 1, P or B-pictures in any order.

Property 2. Another property of a group of pictures is that it must begin, im display order, with an I or a B-
picture, and must end with an I ora P-picture. The smallest group of pictures consists of a single I-picture,
whereas the largest size is unlimited.

67
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The original concept of a group of pictures was a sct of pictures that could be coded and displayed
independently of any other group. In the final version of this part of ISOVIEC 11172 this is not always
truc, and any B-pictures preceding (in display order) the first I-picture in a group may require the last picuure
in the previous group in order to be decoded. Nevertheless. encoders can still construct groups of pictures.
which are independent of one another. One way to do this is to omit any B-pictures preceding the first I-
Picture. Another way is to allow such B-pictures, but to code them using only backward motion
compensation.

Property 3. From a coding point of view, a concisely stated property is that a group of pictures begins
with a group of pictures header, and either ends at the next group of pictures header or at the next sequence
header or at the end of sequence, whichever comes first.

Some examples of groups of pictures are given below:

nopeee =GoO09 eee Boo cos9 cao To7 B P B B P
B I BETI I

Figure D.17 -- Examples of groups of pictures in display order

These examples illustrate what is possible, and do not constitute a suggestion for structures of groups of
pictures.

Group of pictures start code

The group of pictures header starts with the Group of Pictures start code. This code is byte-aligned and is
32 bits long. Its value is

hex: 000001 BS

binary: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 1011 1000

It may be preceded by any number of zeros. The encoder may have inserted some zeros to get byte
alignment, and may have inserted additional zeros to prevent buffer underflow. An editor may have inserted
zeros in order to match the viv_delay parameter of the first picture in the group.

Time code

A time code of 25 bits immediately follows the group of pictures start code. This encodes the same
infonmation as the SMPTE time code [4].

The time code can be broken down into six fields as shownin table D4.

Table D4 -- Time code fields

|CTCUMRIELD~—___sorvS:_[VALUES|
Drop frame flag
Hours
Minutes
Fixed
Seconds
Picture number
 

The time code refers to the first picture in the group in display order, ive, the first picture with a temporal
reference of zero. The SMPTE time code is included to provide a video time identification to applications.
It may be discontinuous. The presentation time-stamp in the System layer (Part 1) has a much higher
precision and identifies the time of presentaion of the picure.
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Closed GOP

A one bit flag follows the time code. It denotes whether the group of pictures is open or closed. Closed
groups can be decoded without using decoded pictures of the previous group for motion compensation,
whereas open proups require such pictures to be available,

A. typical example of a closed group is shown in figure D.18a.

I B B P B B P B B FP B B P
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 & 9 1 11 12

(a) closed group

B B I B B FP B B P B B P BRB B FP
oO 1 2 3 4 5&5 6 F 8&8 9 10 11 12 13 1

(th) openor closed group

Figure D.18 -- Example groups of pictures in display order

A less typical example of a closed group is shown in figure D.18b. In this ¢xample, ibe B-pictures which
precede the first I-picture must use backward motion compensation only, i.e. any motion compensation
must be based only on picture number 2 in the group.

If the closed_gop Mag is set to 0 then the group is open, The first B-pictures that precede the first [I-picture
in the group may have been encoded using the last picture in the previous proup for moon compensation.

Broken link

Aone bit flag follows the closed_gop flag. It denotes whether the B-pictures which precede the first I-
picture in the GOP can be correctly decoded. If it is set to 1, these pictures cannot be correctly decoded
because the l-picture or P-picture from the previous group pictures that is required to form the predictions is
not available (presumably because the preceding group of pictures has been removed by editing). The
decoder will probably choose not to display these B-pictures.

If the sequence is edited so that the original group of pictures no longer precedes the current group of
pictures then this flag normally will be set to 1 by the editor, However, if the closed_gop Mag for the
current group of pictures is set, then the editor should not set the broken_link flag. Because the group of
Pictures is closed, the first B-pictures (if any) can still be decoded comectly,

Extension data

This start code is byte-aligned and is 32 bits long. Its value is

hex: 00.0001 BS

binary: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 1011 0101

Ttmay be preceded by any number of zeros, Df itis present doen it will be followed by an undetermined
number of data bytes terminated by the next start code, These data bytes are reserved for future extensions
to this. part of ISO/IEC 11172, and should not be generated by encoders. MPEG video decoders should have
the capability to discard any extension data found.

User data

A user data start code may follow the optional extension data, This start code is byte-aligned and is 32 bits
long. Its value is

hex: 000001 B2

binary: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 1011 0010

It may be preceded by any number of zeros. If it is present then it will be followed by an undetermined
number of data bytes tenninated by the next start code, These data bytes can be used by the encoder for any
purpose. ‘The only restriction on the data is that they cannot emulate a start code, even if not byte-aligned.
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This means that a string of 23 consecutive zeros must not occur. One way to prevent emulation is to force
the most significant bit of alternate bytes to be a 1.

In closed encoder-decoder systems the decoder may be able to use the data. In the more general case,
decoders should be capable of discanding the user data.

D.5.3 Picture

The picture layer contains all the coded information for one picture. The header identifies the temporal
reference of the picture, the picture coding type, the delay in the video buffer verifier (WB) and, if
appropriate, the range of mation vectors used.

D.5.3.1 Picture header and start code

A picture begins with a picture header. The header starts with a picture stunt code. This code is byte-aligned
and is 32 bits long. Its value is:

tien: (1) 01 01 00

binary: COCO 0000 (000 0000 0000 0001 Of) OC)

It may be preceded by any number of zeros.

0.5.3.2 Temporal reference

‘The Temporal Reference is a ten-bit number which can be used to define the order in which the pictures
must be displayed. Itmay be useful since pictures are not transmitted in display order, but rather in the
order which the decoder needs to decode them. ‘The first picture, in display order, in cach group must have
Temporal Reference equal to zero. This is incremented by one for each picture in the group.

Some example groups of pictures with their Temporal Reference numbers are given below:

Example (a) in I B F 6B F
display order oO 1 2 3 4

Example (a) in I P B P B
decoding onder Oo 2 1 4 3

Example (b) in B B&I&I B B P B B P BB BP
display onder Oo Ft 2 3 4 5 6 F 8&8 9 1 II

Example (b) in I EB B P B B P BB B FP B B
coded onder > Oo 1 5 3 4 & GO F 119 «10

Example (c} in B o&t B BB BB FP Bit Gb OB SOY I
display onder O 1 2 3 4 5S & FT & 9 WW 11 12

Example (c) in I B PF B B B Bi I B tI B B I
coded onder 1 0 G6 2 3 4 5 & FF 119 10 12

Figure D.19 -- Examples of groups of pictures and temporal references

If there are more than 1024 pictures in a group, then the Temporal Reference is reset to zero and then
increments anew. This is illustrated below:

B B I B B Ps ae P B E Be P B B BP
a 1 2 3 4 a 1022 1023 O 1 .- 472 473 474 ATS

display order

Figure D.20 -- Example group of pictures containing 1500 pictures
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D.5.3.3 Picture coding type

A three bit number follows the temporal reterence. This is an index into the following table defining the
type of picture.

Table D5 -- Picture types

_CODE|] PICTURE TYPE—————
Oooo

 
The various types of pictures are described in D.2.3. Codes 101 through 111 are reserved for foture
extensions to this part of TSOVIEC 11172. Decoders should be capable of discarding all pictures of this
type, and scam for the next picture start code, group start code or sequence start code. Code 000 will never be
used to avoid start code emulation,

0.5.3.4 VBV delay

For constant bit rate operation, vbv_delay can be used al the start of decoding and after a nandom access to
ensure that the correct number of bits have been read by the decoder before the first picture is displayed,

The buffer fullness is not specified in hits but rather in units of time. The vbv_delay is a 16-bit number
defining the time needed in units of 1/00) 000 s to fill the input buffer of the model decoder from an empty
State to the correct state at the bit rate specified im the sequence header.

For example, suppose the vbv_delay had a decimal value of 30000, then the time delay would be:

D=30000/90 000= 1/35

If the channel bit rate were 1,2 Mbits/s then the contents. of the buffer before the picture is decoded would
bee:

B= 1 200 0007/3 = 400 000 bits

If the decoder determined that its actual buffer fullness differed significantly from this value, then it would
have to adopt some strategy for regaining synchronization,

The meaning of vby_delay is undefined for variable bit rave operation.

0.5.3.5 Full pel forward vector

This is a one bit Mag giving the precision of the forward motion vectors. If itis 1 then the precision of the
vectors is in integer pels, if il is zero then the precision is half a pel. Thus if the flag is set to one the
vectors have twice the range than they do if the flag set to zero.

This flag is present only im the headers of P-pictures and B-pictures. It is absent in I-picturcs and D
pictures.

D.5.3.6 Forward f-code

This is a three-bit number and, like the full pel forward vector flag, is present only in the headers of P-
pictures and B-pictures. [t provides information used for decoding the coded forward vectors and controls the
Maximum sive of the forward vectors that can be coded. It can take only values of 1 through 7; a value of
zero is forbidden,

Fl
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Two parameters used in decoding the forward motion vectors are derived from forward_f_code, forwand_r_size
and forward_f.

The forward_r_size is. one less than the forward_f_code and so can take values 0 through 6.

The forward_f parameter is piven by table D6:

Table D.6 -- F_codes

 
0.5.3.7 Full pel backward vector

This is a one bit Maz giving the precision of the backward motion vectors. Tf itis 1 then the precision of
the vectors is in integer pels, if it is zero then the precision is half a pel. Thus if the flag is set to one the
vectors have twice the range than they do if the flag set to zero.

This flag is only present in the headers of B-pictures. It is absent in I-picwres, P-pictures aml D pictures,

0.5.3.8 Backward f-code

This is a three-bit number and, like the full pel backward vector flag, is present only in the headers of B-
Pictures. [t provides infonmation used for decoding the coded backward vectors. It can take only valucs of I
through 7; a value of zero is forbidden.

The backward_f parameter is derived from the backward_f_code and is piven by table D.6

D.5.3.9 Extra picture information

Extra picture information is the next field in the picture header. Any number of information bytes may be
present. An information byte is preceded by a fag bit which is setto 1. Infonmation bytes are Unerefore
penerally not byte-aligned. The last information byte is followed by a zcro bit, The smallestsize of this
field is therefore one bit, a 0, that has no information bytes. The largest size is unlimited. The following
example has 16 bits of extra information denoted by E:

IEFEEFEEEITEEEEEEEEO

Where E is an extra information bit.

The extra infonmation bytes are reserved for future extensions to this part of ISO/IEC 11172, The meaning
of these bytes is currently undefined, so encoders must not generate such bytes and decoders must be capable
of discarding them.

D.5.3.10 Extension data

This start code is byte-aligned and is 32 bits long. Its valueis:

ben: OO 00 O01 BS

binary: 0000 0000 G000 0000 0000 0001 1011 0107

It may be preceded by any number of zeros. If it is present then it will be followed by an undetermined
number of data bytes terminated by the next stan code. These data bytes are reserved for future extensions
to this part of [ISO/IEC 11172, and should not be generated by encoders. MPEG video decoders must be
capable of discarding them.

72
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0.5.3.11 User data

This start code is byte-aligned and is 32 bits long. Its value is

hex: 00 0001 B2

binary: 0000 0000 0000 O00) 0000 O00 1011 0010

It may be preceded by any number of zeros. Lf it is present then it will be followed by an undetermined
number of data bytes tenninated by the next stant code. These data bytes can be used by the encoder for any
purpose. The only restriction on the data is that they cannot emulate a start code, even if not byte-aligned,
One way to prevent emulation is to force the most significant bit of alternate bytes to be a 1,

In closed encoder-decoder systems the decoder may be able to use the data. In the more general case,
decoders should be capable of discarding the user data,

D.5.4 Slice

Pictures are divided into slices. Each slice consists of an integral number of macroblocks in raster scan
order. Slices can be of different sizes within a picture, and the division in one picture need not be the same
as the division in any other picture. Slices can begin and end at any macroblock im a picture subject to the
following restrictions. The first slice must begin at the top left of the picture, and the end of the last slice
must be the bottom right macroblock of the picture. There can be no gaps between slices, nor can slices
overlap. The minimum numberof slices in a picture is one, the maximum number is equal to the number
of macroblocks.

Each slice starts with a slice start code, the exact value of which defines the vertical position of the slice,
This is followed by a code that sets the quantization step-size. At the stunt of cach slice the predictors for
the de coefficient values and the predictors for the vector decoding are all reset. The horizontal position of
the start of the slice is given by the macroblock address of the first macroblock in the slice. The result of
all this is that, within a picture, a slice can be decoded without information from the previous slices.
Therefore, if a data error occurs, decoding can begin again at the subsequent slice.

If the data are to be used in an error free environment, then one slice per picture may be appropriate. If the
enviromment is noisy, then one slice per row of macroblocks may be more desirable, as shown in figure
D271,

  

5 begin end 5

6 begin end 6

8 begin end &

§ begin end 9

10 begin end 10

11 begin end 11

12 begin end 12

13 begin end 13

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

 
Figure D.21 -- Possible arrangement of slices im a 256x192 picture

In this figure and in the next, each strip is one macroblock high, ie. 16 pels high.
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Since each slice header requires 40 hits, there is some penalty for including more than the minimum
number of slices. For example, a sequence with a vertical resolution of 240 lines coded at 30 pictures/s
requires approximately 4030 = 1 200 bits/s for the slice headers using one slice per picture, and 40%15x30
= 18 000 bits/s with one slice per row, an additional overhead of 16 800 bits/s. ‘The calculation is
approximate and underestimates the impact, since the inclusion of a slice imposes additional requirements
that the macroblock immediately before the slice header be coded, as well as the first macroblock in the
slice.

The coding structure permits great flexibility in dividing a picture up into slices. One possible arrangement
is shown in figure D.22.

end 1/2 begin

3 begin end 3] 4 begin

7 Beat

9 begin end 9] 10 begin
 

Figure D.22 -- Possible arrangement of slices in a 256x192 picture

This division into slices is given for illustrative purposes only. It is not intended as a suggestion on how to
divide a picture into slices,

0.5.4.1 Slice header and start code

Slices stant with a slice header. Each slice header starts with a slice start code. This code is byte-aligned
and is 32 bits long. The last eight bits can take on a range of valucs which define the vertical position of
the slice in the picture. The penmnitted slice start codes are:

hex: fron 00 00 O1 01
to 0000 01 AP

binary: from 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 G00 COO O01
to 0000 0000 0000 0000 O00 O01 1010 1111

Each slice start code may be preceded by any number of zeros.

The last & bits of the slice start code give the slice vertical position, ic the vertical position ofthe first
mactoblock iin the slice in units of macroblocks starting with position 1 al the top of the picture. A useful
variable is macroblock row. This is similar to slice vertical position except that row 0 is at the top of the
picture. Thos

slice vertical position = macroblock row + 1

For example, a slice start code of 00000101 hex means that the first macroblock in the slice is at vertical
position | or macroblock row 0, Le. at the top of the picture. A slice start code of 00000120 hex means
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that the first macroblock is at vertical position 32 or macroblock row 31, i.e. at the 496th row of pels. It
is possible for two or more slices to have the same vertical position,

The maximum vertical position is 175 units. A slice with this position would require a vertical size of
175x16 = 2 800 pels.

The horizontal position of the first macroblock in the slice can be calculated fromits macroblock address
increment. Thus its position in the picture can be determined without referring to any previous slice or
macroblock. ‘Thus a decoder may decode any slice in a picture without having decoded any other slice in the
sume picture. This feature allows decoders to recover from bit errors by searching for the next slice start
code and then resuming decoding.

0.6.4.2 Quantizer scale

The quantizer scale is a five-bit integer which is used by the decoder to calculate the DCT coefficients from
the transmitted quantized coefficients. A value of O is forbidden, so the quantizer scale cam have any value
between | and 31 inclusive.

Note in addition that the quantizer scale may be set al any macroblock.

D.5.4.3 Extra slice information

Extra slice information forms the last field in the slice header, Any number of information bytes may be
present. An information byte is preceded by a flag bit which is set to 1. Information bytes are therefore
generally not byte-aligned. The last information byte is followed by a zero bit. The smallest size of this
field is therefore one bit, a 0, that has no information bytes. The largest size is unlimited. The following
example has 24 bits of extra information denoted by E:

IEERBEEEEELEEEEFEEEEEIEEEEEEEEO

The exira information bytes are reserved for future extensions to this part of ISO/IEC 11172. The meaning
Of these bytes is currently undefined, so encoders must mot generate such bytes and decoders must discard
them.

The slice header is followed by code defining the macroblocks in the slice.

D.5.5 Macroblock

Slices are divided into macroblocks of 16 x 16 pels. Macroblocks are coded with a header that contains
information on the macroblock address, macroblock type, and the optional quantizer scale. The headeris
followed by data defining each of the six blocks in the macroblock Itis convenient to discuss the
macroblock header fields in the order in which they are coded.

D.5.5.1 Macroblock stuffing

The first field in the macroblock header is "macroblock stuffing", This is an optional field, and may be
inserted or omitted at the discretion of the encoder. If present it consists of any number of 11-bit strings
with the pattern "0000 06001 111". ‘This stuffing code is used by the encoder to prevent underflow, and is
discarded by the decoder, If the encoder determines that underflow is about to occur, then it can insert as
many stuffing codes inte the first field of the macroblock header it likes,

Note that an encoder has other strategies to prevent buffer underflow. It can insert stuffing bits immediately
before a start code, It can reduce the quantizer scale to increase the number of coded coefficients. It.can even
slart a mew slice,

0.5.5.2 Macroblock address increment and macroblock escape

Macroblocks have an address which is the number of the macroblock in raster scan order, ‘The top left
macroblock in a picture has address 0, the next one to the right has address 1 and so on. If there are M
macroblocks in a picturc, then the bottom right macroblock has an address M-1,

Ws
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The address of a macroblock is indicated by transmitting the difference between the addresses of the current
macroblock and the previously coded macroblock. This difference is called the macroblock address
increment. In [-pictures, all macroblocks are coded and so the macroblock address increment is nearly
always one. There is one exception, At the beginning of each slice the macroblock address is set to lhat of
the right hand macroblock of the previous row, At the beginning of the picture it is set to-1. If a slice
docs not start at the Ieft edge of the picture, then the macroblock address increment for the first macroblock
in the slice will be larger than one. For example, the picture of figure D.22 has 16 macroblocks per row.
Al the start ofslice 2 the macroblock address 1s set to 15 which is the address of the macroblock at the night
hand edge of the top row of macroblocks, Df the first slice contained 26 macroblocks, 10 of them would be
in the second row, so the address of the first macroblock in slice 2 would be 26 and the macroblock address
increment would be 11.

Macroblock address increments are coded using the WLC codes in the table in B.1.

It can be seen that there is no code to indicate a macroblock address increment of zero. This is why the
macroblock address is set to -1 rather than #ero at the top of a picture. The first macroblock will have an
increment of one making its address equal to zero.

The macroblock address increments allow the position of the macroblock within the picture to be
determined. For example, assume that a slice header has the start code equal to 00 00 01 OA hex, that the
Picture width is 256 pels, and that a macroblock address increment code (100111 is in the macroblock
header of the first macroblock in the slice. A picture width of 256 pels implies that there are 16
macroblocks per row in this picture. The slice start code tells us that the slice vertical position is 10, and
so the macroblock row is 9, The slice header sets the previous macroblock address to the last macroblock on
rew 8, which has address 143. The macroblock address increment WLC leads to a macroblock address
increment of 8, and so the macroblock address of the first macroblock im the slice is 143 + 8 = 151.

The macroblock row may be calculated from the address:

macroblock row = macroblock address / macroblock width

= 151 / 16

= %

The division symbol signifies integer truncation, not rounding,

The macroblock column may also be calculated from te address:

macroblock column = macroblock address % macroblock width
151 % 16

7

Columns are numbered from the left of the picture starting at 0,

‘There are two special codewords: escape and stuffing.

The escape code means "add 33 to the following macroblock address increment". This allows increments

—than 33 to be coded, For example, an increment of 40 would be coded as escape plus an increment
0000 0007 0000 G01

An increment of 70 would be coded as two escape codes followed by the code for an incrementof4;

0000 0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 117

The stuffing code is included since the decoder must be able to distinguish it from increment codes. It is
uscd by the encoder to prevent underflow, and is discarded by the decoder.
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0.5.5.3 Macroblock types

Fach of the picture types 1, P, and B, have their own macroblock types. See, respectively, 9.6.3, D.6.4,
and D.6.5 for the codes and their descriptions.

D.5.5.4 Motion horizental/vertical forward/backward codes

‘The interpretation of these codes is explained in 1.6.2.3.

D.5.5.5 Motion horizontal/vertical forward/backward R

‘The interpretation of these codes is explained in 0.6.2.3.

D.5.5.6 Coded block pattern

‘This code desoibes which blocks within the macryblock are coded and transmitted. The interpretation of
this code is explained in D.6.4.2.

D.5.5.7 End of macroblock

This code is used only in D-picrures and 15. described in D.6.6.

D.5.6 Block

A block is an array of 8 by 8 component pel values, treated as a unit and input to the Discrete Cosine
‘Transform (LXCT). Blocks of 8 by 8 pels are transformed into arrays of & by 8 DXCT coefficients using the
two dimensional discrete cosine transform,

D.6 Coding MPEG video

D.6.1 Rate control and adaptive quantization

‘The encoder must control the bit rate so that the model decoder input butter neither overflows nor
underflows. Since the model decoder removes all the bits associated with a picture from the input buffer
instantancously, il is necessary to control only the total number of bits per picture. The encoder should
allocate the total numbers of bits among the various types of pictures so that the perceived quality is
suitably balanced. The distribution will vary with the scene content and with the particular distribution of
the three picwre types (1, P and B-picwres).

Within a picture the encoder should allocate the total number of bits available among the macroblocks to
maximize the visual quality of the picture.

One method by which an encoder controls the bit rate is to vary the quantizer scale, This is set in each slice
header, and may be sect at the beginning of any macroblock, giving the encoder cxcecllent control over the bit
rate within a picture.

D.6.1.1 Rate control within a sequence

For a typical coding scheme represented by the following group of pictures in display order:

BBIBBPBBPBBPBBP

it has been found that good results can be obtained by matching the visual quality of the I and P-pictures,
and by reducing the code size of the B-pictures to save bits giving a generally lower quality for the B-
Pictures.

‘The best allocation of bits among the picture types depends on the scene content, Work of the MPEG
video committee suggests that allotting P-pictures about 2-5 times as many bits as B-pictures, and allotting
I-pictures up to 3 times as many bits as P-pictures gives pood results for typical natural scenes. If there is
lithe motion or change in the video, then a greater proportion of the bits should be allowed to the I-pictures.
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If there is a lot of motion or change, then the proportion allotted to l-pictures should be reduced and most of
the savings given to the P-pictures.

A reasonable encoder algorithm is to start with the foregoing estimates, then reallocate bits dynamically
depending on the nature of the video,

0.6.1.2 Rate control within a picture

If the buffer is heading toward overflow, the quantizer scale should be increased. If this action is mot
sufficient to prevent an impending overflow then, as a last resort, the encoder could discard high frequency
DXCT coefficients and transmit only low frequency ones. Although this would probably produce visible
artifacts in the decoded video, it would in no way compromise the validity of the coded bittiwream.

If the buffer is heading toward underflow, the quantizer scale should be reduced. If this is not sufficient, the
encoder can insert macroblock stuffing into the bitstream, or add leading zeros to start codes.

Under normal circumstances, the encoder calculates and monitors the state of ihe neodel decoder buffer and
changes the quantizer scale to avert both overflow and underflow problems,

One simple algorithm that helps accomplish this is to moniter the buffer fullness. Assume that the bits
have been allocated among the various picture types, and that an average quantizer scale for each picture type
has been established. ‘The actual buffer fullness at any macroblock ina picture can be calculated and
compared with the nominal fullness, i.e. the value that would be obtained if the bits were uniformly
distributed among all the macroblocks in the picture. [f the buffer fullness is larger than the nominal value,
then the quantizer scale should be set higher than the average, whereas if the buffer fullness is smaller than
the nominal, the quantizer scale should be set lower than the average.

If the quantizer scale is kept constant over a picture, then, for a piven number of coding bits, the total mean
square enor of the coded picture will tend to be close to the minimum. However, the visual appearance of
most pictures can be improved by varying the quantizer scale over the picture, making it smaller in smooth
areas of the picture and larger in busy areas. This technique reduces the visibility of blockiness in smooth
areas al the expense of increased quantization noise in the busy areas where, however, it is masked by the
image detail.

Thus a good algorithm for controlling the bitrate within a picture adjusts the quantizer scale depending on
both the calculated buffer fullness and on the local image content. Examples of techniques for rate control
and quantization may be found in [7][8).

0.6.1.3 Buffer fullness

To give the best visual quality, the emcoder should almost fill the input buffer before instructing the decoder
lo start decoding.

D.6.2 Motion estimation and compensation

0.6.2.1 Motion compensation

P-pictures use motion compensation to exploit temporal redundancy in the video. Decoders construct a
predicted block of pels from pels in a previously transmitted picture. Motion within the pictures (e.g. a
pan) usually implies that the pels in the previous picture will be in a different position from the pels in the
current block, and the displacement is given by motion vectors encoded in the bitstream. ‘The predicted
block is usually a good estimate of the current block, and it is usually more efficient to transmit the motion
vector plus the difference between the predicted block and the current block, than to transmit a description of
the current block by itself.

Consider the following typical group of pictures.
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Figure D.23 -- Group of pictures in display order

 

The I-picture, picture 2, is decoded without requiring any motion vectors, The first P-picture, number 5, is
decoded using motion vectors from picture 2, This motion compensation is called forward motion
compensation since it is forward in time. Motion vectors define the motion of a macroblock, Le, the
motion of a 16x16 block of luminance pels and the associated chrominance components. ‘Typically, most
macroblocks in a P-picture use motion compensation. Non-zero motion vectors are transmitted
differentially with reference to the last transmitted motion vector.

The transmitted vectors usually have a precision of half a pel. The maximum range of the vector is set by
the forward_f parameter in the picture header. Sometimes, if the motion is unusually large, the range may
be doubled and the accuracy reduced to integer pels, by the full_pel_forweard_vectorbit in the picture header.

A positive value of the horizontal or vertical component of the motion vector signifies that the prediction is
formed from pels in the referenced picture which are spatially to the right or below the pels being predicted,

Not all macroblocks in a P-picture necessarily use motion compensation. Some macroblocks, as defined by
the transmitted macroblock type (see table B.2b), may be intra-coded, and these are reconstructed without
motion compensation. Full details defining the method of decoding the vectors and constructing the
motion-compensated macroblock are given in 2.4.4.2.

P-picture § in figure D.23 uses forward motion compensation from picture 5. P-pictures always use
forward motion compensation from the last transmitted I or P-picture.

B-pictures may use motion compensation from the previous [or P-picture, from the next (in display order) |
or P-picture, or both; i.e., from the last two transmitted [ or P-pictures.

Prediction is called forward if reference is made to a picture in the past and called backward if reference is
made to a picturc in the future, For example, B-picture 3 in figure D.23 uses forward motion compensation
from 1|-picture 2, and backward motion compensation from P-picture 5. B-pictures may use both forward and
backward motion compensation and average the result. ‘This operation is called interpolative motion
compensation,

All three types of motion compensation are useful, and typically are used in coding B-pictures.
Interpolalive motion compensation has the advantage of averaging any noise present. Forward or backward
Mmolen compensation may be more useful near the edges of pictures, or where a foreground object is
passing in front of a fixed or slow moving background,

Note that this technique of coding with P and B-picwres increases the coding efficiency. B-pictures can
have greater emors of reconstruction than I or P-pictures to conserve coding bits, but since they are not used
as the basis of motion compensation for future pictures, these enrors may be tolerated.

D.6.2.2 Motion estimation

Motion compensation in a decoder is straightforward, but motion estimation which includes determining the
best motion vectors and which niust be perfonned by the encester, presents a formidable computational
challenge.

VWarnious methods arc available to the encoder. The more computationally intensive methods tend to give
better resulls, so Ubere is tradeoff to be made in the encoder: computational power, and hence cost, versus
coded video quality.
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Using a search strategy the encoder aliempts to match the pels in aimacroblock with Unose in a previcus or
future picture. “The vector comrespomding to the best match is reported after the scarch is completed.

D.6.2.2.1 Block matching criteria

In seeking a match, the encoder must decide whether to use the decoded past and future pictures as the
reference, or use the original past and future pictures. For motion estimation, use of the decoded pictures by
the encoder gives the smallest error in the error picture, whereas use of the original pictures gives the most
accurate motion vectors. The choice depends on whether the artifacts of increased noise, or greater spurious
moon are judged to be the more objectionable, There is usually lite or no difference in quality between
the two methods. Note that the decoder docs not perfonn motion cstimation, It performs motion
compensated prediction and interpolation using vectors calculated in the encoder and stored in the bitstream.
In motion compensated prediction and interpolation, both the encoder and decoder must use the decoded
pictures as the references,

Several matching criteria are available. The mean square error of the difference between the motion-
compensated block and the current black is an obvious choice. Another possible criterion is the mean
absolute difference between the motion-compensated block and the current block,

For half pel shifts, the pel values could be interpolated by several methods. Since the decoder uses a simple
linear interpolation, there is litthe reason to use a more complex method in the encoder. ‘The linear
interpolation method given in this part of ISO/IEC 11172 is equivalent to the following. Consider four
pels having values A, B, D and Eas shown in figure 2.24:

A h B

D E

Figure D.24 -- Interpolation of half pel shifts

The value of the horizontally interpolated pel is

h=(A+B)4'2

where the double division symbol means division with rounding to the nearest integer. Half integer values
are to be rounded to the next higher value. Thus if A =4 and B = 9 then h= 6.5 which is rounded up to 7.

The value of the vertically interpolated pel is

vwe(A4+Dl2

The value of the central imterpolated pel is

c=(A+B+D+E) /4

D.6.2.2.2 Search range

Once a block matching criterion has been selected, some kind of search sirategy must be adopued, This
must recognize the limitations of the VLC tables used to code the vectors. The maximum range of the
vector depends upon forward_f_code or backward_f_code, The motion vector ranges are given in table D.7,
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Table D.7 -- Range of motion vectors

-8 to 7,5 -l6 to 15
-I6 to 15,5 -32 to 31
-32 to 31,5 -64 to 63
-4 to 63,5 -128 to 127

—128 to 127,45 -256 to 2545
-256 to 2545,5 -512 to S11
—S12 to 5115 -1 024 to 1033

 
 
   
  
  
  
   

 
  

The range depends on the value of full_pel_forward_vector or full_pel_backward_vector in the picture
header. ‘Thus if all the motion vectors were found to be 15 pels or less, the encoder would usually select
half pel accuracy and a forward _fcode or backward_f code value of 2.

The search must be constrained to take place within the boundaries of the decoded reference picture. Motion
vectors which refer to pels outside the picture are not allowed. Any bitstream which refers to such pels does
not conform to this part of ISOV/UEC 11172.

D.6.2.2.3 2-D search strategy

‘There are many possible methods of searching another picture for the best match to a current block, and a
few simple ones will be described.

The simplest search is a full search. Within the chosen search range all possible displacements are
evaluated using the block matching criterion.

The full search is computationally expensive, and practical encoders may not be able to afford the ime
required for a full search.

A simple modification of the full search is to search using only integer pel displacements. Once the best
integer match has been found, the eight neighbouring half-integer pel displacements are evaluated, and the
best one selected as illustrated below:

Eo = * = = ¥

= = a = - yl
+ + + y+15

* * + te + * * ¥+2.
+ + + y+45

= Ed # * * ¥+3

= oe = * ae yt4
x x4+1 x+2 x43 x+4

Figure D.25 -- Integer pel and half pel displacements

Assume that the position x+2,y+2 gives the best integer displacement matching using the selected block
matching criterion, then the encoder would evaluate the cight positions with half pel displacements marked
by + signs in figure D.25, If one of them were a better match then it would become the motion vector,
otherwise the motion vector would remain that of the integer displacement x+2,y+2.

If during the integer pel search, two or more positions have the same block matching value, he encoder can
adopt a consistent te-breaking rulc.

The modified full search algorithm is approximately an order of magnitude simpler than the full search.
Using only integer displacements for the first stage of the search reduces the number of evaluations by a
factor of four. In addition, the evaluations are simpter since the pel differences can be calculated directly and
do not have to be interpolated.
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For some applications even the modified full search may be too time consuming, and a faster search method
may be required. One such method is the logarithmic search.

D.6.2,.2.4 Logarithmic search

In this search method, grids of 9 displacements are examined, and the search continued based on a smaller
grid centered on the position of the best match. If the grids are reduced in size by a factor of 3 at each step
then the search is maximally efficient in the sense that any integer shift has a unique selection path to it.
‘This method will find the best match only for a rather limited set of image types. A more robust method is
to reduce the size of ibe gods by a smaller factor at each step, e.g. by alactor of 2. The scaling factors can
also be adjusted to match the search ranges of table D,7.

The method will be illustrated with an example. Consider the set of integer shifts in figure D.26:

«££eeEeBeeeBe *t+#¢#hN#4eoee *t*¢€Ft#oe@8HeEE *e+fFBHeeEheeeeEe oetCkeiww££fe+teeee **©eeWNWFheeeee *#*Beuuw@¢#¢++++© #*+€@—&£tet—+th—+FH #-e2*££Hk££4EEEt *£t€£Ft#BetPF ££e*FeteetFeEEEE *&##—&£#e—&£ftte—++OF *£*¢#eeeeoeee febeeeetettete *OePeeEHHEEEREEE
Figure D.26 -- Logarithmic search method for integer pel shifts

The first grid has a spacing of 4 pels. The first step examines pels at shifts of 0, 4, or -4 pels in cach
direction, marked 1 in figure D.26. The best position is used as the center point of the second grid.
Assume it is the pel marked 1 directly to the left of the center pel. The second grid has a spacing of 2 pels,
The second step examines pels at shifts of 0, 2, or -2 pels in each direction from the center of the new grid,
marked 2 in the figure. The best position is used as the center pout of the third grid, assume it is the lower
right pel of the second grid. The third grid has a spacing of | pel, The third step examines pels at shifts of
0, 1, or -1 pels in each direction from the center of the grid. The best position is used as the center point of
the fourth grid. The fourth grid has a spacing of 1/2 pel. The fourth step examines pels at shifts of 0, 1/2,
or -1/2 pels in each direction from the center of the grid using the same metho as in the modified full
search. The best position determines the motion vector.

Some possible grid spacings tor various search ranges are given in table [0.8.

Table D.8 -- Grid spacings for logarithmic searches

421 1/2
8421172

16842 1 1/2 
For P-pictures only forward searches are perfonmed, but B-pictures require both forward and backward
searches. Not all the vectors calculated during the search are necessarily used. In B-pictures either forward
or backward motion compensation might be used instead of interpolated motion compensation, and im both
P and B-pictures the encoder might decide that a block is better coded as intra, in which case no vectors are
transmitted,

D.6.2.2.5 Telescopic search

Even with the faster methods of the modified full search, or the logarithmic search, the search might be
quite expensive. For example, if the enceler decides to use a maximum search range of 7 pels per picture
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interval, and if there are 4 B-pictures preceding a P-picture, then the full search range for the P-picture would
be 35 pels, This large search range may exceed the capabilities of the encoder,

One way of reducing the search range is to use a telescopic search technique. This is best explained by
illustrating with an example. Consider the group of pictures in figure D.27.

I B B B P &B B BR FP B B &E P
0 1 2 3 4 4 bi 7 a Q 1 dl I

Figure D.27 -- Example group of pictures in display order

The encoder might proceed using its selected block matching criterion and D search strategy. For each P-
picture and the preceding B-pictures,it first calculates all the forward vectors, then calculates all the
backward vectors, The first set of pictures consists of pictures 0 through 4.

To calculate the complete set of forward vectors, the encoder first calculatesall the forward vectors from
picture 0 to picture | using a 2-D search strategy centered on zero displacement, It next calculates all the
forward vectors from picture 0 to picture 2 using a 2-D search strategy centered on the displacements
calculated for the comesponding block of picture 1. It next calculates all the forward vectors from picture 0
to picture 3 using a 2-D search strategy centered on the displacements calculated for the corresponding block
of picture 2. Finally, it calculates all the forward vectors from. picture (0) to picture 4 using a ?-D search
strategy centered on the displacenrcuts calculated for tie comesponding block of picuure 3.

To calculate the complete set of backward vectors, the encoder first calculates all the backward vectors from
picture 4 to picture 3 using a 2-D search strategy centered on zero displacement, It next calculates all the
backward vectors from picture 4 to picture 2 using a 2-D search swatezy centered on the displacements
calculated for the conresponding block of picture 3, Finally, it calculates all the backward vectors from
picture 4 to picture 1 using a 2-D search strategy centered on the displacements calculated for the
corresponding block of picture 2,

Further methods of motion estimation are given by Newavali and Haskell [1],

D.6.2.3 Coding of motion vectors

The motion vector of a macroblock tends to be well correlated with the vector of the previous macroblock.
For example, in a pan all vectors would be roughly the same. Motion vectors are coded using a DPCM
technique to make use of this correlation.

In P-pictures the motion vector used for DPCM, the prediction vector, is sel to zero. at the start of each slice
and at each intra-coded macroblock. Note that macroblocks which are coded as predictive but which have no
motion vector, also set the prediction vector to zero.

In B-pictures there are two motion vectors, forward and backward. Each vector is coded relative to the
predicted vector of the same type. Both motion vectors are set to zero at the start of cach slice and al cach
intra-coded macroblock. Note that predictive macroblocks which have only a forward vector do not affect
the value of the predicted backward vector, Similarly, predictive macroblocks which have only a backward
vector do not affect the value of the predicted forward vector.

The range of the vectors is set by two parameters. The full_pel_forwand_vector and
full_pel_backward_vector Mags in the picture header determine whether the vectors are defined in half-pel or
integer-pel units.

A second parameter, forward_f_code or backward_f_code, is related to the number of bits appended to the
¥LC codes in table 1.9,
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Table D.O -- Differential motion code.

00000011001 ]f  -16
OOOO OO11 O11
0000 0011 101
0000 0011 111
0000 0100 001
OOOO 0100 011
0000 O100 11
0000 0101 01
0000 0101 11
OOOO O11 1
0000 1001
0000 1011
0000 11
OO0O1 1

O11

OOO) O101 10
0000 O1OT 0
OOM) 0100) 10
0000 0100 010
CH) CTO) Cd
(KM) CTT P10
COO) OC 1 10
0000 0011 010
OOO O01 1 OK

 
Advantage is taken of the fact that the range of displacement vector values is comstrained, Each VLC
represents a pair of difference valucs. Only one of the pair will yicld a motion vector falling within the
pennitied range.

The range of the vector is limited to the values shown in table DLT. The values obtained by decoding thie
differential values must be kept within this range by adding or subtracting a modulus which depends on the
f value as shown in table D.10,

Table D.10 - Modulus for motion vectors
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The use of the modulus, which refers only to the numbers in tables D.8 through D.10, will be illustrated
by an example. Assume that a slice has the following vectors, expressed in the units set by the full pel
flag,

3°10 30 30-14-16 27 24

The range is such that an f value of 2 can be used. The initial prediction is zero, so the differential valuesare

3°7 20 O-d4 2 435 -3

The differential values are reduced to the range -32 to +31 by adding or subtracting the modulus 64
corresponding to the forward_f_code of 2.

3 7 20 O 20 -2-21 -3

To create the codeword, (mvd + (sign(mvd)*(forward_f-1)) )is divided by forwani_f. The signed quotient of
this division is used to find a variable length codeword from table D.9. Then the absolute value of the
remainder is used to generate a fixed length ecde that is comcatenated with the variable leneth ede. The
codes generated by this example are shown below:

|Valueft¥LCCode_|
3 OO10 0

0000 1100
0000 0100 101
1
0000 0100 101
O11)
0000 O100 0110
O11 0

 
D.6.3 Coding I-pictures

In coding I-pictures, the encoder has two main decisions to make that are not mandated by this part of
ISOVIEC 11172. These are: how to divide the picture up into slices, and how to set the quantizer scale.

D.6.3.1 Slices in l|-pictures

Division of the picture into slices is described in D.5,4,

D.6.3.2 Macroblocks in I|-pictures

D.6.3.2.1 Macroblock types in I-pictures

There are two types of macroblock in I-pictures. Both use intra coding. One uses the current quantizer
scale, whereas the other defines anew value for the quantizer scale. They are identified in the coded
bitstream by the VLC codes given in table D.11.

Table D.11 -- Macroblock type WLC for I-pictures (table B.2a.)

 [eePoaTo
The types are referred to names in this annex. Intra-d is the default type where the quantizer scale is not
changed. Intra-q sets the quantizer scale.

In order to allow for possible future extension to MPEG video, the WLCfor intra-g is O1 rather than 0.
Additional types could be added to this table without interfering with the existing entries. The VLC tableis
thus open for future additions, and not closed. A policy of making the coding tables open in this way was
adopted by in developing this part of ISQVTEC 11172. The advantage of future extension was judged to be
worth the slight coding inefficiency,
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D.6.3.2.2 Quantizer scale

If the macroblock type is intra-q, then the macroblock header contains a five-bit integer which defines the
quantizer scale, This is used by the decoder to calculate the DXCT coefficients from the transmitted quantized
coefficients. A value of 0 is forbidden, so the quantizer scale can have any value between 1 and 31
inclusive.

Note that also the quantizer scale is set in a slice header,

If the block type is intra-d, then no quantizer scale is transmitted and the decoder uses the previously set
value. Por a discussion on strategies encoders might use to set the quantizer scale, see D.6.1.

Note that the cost of transmitting a new quantizer scale is six bits: one for the extra length of the
macroblock type code, and five to define the value. Although this is normally a small fraction of the bits
allocated to coding each macroblock, the encoder should exercise some restraint and avoid making a large
number of very small changes.

D.6.3.3 DCT transform

The DCT is illustrated in figure D.28.

U, increasing
horizontal frequency

   
v, increasing
vertical frequency

(a) Pels (b) DCT Coefficients.

Figure D.28 -- Transformation of pels to coefficients

The pels are shown in raster scan order, whereas the coefficients are arranged in frequency order. The top left
coefficient is the de tenm and is proportional to the average value of the component pel values. ‘The other
coefficients are called ac coefficients. The ac coefficients to the right of the dc coefficient represent
increasing horizontal frequencies, whereas ac coefficients below the de coefficient represent increasing
vertical frequencies. The remaining ac coefficients contain both horizontal and vertical frequency
components. Mote that an image containing only vertical lines contains only horizontal frequencies.

The coefficient array contains all the information of the pel array and the pel array can be exactly
reconstructed trom the coefficient array, except for information lost by the use of finite arithmetic precision.

The two-dimensional DXCT is defined as

7

Fi(u,¥) =1 2 S fF ixyy) cos (x(2e+1)u/lojeos (n(2y+1)v/16)
x y=0
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with: u, ¥y ay = 0, 1, 2, 2. 7
where 4x, y = spatial coordinates in the pel domain

u, ¥ = coordinates in the transfonn domain

Ciu) = 1/72 foru=0
Civ) = 1/¥2forv=0

= | otherwise

This transform is separable, i.c. a one-dimensional DCT transform may be applied first in the borizoutal
direction and then in the vertical direction. The formula for the one dimensional transfonn is:

7

Fi(u) -$ C(u) * f(xjcos(m(ix+1)u/16)
x=}

Chu} iW2 foru=0
1 otherwise

Fast DCT transforms exist, analogous to fast Fourier transforms, See reference (3).

The input pel values have a range from 0 to 255, giving a dynamic range for the dc coefficient from 0 to
2040. The maximum dynamic range for any ac cocfficicnt is about -1 O00 to 1 O00. Note that for P and
B-pictures the component pels represent difference values and range from -255 to 255. This gives a
maximum dynamic range for any coefficient of about -2 000 to 2 000. The encoxter may thus represent the
cocfficients using 12 bits whose values runge from -2 048 w 2 O47.

0.6.3.4 Quantization

Each array of 8 by 8 coefficients produced by the DCT transform operation is quantized to produce an 8 by 8
affay of quantized coefficients. Normally the number of non-zero quantized coefficients is quite small, and
this is one of the main reasons why the compression scheme works as well as it does,

The coefficients are quantized with a uniform quantizer. The characteristic ofthis quantizer, only for I-
blocks, is shown below:

Index

Coefficent

Figure 1.29. -- Uniform quantizer characteristics

The value of the coefficient is divided by the quantizer step size and rounded to the nearest whole number to
produce the quantized coefiicent, Half integer values may be rounded up or down without directly affecting
image quality, However, rounding towards zero tends to give the smallest code size and so is preferred. For
example, with a step size of 16 all coefficients with values between 25 and 40 inclusive would give a
quantized coefficient of 2,
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The quantizer step size is derived from the quantization matrix and the quantizer scale. It can thus be
different for different cocfficicnts, and may change between macroblocks. The only exception is the dc
coefficient which is treated differently.

The eye is quite sensitive to large area luminance errors, and $0 the accuracy of coding the dc value is fixed.
‘The quantizer step size for the dc coefficients of the luminance and chromimance components 1s fixed at
eight. The dc quantized coefficient is obtained by dividing the dc coefficient by cight and rounding to the
nearest whole number. This effectively quantizes the average dc value to one part im 2456 for the
recomstructed pels.

For cxample, ade cocfificient of 21 is quantized to a value of 3, independent of the value of the quantizer
scale.

The ac coefficients are quantized using the intra quantization matrix. The quantized coefficient ifu,¥) is
produced by quantizing the coefficient cju,v] for I-blocks. One equation is given by the formula:

i[u,vy] = & * cfu,y] // tq * mlo,v))

where m[u,v] is the corresponding element of the intra quantization matrix, and q is the quantizer scale. The
quantized coefficient is limited to the range -255 to +255.

The intra quantization matrix might be the default matrix, or tt might have been downloaded in the sequence
header.

D.6.3.5 Coding of quantized coefficients

The top left coefficient in figure D.23b is called the dc coefficient, ibe remainder are quled ac coefficients.
The de coefficient is corrclated with the de coefficient of the preceding block, and advantage is taken of this
in coding. The ac coefficients are not well correlated, and are coded independently.

Adfter ibe de coefficient of a block bas been quantized it is coded losstessly by a DRCM technique, Coding
of the luminance blocks within a macroblock follows the raster scan order of figure 9.5, 0 to 3. ‘Thus the
dc value of block 3. becomes the dc predictor for block 0 of the following macroblock. The de value of each
chrominance block is coded using the dc value of the corresponding block of the previous macroblock as a
predictor, At the beginning of each slice, all three de predictors for ¥, Cb and Cr, are set to 1 024 (128*8).

The differential dc values thus generated are categorized according to their absolute value as shown in table
1.12,

Table D.12. -- Differential de size and WLC

DIFFERENTLAL Do VLC CODE VLC CODE
absolute value luminance) Chrominance

100a
1
2003

00
oo a1
O1 10
101 110
110 1110
1110 11110
11110 lil 1
111110 1111 110
1111 110 L1il 1110

407
8 to 15
16 to 31
32 to 63
64 to 127
128 to 255

GoGhuneetehe 
The size is tansmitted using a VLC. This WLC is different for luminance and chrominance since the
statistics are different

The size defines the number of additional bits required to define the level uniquely. Thus a size of 6 is
followed by 6 additional bits. These bits define the level in order, from low to high. Thus the first of these
extra bits gives the sign: 0 for negative and 1 for positive. A size of zero requires no additional bits.

The additional codes are given in table 1,13.
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Table D.13. -- Differential de additional code

  
  
  

-255 to -128
127 to -64
-634 to -32
31 to -16
-15 to -8

 

DIFFERENTIAL DC [|SIZE [ADDITIONALCODE.

 
  
  

(COMMMMMED co OD D1T1111
OOOO to O111111
000000 to 011111
OOOO) to O1111
OOOO to O111

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

OO) to O11
GO to O14

0

 

  
  
  

  

1
10 11

100 to 111
100) to 1111

LOOK) to 11771
LOOKED to 121111

LOOGOO0 to 1111111
LOCKMA) to LILLE LI11

SIUheeSeneaoeoe
For example, a luminance de change of 10 would be coded as 1101010. table D.12 showsthatthe furst
three bits 110 indicate that the size is 4, This means that four additional bits are required to define the exact
value. The next bit is a |. and table D.13 shows that the differential de value must be somewhere between
& and 15 inclusive. The last three bits, 010, show that the exact value is 10,

The decader reconstructs de quantized coefficients by following the inverse procedure.

The ac quantized coefficients are coded using arun length and level technique. The quantized coefficients are
first scammed in the zigzag order shown in figure D.30,

Increasing Horizontal Frequency

 
{2 gi 15 14 28 29
io 5 a va 17 2 ag aY Pf 18 26 31 a2 a4
oP ta 9 25 a2 4] 45 5a
Ld 20 «24 4304 46 Sa 55

al a3 3400=<dSCUCU

Increasing
Variceal] 22 35 98 48 5 57 60 62

Preatency at a7 4g 50 58 5a 6 44

Figure D.M). -- Quantized coefficient block in zigzag scan order

The scanning order starts at 1, passes through 2, 3 etc in order, eventually reachmg 64 in the bottom right
corer, The leneth of a run is the number of zero quantized coefficients skipped over. For example, the
quantized coefficients in figure D.31 produce the list of run lengths and levels in table D.14.
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1 a 0 a 0 oO 0 0 oO
a -3 0 0 0 0 o 0 o
4 -5 0 o 0 0 0 0 o
1 a 6 130 o 0 0 0 o
0 o Q a o 0 0 0 qo
0 0 o a a 0 0 0 a
6 o 0 a o 0 0 0 a
0 0 0 a a o o 0 o

Figure D.31. -- Example quantized coefficients

Table D.14. -- Example ruo lengths and levels

RUN-LENGTH

 
The sean starts al position 2 since the top left quantized coefficient is coded separately as the dc quantized
coemficient.

Using a zig zag scan rather than a raster scan is more efficient as it gives fewer runs and can be coded with
shorter VLC codes.

The list of nun lengths and levels is coded using table D.15 Not all possible combinations of run length
and level are in these tables, only the more common ones. For combinations not in the tables, an escape
sequence is used. In table D.15, the last bit 's' denotes the sign of the level, 0 means a positive level and 1
means a negative level. The escape code is used followed by the num length derived trom table D.16 and then
the level from table D.17.
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Table D.15. -- Combination codes for

DCT quantized coefficients. s = 6 for
positive level, s = 1 for negative level

OL s
0000 LOOs
0000 OOF10 Lis
0000 GO01 D100 5
OOOO GO00 LOLO Os
OOLL Is.
0010 O100 s
OOOO (001 L100 s
OOD (00 LOO1 Ls
OOLL Os
OOOO GOLL Lis
OOOO O01 O10 s

Wis IF ist COEFF
lls NOP lst CORFF

0000 0001 OOLL s
OOOO OOFO1 OOM) s
0000 0000 Lio

1 100
TL Lax}
1O1t
Ol
Ould
OL
OELL
OLlO Lis
OL1O Los
OL10 Ols
O11L0 00s
OLOL Ils
O10L 1Os
O1OL Ols
OLOL O05
O1O0 Lis
O1O0 10s

0000 000) O10) O1s
0000 O00) OL 00s

OO11 000s
OO10 Llis
OOLO 110s
OO10 LOLs
OOO 100s
OOO Olis
OO1d O10s
OOLO 01s
COLO OO

} co00 OO10 Dis
} 0000 OOOO 1001 Os

OO0O1 O1s
0000 0001 1110 s

} 0000 OOOO OOOL 01005
0001 00s
0000 0001 0101 s
O00 lis
0000 0001 GO01 «
OOOD LOLs
0000 0000 1000 Is
OO10 O11 5
0000 0000 1000 Os
0010 0011 s
0000 CO00 0001 10105
BOLO O10 s
0000 0000 0001 10015
0010 0000 s
0000 0000 0001 10005
0000 OG11 10s
0000 0000 0001 OLLLs

0011 Ols
0000 0001 01105
0010 00s

000 0000 COOL 0101s
0000 0001 1111
0000 0001 1010
0000 0001 1001
0000 0001 O11L
0000 0001 0110
OOO VOUU LLLL Is
0000 O000 L111 Os
NOOO OOOO L1LLO Is
00G0 OOOO LL LO Os
DOOD OF00 1101 Ls
OOO OOOO ODOL ILI 1s
0000 0000 COOL 1110s
OOo) 0000 0001 1101s
po0d 0000 OOOL 1100s
D000 O00 ONL LOLIs

z
=
2
z
2
4
a
4
3
4
4
4
5
5
4
6
6
6
T
T
S
8
9
9
0
o
1
1
=
2

l
1
1
1
I
1

ta eeeSEeeeeeeeeeNeNeneeeNeeeeeeBea 
EOB

Oo
Oo
Oo
o
o
o
oO
a
o
o
O
u
oO
o
0
O
Li
0
o
a
Li
oO
Oo
oO
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
Oo
Oo
0
oO
oO
0
0
0
0

1
1
l
!
I
l
I
l
l
I
L
L
l
l
Ll
l
1
I
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Table D.i6. -- Zero run length codes

RUN-LENGTH_ CO

 
  
  

 
  
  

  

 1000 0000 0000 OO01
1000) 000K) OYOCKO OX 1 0

LOO) OOOO OF111 1171
TOO C000 1.000 CHOC)
LOO 00001
100) 0010

1111 1110
1111 1111
FORBIDDEN
0000 0001
0000 0010

0111 1110
O111 1111
0000 0000 1000 O00

OCHO OOOO) LCC) OKT

OFX) OOOO LLL L110
OOOO OKO L111 1111

Using tables D.15 through D.17 we can derive the VLC codes for the example of table D.14:

Table D.18, -- Example run lengths, values, and WLC codes

J 0001 100
0000 1100

$0010 11
OOOO O10 OO11 1111 1nd
110
0000 0100 1170 0000 0000 1000 (010
10

 
 

Thefirst three codes in table D,18 are derived directly from table D.15, The next code is derived indirectly
since table D.15 does not contain an entry corresponding to a run length of 3 and a level of 5. Instead the
escape code OO0001 is used. This is followed by the six-bit code OO*0011 from table D.16 indicating a run
length of 3. Lastly the cight-bit code from table D.17 (11111011 - indicating a level of -5) is appended.

After the last coefficient has been coded, an EOB code is used to inform the decoder that then: are no more

quantized cochficients in the current 6 by & block. This BOB code is used even if the last quantized
coefficient is at the bottom right of the block,

There arc two codes for the 0,1 run length, level combination, as indicated in table 9.15_ Intra block
coding always has the first quantized coefficient, the dc quantized coefficient, coded using the dc size method.
Consequently intra blocks always use the code 11s to denote a run length, level combination of 0,1. It will

o2
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be seen later that predictively coded blocks code the dc quantized coefficient differently, and may use the
shorter code.

D.6.4 Coding P-pictures

As in [-pictures, each P-picuure is divided up into one or more slices, which are, in tum, divided into
macroblocks. Coding is more complex than for I-pictures, since motion-compensaled macroblocks may be
constructed. The difference between the motion compensated macroblock and the current macroblock is
transformed with a two-dimensional LACT giving an array of & by & transform coefficients. The coefficients
are quantized to produce a set of quantized coefficients. The quantized coefficients are then encoded using a
run-length value technique.

As in I-pictures, the encoder needs to store ihe decoded P-picture since this may be used as the starting point
for motion compensation, Therefore, the encoder will reconstruct the image from the quantized coefficients.

In coding P-pictures, the encoder has more decisions to make than in the case of I-pictures. These decisions
are: how to divide the picture up into slices, determine the best motion vectors to use, decide whether to
code cach macroblock as intra of predicted, and how to set the quantizer scale.

D.6.4.1 Slices in P-pictures

P-pictures are divided into slices in the same way as I-pictures. The same considerations as to the best
method of dividing a picture into slices apply, see D.5.4.

0.6.4.2 Macroblocks in P-pictures

Slices are divided into macroblocks in the same way as for -pictures, The major difference is the
complexity introduced by motion compensation.

The macroblock header may contain stuffing. The position of the macroblock is determined by the
macroblock address. Whereas the macroblock adciress increment within a slice for I-pictures is restricted to
one, it may be larger for P-pictures. Any macroblocks thus skipped over are called “skipped macroblocks".
The decoder copies them from the previous picture into the current picture. Skipped macroblocks are as
predicted macroblocks with a zero motion vector for which no additional correction is available. They
require very few hits to transmit.

The next field in the macroblock header defines the macroblock type.

D.6.4.2.1 Macroblock types in P-pictures

There are eight types of macroblock in P-pictures:

Table 2.19 -- Macroblock type VLC for P-pictures (table B.2b)

reee ee| FORWARD PATTERN

pred-me i 1 
Not all possible combinations of motion compensation, coding. quantization, and intra coding occur. For
exaunple, with intracoded macroblocks, intra-d and inura-g, motion vectors are mot ansmitted,

Skipped macroblocks have ne VLC code, Instead they are coded by having the macroblock address
increment code skip over them.

93
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D.6.4.2.2 Quantizer scale

If the macroblock type is pred-meq, pred-cq or intra-q, ie. if the QUANTcolumn in table D.19 has a 1,
then a quantizer scale is ransmitted . [If the macroblock types ane pred-me, pred-c or intra-d, en tbe DCT
correction is coded using the previously established value for the quantizer scale.

D.6.4.2.3 Motion vectors

Tf the macroblock type is pred-m, pred-me or pred-mgq, i-e. if the MOTION FORWARD columnin table
D.19 has a 1, then borizontal and vertical forward motion vectors are transmitted in succession...

D.6.4.2.4 Coded block pattern

If the macroblock type is pred-c, pred-mc, pred-cq or pred-mcq, ie. if the CODED PATTERN column in
table D119 has a 1, then a coded block patiem is transmitted. This informs the decoder which of the six
blocks in the macroblock are coded, 1c. have transmitted DCT quantized coefficients, and which are not
coded, ie. have no additional correction after motion compensation.

The coded block pattern is a number from 0 to 63 that indicates which of the blocks are coded, ic. have at
least one transmitted coefficient, and which are not coded. To understand the structure of the coded block
palienn, we refer to Geyure D.5 and introduce the variables PN to indicate the status of each of the six. blocks.
If block N is coded then PN has the value one,if it is not coded then PN is zero, ‘The coded block pattern is
defined by the equation:

CBP = 32*PO + 16*P1 + 8*P2 + 4*P3 + 2*P4 + PS

This is equivalent to the definition given in 2.4.3.6.

For example, if the top two luminance blocks and the (Cb block are coded, and the other three are mot, then
PO=1, Pl =1, P2=0, P3=0, P4 = 1, and PS = 0. The coded block pattem is:

CBP = 32*1 4+ 16*1 + 8*0 + 440+ 2*140= 50

(Certain pattems are more common than others. Advantage is taken of this fact to increase the coding
efficiency and transmit a WLC representing the coded block pattern, rather than the coded block pattern
itself. The VLC codes are given in table D.20,

Table D.20 -- VLC table for coded block pattern

_CBP[VLCCODE__
0010 111
0010 110
0010 101
0010 100
0010 O11
0010 010

axa
Ww baba

} O01 OO)
OOG1 1111

1110
1101
1100
111
1O10

48
20
40
28
44
52
56

1
61

2
62
24
3G

3
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Thus the coded block pattem of the previous example, 50, would be represented by the code "(11010110".

Note that there is no code representing the state in which none of the blocks are coded, a coded block pattern
equal to zero. Instead, this state is indicated by the macroblock type,

For macroblocks in I-pictures, and for intra coded macroblocks in P and B-pictures, the coded block pattern
is NOL transmitted, but is assumed to have a value of 63, ic. all the blocks in the macroblock are coded,

The use of coded block patterns instead of transmiting end of block codes for all blocks follows the practice
in CCITT Recommendation H.261.

D.6.4.3 Selection of macroblock type

An encoder has the difficult task of choosing between the different types of macroblocks.

An ¢xhaustive method is to try coding a macroblock to the same degree of accuracy using each type, then
choose the type thal requires the least number of coding bits.

A simpler method, and one thal is computationally less expensive, is to make a series of decisions, One
way lo order these decisions is:

I: Motion compensation or no motion compensation, ic. is a motion vector transmitted or
is it assumed to be zero.

me intra Or non intra coding, i.¢. is the macroblock type intra or is it predicted using the
motion vector found in step 1.

3: if the macroblock type is non-intra, is it coded or not coded, i-c. is the residual error large
enough to be coded using the DMCT transform.

4: decide if the quantizer scale is satisfactory or should be changed.

These decisions are summarized in figure D.32.

= Huei Pred-megOM

ee No Quant Pred-mc
Not coded Pred-m.

Chuan IntraIntra - =
Oo (uan ~c

Begin

e ee (han Prevl-
No Quant Pred

wm-Tntra
Not coded Skipped

ae]

amt Intra:Intra a
Alo Chuan oura=cl

Figure D.32 -- Selection of macroblock types in P-pictures

The four decision steps are discussed in the next four clauses.

D.6.4.3.1 Motion compensation decision

The encoder has an option whether to transmit motion vectors or not for prediclive-coded macroblocks. If
the motion vector ts zero then some code may bre saved by mot transmitting the motion vectors. Thus une
algorithm is to search for the best match and compare the error of the predicted block with that formed with
a zero vector, [f the motion-compensated block is only slightly better than the uncompensated block, using
the selected block matching criterion, then the zero vector might be used to save coding bits.

O5
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An algorithm used in the development of both CCITT Recommendation H.261 and this part of ISO/IEC
11172 was as follows.

The block-imatching criterion is the sum of absolute differences ofall the luminance pels in a macroblock,
when compared with ibe motion-compensated macroblock. If the sum is M for the motion-compensatcd
block, and % for the zero vector, then the decision of whether to make use of the motion vector is defined by
figure 1,33.

 
Figure D.33 -- Characteristic MiC/No BEC

Points on the line dividing the No MC (no motion compensation, i.e. zero vector), from the MC (motion
compensation) regions, are regarded as belonging to the no motion compensation region.

It can be seen that if the error is sufficiently low, then no motion compensation should be used. ‘Thus a
way to speed up the decision is to examine the zero vector first and decide if itis good enough.

The foregoing algorithm was designed for telecommunications sequences in which the camera was fixed, and
in which any movement of the background caused by the “drag along effect" of nearby moving objects was
very objectionable, Great care was taken to reduce this spurious motion, and this accounts for the curious
shape of the boundary between the two regions in figure D.33.

D.6.4.3.2 Intra/non-intra coding decision

After the encoder has determined the best motion vector, it is in a position to decide whetherto use it, or
disregard it entirely and code the macroblock as intra. The obvious way to do this is to code the black as.
intra, and compare the total numberof bits required when coded as motion compensated plus comection with
the same quantizer scale. The method using the fewest bits may be used.

This may be too computationally expensive for the encoder to do, anda taster algorithm may be required.
One such algorithm, used in the simulation model during the developmentof this part of ISQ/IEC 11172,
was based on the variance of the luminance component of the macroblock, The variance of the current
macroblock and of the difference macroblock (current - motion-compensated previous) is compared. Itis
calculated using the method represented by the following C program fragment. Note that in calculating the
Variance of the difference macroblock, the average value is assumed to be zero,
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int pelp[16][ 16]; /* Pel values in the Previous macroblock after motion compensation */
int pele] 16)[16): /* Pel values in the Current macroblock */
long dif; /* Difference between two pel values */
long sum; /* Sum of the current pel values */
long vard; /* Wariance of the Difference macroblock */
long varc; /*Variance of the Current macroblock */
int Xt /* coordinates */

sum = 0);
yard = (
warc = Ch,
for (y=Ohy<16;y++) {

for (x=O0;x<16;x++) [
sum = sum + pele[y][xh
varc = vare + (pelcly)][*]*pele|y][x);

dif = pelc[y][x] - pelpLyl[x1:
vard = vand + (dit*dif};

}
]
vard =vard/256; /* assumes mean is close to zero */
vare = ( varc/256 } - ( (sum/256)*(sum/256) };

The decision as to whether to code as intra or non intra is then hased on figure D434.

 
Figure D.34 -- Characteristic intra/non-intra

Points on the line dividing the non-intra from the intra regions, are regarded as belonging to the non-intra
region.

D.6.4.3.3 Coded/not coded decision

The choice of coded or not coded is a result of quantization; when all coefficients are zero then a block is not
coded. A macroblock is not coded if no block in it is coded, else it is coded.

D.6.4.3.4 Quantizer/no quantizer decision

Generally the quantizer scale is changed based on local scene coment to improve the picture quality, and on
the buffer fullness of the model decoder to prevent overflow and underflow.

D.6.4.4 DCT transform

Coefficients of intra blocks are transformed into quantized coefficients in the same way that they were for
intra blocks in I-pictures. Prediction of the de coefficient differs, however. The de predicted values are all
set to 1 024 (128*8) for intra blocks in P and B-pictures, unless the previous block was intra coded.

Coefficients of mon-intra blocks are coded in a similar way, The main difference is that the coefficients to
be transformed represent differences between pel values rather than the pel values themselves. The
differences are obtained by subtracting the motion-compensated pel valves from the previous picture from

OF
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the pel values in the current macroblock. Since the coding is of differences, there is no spatial prediction of
the dic term.

D.6.4.5 Quantization of P-pictures

Intra macroblocks in P and B-pictures are quantized using the same method as described for [-pictures.

Non-intra macroblocks in P and B-pictures are quantized using the quantizer scale and the non-intra
quantization matrix. Both de and the ac coefficients are quantized the same way.

The following quantization formula was derived by inverting the reconstruction fonnula given in 2.4.4.2,
Note that the divisor indicates tumcation towards zero,

int coefforig: /* original coefficient */
int coeftqant, /* quantized coefficient */
int coeffrec: * reconstructed coefficient */
int niqmatrix; /* non-intra quantization matrix */
int quantscale; /* quantizer scale */

coeffigant = (8 * coefforig) / (quantscale * niqmiatrix);

The process is illustrated below:

nigmatrix 16 16 16 16 16
quantscale 10 10 10 10 10
coefforig -39--20=-19~19 20-39 40-59 60-79
coefiiqant -1 0 1 2 3
coeffrec 29 0 29 49 eo

Thelast line shows the reconstructed coefficient values. The following diagram shows the characteristics of
this quantizer. The flat spot around zero gives this type of quantizer its name: a dead-zone quantizer.

Quantized Coeff

Coefficent

Figure D.35 -- Dead zone quantizer characteristic

D.6.4.6 Coding of quantized coefficients

D.6.4.6.1 Coding of Intra blocks

Intra blocks in P-pictures are coded the same way as intra blocks in [-picturcs. The only difference lies in
the prediction of the de coefficient. The dc predicted value is 128, unless the previous block was intra
coded.

Of
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D.6.4.6.2 Coding of non-intra blocks

The coded block patiem is transmitted indicating which blocks have coefficient data, These are coded in a
similar way to the coding of intra blocks except thal the de coefficient is coded in the same way as the accoeMicients,

D.6.5 Coding 8-pictures

As in TD and P-pictures, cach B-picture is divided up into one or more slices, which are, in tum, divided into
macroblocks. Coding is more complex than for P-pictures, since several types of motion compensated
macroblock may be constructed: forward, backward, and interpolated. The difference betwecn the motion-
compensated macroblock and the cunrent macroblock is transformed with a two-dimensional DCT giving an
array of 8 by 8 transform coefficients. The coefficients are quantized to produce a set of quantizest
coefficients, The quantized coefficients are then encoded using a nin-length value technique.

‘The encoder does not need to store the decoded B-pictures since they will not be used for motion
compensation.

In coding B-pictures, the encoder has more decisions to make than in the case of P-pictures. These
decisions are: how to divide the picture up into slices, determine the best motion vectors to use, decide
whether to use forward or backward or interpolated motion compensation or to code as intra, and how to set
the quantizer scale.

0.6.5.1 Slices in B-pictures

B-pictures are divided into slices in the same way as 1 and P-pictures. Since B-pictures are not used as a
reference for motion compensation, errors in B-pictures are slightly less important than in T or P-pictures.
Consequently, it might be appropriate to use fewer slices for B-pictures.

0.6.5.2 Macroblocks in B-pictures

Slices are divided into macroblocks in the same way as for I-pictures,

The macroblock header may contain stuffing. The position of the macroblock is determined by the
macnoblock address. Whereas the macroblock address increment within a slice for I-pictures is restricted to
one, it may be larger for B-pictures. Any macroblocks thus skipped over are called "skipped macroblocks".
Skipped macroblocks in B-pictures differ from skipped macroblocks im P-pictures. Whereas in P-pictures
skipped macroblocks have a motion vector equal to zero, in B-pictures skipped macroblocks have the same
motion vector and the same macroblock type as the previous Inacroblock, which cannot be inura coded. As
there is no additional DXCT correction, they require very few bits to transmit.

The next field in the macroblock header defines the macroblock type.
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D.6.5.2.1 Macroblock types in B-pictures

There are 12 types of macroblock in B-pictures:

Table D.21 -- Macroblock type VLC for B-pictures (table B.2d)

oRPORWARD|BACKWARD|PATTERN | _
pred-i 10 1
pred-ic 11

0
0
A
(
0
0
1
0
0
0
I

SeeS's=== SererSSeS=6 SeesOCoocooaSoaSeeOo 
Compared with P-pictures, there are extra types due to the introduction of the backward motion vector. Lf
only a forward motion vector is present, then the motion compensated-macroblock is constructed from a
Previous picture, as in P-pictures. If only a backward motion vector is present, then the motion-
compensated macroblock is constructed from a future picture. Lf both forward and backward motion vectors
are present, then motvion-compensated macroblocks are constructed from both previous and future pictures,
and the result is averaged to form the "interpolated" motion-compensated macroblock.

D.6.5.2.2 Quantizer scale

If the macroblock type is pred-icg, pred-feg, pred-beq, or intra-q, i.e. if the QUANT columnin table D271
has.a 1, then a quantizer scale is transmitted. hor the remaining macroblock types, the DICT correction is
coded using the previously established value for the quantizer scale.

D.6.5.2.3 Motion vectors

If the MOTION FORWARD column in table D.21 has a 1, then horizontal and vertical forward motion
wectors arc transmitted in succession. If the MOTION BACKWARD column in table D.21 has a 1, then
horizontal and vertical backward motion vectors are wansmitted in succession, If both types are present then
four component vectors are transmitted in the following order:

horizontal forward
Vertical forward
horizontal backward
vertical backward

D.6.5.2.4 Coded block pattern

If the CODED PATTERN columnin table 1.21 bas a 1, then a coded block pattern is transmitted, ‘This
informs the decoder which of the six blocks in the macroblock are coded,i.c. have transmitted DCT
quantized coefficients, and which are not coded, ie. have no additional comection after motion
compensation,

0.6.5.3 Selection of macroblock type

The encoder has more types of macroblock to choose from in B-pictures, than in P-pictures, and
consequently its pob is a little harder,

For the simulation model used during development of this part of ISO/IEC 11172,the following sequential
decision algorithm was used:
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1: Motion compensation mode, i.c. is forward or backward or interpolative motion
compensation best? What of the vector values’?

a intra of non intra coding, i.c. is the macroblock type intra or is it motion compensated
using mode and the vectors found in step 17

a: if the macroblock type is non-intira, is it coded or not coded, ie. is the residual error large
enough to be coded using the DXCT transform.

4: decide if the quantizer scale is satisfactory or should be changed.

These decisions are summarized in the following diagram:

Forward MG

  
Interpolated MC

Quant Pred-"eqCoded

 
  

 
 

Non-Intra

Pred-* or Skipped

 Intra-q

*=i,f,orb

Figure D.36 «- Selection of macroblock type in E-pictures

The four decision steps are discussed im the next four clauses.

D.6.5.3.1 Selecting motion-compensation mode

An encoder should attempt to code B-pictures using skipped macroblocks if possible. This suggests that
the encoder should first cxamine the case where the motion compensation is the same as for the previous
macroblock. Lf the previous macroblock was non-intra, and if the motion-compensated block is good
enough, there will be no additional XT) correction required and the block can he coded as skipped.

If the macroblock cannot be coded as skipped, then the following procedure may be followed.

Por the simulation model, the selection of a motion compensation mode for a macroblock was based on the
minimization of a cost function. The cost function was the MSE ofthe luminance difference between the

motion-compensated macroblock and the current macroblock. The encoder calculated the best motion-
compensated macroblock for forward motion compensation. Tt then calculated the best motion-compensated
macroblock for backward motion compensation by a similar method. Finally it averaged the two motion-
compensated macroblocks to produce the interpolated macroblock. It then selected the one that had the
stnallest mean square difference bebween it and the current macroblock, Tn the event of a be, interpolative
mode was chosen.
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D.6.5.3.2 Intra/nen-intra coding decision

Based on the smallest MSE, a decision is made between the best of the three possible prediction modes and
the Intra mode. The calculation is similar to that of P-pictures. The variances of the difference macroblock,
vard, and of the current macroblock, varc, are calculated.

In the simulation model the final decision was based on simply the macroblock type with the smallest
variance, If the two variances were equal, won-intra coding was chosen,

D.6.5.3.3 Coded/not—coded decision

The choice of coded or nol coded is a result of quantization, when all coefficients are vero then a block is mot
coded. A macroblock is not coded if no block in itis ccded, else it is coded.

D.6.5.4 DCT transform

Coefficients of blocks are tansfonmed into quantized coefficients in the same way that they are for blocks in
P-pictures.

D.6.5.5 Quantization of B-pictures

Blocks in B-pictures are quantized in the same wey as for P-pictures,

D.6.5.6 Coding quantized coefficients

Blocks in B-pictures are coded the same way as blocks in P-pictures.

D.6.6 Coding D-pictures

D pictures contain only low frequency information. They are intended to be used for fast visible search
modes. [tis intended that the low frequency information they contain is sufficient for the user to locate the

D pictures are coded as the de coefficients of blocks. There ts a bit transmitted for the macroblock type,
although only one macroblock type exists. In addition there is a bit denoting end of macroblock.

D.6.7 Coding at lower picture rates

This part of ISOMEC 11172 does not allow pictures to be dropped at the encoder. This differs from the case
of CCITT Recommendation H.261 [5] where temporal sub-sampling may be done by ormitliing coded
Pictures from the sequence. This part of ISOVIEC 11172 requires that all source pictures must be encoded
and that coded pictures must be inserted into the bitstream nominally at the rate defined by the
picture_rate field in the sequence header.

Despite this requirementit is possible for encoders to operate al a lower effective picture rate than the one
defined in the sequence header by using P-pictures or B-pictures that consist entirely of macroblocks that are
copied from a neighbouring reference picture with no OCT information, ‘This creates a flexible method of
temporal sub-sampling and picture repetition that may be implemented in the encoder by inserting a defined
block of data. For example, to encode at an effective rate of 12,5 Hz ina 25 Hz bitstream, altemate pictures
can be copied from the preceding picture by inserting the block of data in table D.22.
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Table D.22 -- Example of the coded data elements needed to generate

Value (b its

0000 (OC) 0000 CXKM)
0000 0001 0000 C00
AXAM AMMK XX
010
MXXM XMXX ANKE RAN
0
1
0000 000
(O00) CHOHCKO) CRLHOWC CKO
OCR CCM (XH) OT
OOOO 1
1
1
0
O

0000 0001 Of) (x 11)
OOOO CO11 OCI
001

repeated pictures

Mnemonic

Picture_stant_code

temporal_reference
picture_ccxting_type
vbv_delay
fulll_pel_forward_code
forward_fcode:

stuffing
slice_start_code

quantizerscale
macroblock_adidness_increment
macrobhock_type
mation_horizontal_forward_code
motion_vertical_forward_code

macroblock_escape (x11)
macroblock_address_increment

Macroblocktype

Length (bits

32. bits

LO bits
3 bits

16 bits
I bit

3 bits
T bits

32 bits

5 bits
1 bit

3 bits
1 bat
1 bit

121 bits
11 bits
3 bits

motion_horizontal_forward_code 1 bit
motion_vertical_forward_code 1 bit
stuffing 4 bits

Total 256 bits

D.7 Decoding MPEG video

 
D.7.1 Decoding a sequence

D.7.1.1 Deceding for forward playback

At the beginning of a sequence, the decoder will decode the sequence header including the sequence
parumeters, [fa parameter exceeds the capability of the decoder, then the decoder should report this. Hthe
decoder determines that it can decode the bitstream, then it will set up its parameters to match those defined
in the sequence header, This will include the horizontal and vertical resolutions and aspectratio, the bit
rate, and the quantization matrices.

Neat the decoder will decode the group of pictures header, including the closed_gop and broken_link
information, and take any appropriate action. It will decode the first picture header in the group of pictures
and read the vbv_delay field. If the decoder uses the vbv_delay information to start-up decoding rather than
the infonnation in the system stream (ISQVIEC 11172-1) then it must delay displaying pictures until after a
time detenmined by the vbv_delay information and a knowledge of the decoder's architecture.

If the closed-gop flag is 0, indicating that the group is open, and the broken_link flag is 1, then any B-
pictures preceding (in display order) the first I-picture in the group cannot be decoded. The decoder may
adopt one of several strategies. It may display the first I-picture during the time that the undecocdable B-
pictures would be displayed. This strategy maintains audio synchronization and buffer fullness. However it
is likely that the broken link has occured because of post coding editing, in which case audio may be
discontinuous. Am aliemative strategy might be to discard the B-pictures entirely, and delay decoding the I-
Picture until the buffer fullness is within limits.

If playback begins from a random pointin the bitsueam, the decoder should discard all the bits wotil it finds
a sequence start code, a group of pictures start code, or a picture stant code which introduces an I-picture.
The slices and macroblocks in the picture are decoded and written into a display buffer, and perhaps into
another buffer, The decoded pictures may be post processed and displayed in the order defined by the
temporal reference at the picture rate defined in the sequence header.
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Subsequent pictures are processed at the appropriate times to avoid buffer overflow and underflow.

D.7.1.2 Decoding for fast playback

Fast forward can be supported by D pictures. It can also be supported by an appropriate spacing of I-
pictures in a sequence. For example, if I-pictures were spaced regularly every 10 pictures, then a decoder
might be able to playback the sequence at 10 times the nonnal speed by decoding and displaying only the I-
pictures. This simple concept places considerable burdens on the media and the decoder. The media must
be capable of speeding up and delivering 10 times the data rate, the decoder must be capable of accepting
this higher data rate and decoding the |-pictures. Since I-pictures typically require significantly more bits to
code than P or B-pictures, the decoder will have to decode significandy more than 10% of the data, even if it
can search for picture start codes and discard the data for P and B-pictures,

For example, a sequence might be coded as follows:

IBPBPBPBPBIBPBPBPEPBIL...

Assume that the average code size per picture is C, that each B-picwre requires 0,3, that each P-picture
requires 1,5(°, and that each I-picture requires 2,5C, then the I-pictures require 25% of the code for their 10%
of the display time.

Another way to achieve fast forward in a constant bit rate application, is for the media itself to sort out the
[-pictures and transmit them. This would allow the data rate to remain constant. Since this selection
precess can be made to produce a valid ISOVTEC 11172-2 bitstream, the decoder should be able to decode it.
If every I-picture of the preceding example were selected, then one I-picture would be transmitted every 2.5
picture periods, and the speed up rate would be 10/25 = 4 times. The decoder might be able to display the
[-pictures at exactly 2.5 periods, or it might alternate displays at 2 and 3 pericds.

If alternate I-pictures of the preceding example were selected, then one l-picture would again be transmitted
every 2,5 picture periods, but the speed up rate would be 20/2,5 = & limes.

Tf one in N I-pictures of the preceding example were selected, then the speed up rate would be LON/2,5 = 4N
times.

D.7.1.3 Decoding for pause and step modes

Decoding for pause requires the decoder tw be able to commu the incoming bitstream, and display a decoded
picture without decoding any additional pictures. If the decoder has full control over the bitstream, then it
can be stopped for pause and resumed when playback resumes. If the decoder has less control, as in the case
of aCD ROM,then there may be a delay before playback can be resumed.

D.7.1.4 Decoding for reverse playback

‘To decode a bitstream and playback in reverse, the decoder must decode cach group of pictures in the forward
direction, store the decoded pictures, then display them in reverse onder, This places severe storage
requirements on the decader in addition to any problems in gaining access to the coded bitstream in the
comect order,

To reduce decoder memory requirements, groups of pictures should be small. There is no mechanism in the
syntax for the encoder to state what the decoder requirements are in order to playback in reverse.

The amount of display bulfer storage may be reduced by reordering the pictures, either by having the storage
unit read and transmit them in another onder, or by reordering the coded pictures in a decoder buffer. To
illustrate the savings, consider the following typical group of pictures:
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B BiI B B P B B FP8BB FP Pictures in display onler
oO 1 2 3 4 8S 6 F 8&8 & 10 11 temporal reference

I B B P B B P B B FP EB68 #fittures in coded order
2 0 | 5 3 4 8 6 F TI 9 10 temporal reference

I PF PF F B B B B B B B E& hPictures in new onder
2 5S & 11109 F & 4 3 1 © temporal reference

Figure D.37 -- Example group of pictures

The decoder would decode the pictures in the new order, and display them in the reverse of the normal
display order. Since the B-pictures are not decoded until they ane reacly to be displayed, the display bufter
storage is minimized. The first two B-pictures, 0 and 1, would remain stored in the input buffer until the
last P-picture in the previous group of pictures is decoded,

D.8 Post processing

D.8.1 Editing

Editing of a video sequence is best performed before compression, but situations anise where only the coded
bitstream is available. One possible method would be to decode the bitstream, perform the required editing,
and recode the bitstream. ‘This usually leads to a loss in video quality, andit is hetter, if possible, to edit
the coded bitstream itself.

Although editing may take several forms, the following discussion pertains only to editing at the picture
level deletion of coded video material from a bitstream, insertion of coded video material into a bitstream,
or rearrangement of coded video material within a bitstream.

If editing is anticipated, e.g. clip video is provided analogous to clip art for still pictures, then the video can
be encoded with well defined cutting points. These cutting points are places al which the bitstream may be
broken apart or joined. Each cutting point should be followed by a closed group of pictures. This allows
smooth playback after editing.

An editor must take care to ensure that the bitstream it produces is a legal bitsueam. In particular it must
ensure that the new bitstream complics with the requirements of the video buffering verifier. This is a
difficult task and in general it will mot be possible to edit together arbitrary sections of bitstreams that
comply with this part of ISOEC 11172 te produce another bitstream that also complies with this part of
ISQVIEC 11172 (see for example figure D.38).

Figure D.38 -- Sequences

It may however be possible to deliberuchy encode bitstreams in a manner that allows some editing wo occur.
For instance, if all Groups of Pictures had the same number of pictures and were encoded with the same
number of bits, then many of the problems of complying with the video buffering verifier would he solved.

‘The easiest editing task is to cut at the beginning of groups of pictures, If the group of pictures following
the cut is open, which can be detected by examining the closed_gop flag in the group of pictures header,
then the editor must set the broken_link bit to 1 to indicate to the decoder that the previous group of
pictures cannot be used for decoding any B-pictures.
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D.8.2 Resampling

The decoded bitsweam may not match the picture rate or the spatial resolution ofthe display device. In this
quite frequent situation, the decoded video must be resampled or scaled.

One example, considered under preprocessing, is the case where the decoded video has SIP resolution and
must be converted to CCIR GO] resolution,

D.8.2.1 Conversion of MPEG SIF to CCIR 601 format

A SIF is converted to its corresponding CCIR 601 format by spatial upsampling. A linear phase FIR
filter is applied after the insertion of zeroes between samples. A filter that can be used for upsampling the
luminance is shown in figure D.39:

|,-12]o|140]256]1407oO|-12|4/256

Figure D.39 -- Upsampling filter for luminance

Ad the end of the lines some special technique, such as replicating the last pel, must be adopted,

According to CCIR Rec. 601 the chrominance samples need to be co-sited with the luminance samples 1,
3, 5,... In order to achieve the proper location, the upsampling filter should have an even number of taps,as
shown in figure D.40.

piais

Figure D.40 -- Upsampling filter for chrominance

The SIF may be reconstructed by adding four black pels to each end of the horizontal luminance lines in the
decoded bitmap, and two gray pels to cach end of the horizontal chrominance lines. The luminance SIF
may then be upsampled horizontally and vertically. The chrominance SIP should be upsampled once
horizontally and twice vertically, This process is illustrated by the following diagram:

F20

480

i576
CCIR 601 ¥

Horizontal Vertical

Upsampling Upsampling
Fitter Filter
 

(a) Luma a60

CCIR 601|480
uv (S76 

  

 

  
 
  

 
 

Vertical

Upsampling
Filter

Vertical

Upsampling
Filter

Horizontal

Upsampling
Filter

(b) Chroma

Figure D.41 -- Simplified decoder block diagram

D.8.2.2 Temporal resampling

Since the picture rates are limited to those commonly used in the television industry, the same techniques
may be applied. For example, conversion from 24 pictures/s to 60 fickis/s may be achieved by the
technique of 3:2 pulldown,
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Video coded at 25 pictures/s can be converted to 50 fields/s by displaying the original decoded lines in the
odd CCIE 601 fields, and the interpolated lines in the even fields. Video coded at 29,97 of 30 pictures/s
may be converted to a field mate twice as large using the same method.

Video coded at 23,976 or 24 pictures/s may be converted to 50 fields/'s by speeding it up by about 4% and
decoding itas if it had been encoded at 25 pictures/s. ‘The decoded pictures could be displayed in the odd
fields, and interpolated pictures in the even fields. The audio must be maintained in synchronization, cither
by increasing the pitch, or by speeding it wp without a pitch change.

Video coded at 23,976 or 24 pictures/s may be converted to 59,94 or 60 fields/s using the technique of 3:2
pull down.
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Annex F

(informative)

List of patent holders

The user's attention ts called to the possibility that - for some of the processes specified in this part of
TSQVTEC 11172 - compliance with this Intemational Standard may require use of an invention covered by
patent rights.

By publication of this part of ISOVTEC 11172, no position is taken with respect to the validity of this
claim or of any patent rights in connection therewith. However, each company listed in this annex has filed
with the Information Technology Task Force (ITTF) a statement of willingness to grant a license under
such rights that they hold on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms and conditions to applicants desiring
to obtain such a license.

Information regarding such patents can be obtained from ;

AT&T
32 Avenue of the Americas
New York
NY 10013-2412
USA

Aware
1 Memorial Drive

Cambridge
02142 Massachusetts
USA

Bellcore
290 W Mount Pleasant Avenue

Livingston
NJ 07039
USA

The British Broadcasting Corporation
Broadcasting House
London
WA LAA

United Kingdom

British Telecommunications plc
Intellectual Property Lindt
13th Floor
151 Gower Street
London
WCIE 6BA

United Kingdom

CCETT
4 Rue du Clos-Courtel
BP 59
F-35512

Cesson-Sevigne Cedex
Prance
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CNET
38-40 Rue du General Leclerc

F-92131 Issy-les-Moulineaux
France

Cempression Labs, Incorporated
2860 Junction Avenue
San Jose
CA 951354
USA

CSELT
Via G Reiss Romoli 274
1-10148 Torino

Italy

CompuSonics Corporation
PO Box 61017
Palo Alte
CA 94306
USA

Daimler Benz AG
PO Box 800 230

Epplestrasse 225
D-7000 Stuugart $0
Gennany

Dornier Gmbh
An der Bundesstrasse 31
1D-7990 Predrichshafen1

Gennany

Fraunhoter Gesselschaft zur Pocrderung der Angerwandicn Forschung €.¥.
Leounodsirasse 54
8000 Muenchen 19

Germany

Hitachi Lod

6 Kanda-Surogacdai 4 chome
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101
Japan

Institut fiir Rundfunktechnik Gmbh
Florianmihistirabe G0
8000 Mianchen 45

Gennany

International Business Machines Corporation
Armonk
New York 10504
USA

KDD Corporation
2-3-2 Nishishinjuku
Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo
Japan
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Licentia Patent-Venvaltungs-Ginbh
Theodor-Stem-Kai &
D-6000 Frankfun 70
Germany

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
20 Ames Street

(Cambndge
Massachusetts 02139
USA

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Lod
1006 Oara-Kadoma
Kadoma
Osaka 471

Japan

Mitsubishi Electric Conporation
2-3 Marunouchi
2Chome

Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo
100 Japan

NECCorporation
7-1 Shiba 5-Chome
Minato-ku

Tokyo
Japan

Nippon Hoso Kyokai
2-2-1 Jin-nan

Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150-01
Japan

Philips Electronics NV
Grocncewoudseweg |
5621 BA Eindhoven
‘The Netherlands

Pionecr Elecuronic Corporation
4-1 Mcguro 1-Chome
Meguro-ku
Tokyo 153
Japan

Ricoh Co, Lid

1-3-6 Nakamagome
(yhta-ku

Tokyo 143
Jape

Schawartz Engineering & Design
15 Buckland Court
San Carlos, CA YAtyyiy
USA
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Sony Corporation
6-7-35 Kitashinagawa
Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo 141
Japan

Symbionics
St John's Innovation Centre

Cowley Road
Cambridge
CB4 4WS

United Kingdom

Telefunken Fernseh und Rundfunk GmbH

Gottinger Chaussee
D-3000 Hannover 91

Cienmany

Thomson Consumer Electronics

9, Place des Vosges
La Defense 5
92400 Courbevoic
France

Toppan Printing Co, Lud
1-5-1 Taito
Taito-kou

Tokyo 110
Japan.

Toshiba Corporation
1-1 Shibaru 1-Chome
Minato-ku

Tokyo 105
Japan

Victor Company of Japan Lid
12 Moriya-cho 3 chome
Kanagawa-ku
Yokohama

Kanagawa 221
Japan
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